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Editorial…… 

It is heartening to note that our journal is able to sustain the enthusiasm 
and covering various facets of knowledge.  It is our hope that IJMER would 
continue to live up to its fullest expectations savoring the thoughts of the 
intellectuals associated with its functioning .Our progress is steady and we are in 
a position now to receive evaluate and publish as many articles as we can. The 
response from the academicians and scholars is excellent and we are proud to 
acknowledge this stimulating aspect. 

The writers with their rich research experience in the academic fields are 
contributing excellently and making IJMER march to progress as envisaged. The 
interdisciplinary topics bring in a spirit of immense participation enabling us to 
understand the relations in the growing competitive world. Our endeavour will be 
to keep IJMER as a perfect tool in making all its participants to work to unity 
with their thoughts and action.  

The Editor thanks one and all for their input towards the growth of the 
Knowledge Based Society. All of us together are making continues efforts to 
make our predictions true in making IJMER, a Journal of Repute  

 
Dr.K.Victor Babu 

Editor-in-Chief  
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ROLE OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE IN CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT: A 

STUDY OF CLINICAL SETUP IN DYSPHAGIA MANAGEMENT 
 

1Dr. Challa Ramakrishna,2Dr. Challa Krishnaveer Abhishek and 3Ms. Challa Sushmita 
1Associate Professor, Dept of Journalism & Mass Communication - Andhra University 
2Soft Skills Trainer of Andhra University, Emotional Linguistic Dysphagia Pathologist 

Founder, Centre for Emotional Education Society 
3Research Assistant, University of Louisville, USA 

 
Abstract: 
 
Emotional Intelligence is akey aspect of Customer Service and management. 
Transaction of constructive emotions is essential for the sustenance of the service sector. 
Especially providing patient-centered care substantiateshealth care and nursing 
professionals to cultivate Emotional Intelligence characteristics and optimistic 
personality. Particularly, patients suffering from dysphagia take a toll of negative 
emotions such as stress, anger, anxiety, under-confidence, low-will power etc. resulting 
from their incapability of swallowing food normally and constantly perturbed by 
choking, coughing and wrong passage. The social and emotional impact of feeding and 
swallowing problems upon individuals and their families must be recognized as a 
serious issue. The article emphasizes on the positive and constructive emotions that 
must be recognized and implemented by the health care nursing professionals/care 
givers treating patients with dysphagia, thus facilitating them to become Emotionally 
Intelligent while dealing with their problem. 
 
Keywords: Constructive Emotions, Customer Service, Dysphagia, Emotional 
Intelligence, Optimistic Personality 
 
Introduction:  
 
Emotional Intelligence encompasses management and control of emotions, personality 
development, soft skills, anger management, stress management etc. Given a situation 
that might demand an out-burst of emotions with highly emotional and expressive 
participants, the ability to differentiate one-self from the situation, to understand it 
objectively, and respond in a controlled subjective manner requires one to have 
Emotional Intelligence. A person is not born extrovert or introvert, it is the 
surroundings, setting in which one is brought up makes a huge difference. Thereby, 
emotions are cultivated analogous to habits, and control/management of emotions is 
henceforth a very realizable idea. Various methods of developing Emotional 
Intelligence have been surfaced. Mediation, Yoga, Counselling, Service, Effective 
socializing, etc., have been into practice to develop constructive 
emotions.(Carusoet.al.,2002) 
 
Also defined as the ability to dwell with emotions adaptively, Emotional Intelligence 
has evolved as an essential human behavioral Intelligence, that stands as the foundation 
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for personality development and soft skills. The balance of emotions is seen as having a 
filter between our thoughts and emotions, which is generally a very herculean task. 
Cultivating positive emotions such as empathy, sympathy, love, happiness, peace etc., 
would channelize a way towards mastering EQ. Emotional Intelligence is more 
necessary than having a high IQ which becomes redundant when we consider social 
well being and development. Consider a person with high IQ, but very low EQ, that is 
the person has very low anger management or he cannot handle stress or has no 
empathy. What would be the outcome? The person might become dangerous for the 
society as he has no empathy and very low anger management or the person might harm 
himself as he cannot handle stress. Therefore, Emotional Intelligence is very much 
necessitated in the social development of the society which is the primary aspect of 
development whereby, the economic growth, cultural growth etc., would accompany.  
 
Emotions are pieces of information that tell one about oneself and others. Coming out of 
one’s comfort zone in the countenance of stress, one can become astounded and lose 
self-control. Harnessing the ability to manage stress and by staying emotionally present, 
one can learn to receive distressing information without allowing it to override one’s 
thoughts and self-control. One can make choices that allow control of impulsive and 
hasty feelings, behaviors, such as managing emotions in healthy ways, taking initiatives, 
following through on commitments, and efficiently adapting to changing circumstances. 
Emotions, many at times are not clear reflection of one’s feelings and thoughts. 
Sometimes an outburst of anger might be due to hunger, the smile on the face might be 
masking an intense emotion, shyness might be due to lack of confidence etc. A direct 
approach to management of emotions many at times doesn’t work due to this reason. 
Emotions have to be back-casted, to figure out the root cause and deal with it from its 
roots.  
 
Managing emotions means that one stays receptive to emotional information at essential 
times, and shut to it at other times. It also implies effectively managing and handling the 
emotions. It requires to work with feelings in a sensible way, rather than acting on them 
without thinking. Specifically, anger that is channeled and directed may be more useful 
in the long run. It is crucialto recognize that the skillof successfully managing emotions 
encompasses awareness, acceptance, and use of emotions in problem solving, decision 
making etc. Emotional regulation involves rationalization of emotion and effectively 
directing the reductant emotions in a social context. Managing Emotions includes the 
involvement of emotions in thought and the skill to allow thought to include emotions in 
a vice-versa fashion. Ideal levels of emotional regulation would balance out the for the 
ideal behavioral emotions thus neither minimizing nor exaggerating emotion. 
 
Various theoretical models have evolved over the time to describe the aptitudes and 
abilities that comprise emotional intelligence. The four-branch model developed by 
Salovey, 2002, has received widespread acceptance. According to this model, 
Emotional Intelligence comprises of the following abilities:(Carusoet.al.,2002) 
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1. To recognize and perceive our own as well as other’s emotions, and thereby 
constructively express our emotions. 

2. Able to perform thought and problem solving with the aid of emotions  
3. Able to perceive the causes of emotions and compare different emotional 

experiences 
4. Management of two way emotions in a communication process (Carusoet.al.,2002) 
 
Emotional Intelligence in Customer Engagement  
 
Emotional Intelligence plays a crucial role in Customer Service and management. The 
service sector encompasses various fields where the commodity that is under transaction 
is nothing but emotion. Hotel management, hospitality services, care-takers, Nursing, 
Sales management, etc., are the social sectors that demand a high quotient of Emotional 
Intelligence. While dealing with customers, passengers, patients, the respective 
Salesmen, Air-hostess, Nurses/Doctors have to exhibit high EQ, not only because that is 
the service that the consumer is paying for but also as a responsible social being. 
Consider the example of an Air-Hostess, by being polite and by empathizing the 
passengers, the Air-hostess can create a stress free journey and happier ambience for the 
passengers. During an emergency, by exhibiting and communicating confidence and 
lending support, the hostess can make a big difference in saving the lives of passengers 
who might be stricken by an anxiety attack. Coming to another example, advertisements 
play a crucial role not only in communicating the product but also the idea that is used 
to advertise it. Therefore, as responsible social beings, it is important for the advertising 
agencies and companies to carefully select the idea, they are propagating and check its 
validity. While dealing with patients and their families, it is very much important for the 
nurses and doctors to spread positive and constructive emotions, as the situation already 
attracts negative emotions to take the lead. (Kernbachet.al.,2005). 
In the perspective of organizations, customer engagement and satisfaction is a key 
variable, and not only verbal communication conveys emotions but also non-verbal 
communication such as non-verbal cues as in behavior and performance of the service 
providers, physical surroundings, waiting time etc., are also account to the emotional 
experience. It is generally observed that a high EQ in service providers leads to 
constructive emotional encounter by the customers.  
 
The fundamental relationship between emotional intelligence of the service providers 
and the positive emotional experience of the customers with whom they deal can 
attribute to the transaction of emotions in the given context. In difficult circumstances 
where there are greater chances of encountering involuntary emotional outbursts, the 
emotional intelligence portrayed by a service provider has the most effect on customer 
experience. It is to be observed that service encounters take place in a specific context, 
and there are many categories, dimensions and relationsin the context and might 
influence the transaction of emotions. One vital dimension of service confronts is how 
challenging versus routine they are. And mostly, the service encounters are in the 
dimension of difficulty thus making it inevitable parameter of the transactions and thus 
a component of all service encounters. Compared to simple transactions, difficult 
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transactions demand higher emotional intelligence keeping in mind the intense 
emotional reactions of both the service provider and customer in difficult transactions. 
Thereby by on a proportional scale, high emotional intelligence of a service provider 
may have the most influence on customers who are similarly high in emotional 
intelligence. This is the same with relations,people generally prefer relationship partners 
who exhibit social characteristics similar totheir own or similar in emotional intelligence 
to themselves. The appreciation and recognition ofemotional intelligence is generally 
observed in people who themselves are equipped with high EQ.  
 
Role of Emotional Intelligence in Clinical Services and patient care 
 
Delivery of patient-centered care demands personality expansion to contain Emotional 
Intelligence characteristics among the health care and nursing professionals. A value 
assessment of patient’s emotional backdrop could aid the health professionals towards 
quality diagnosis. An analysis of patient’s  Emotional quotient can also improve the 
patient-Practitioner communication, clinical competence etc. In trying to study the 
patient’s emotional response to the treatment, lifestyle changes, the clinicians can 
substantiate custom methods that will work more effectively for a given patient. 
Patient’s level of satisfaction with the care plays a vital role in Clinical Service 
efficiency, which is to a large extent dependent on the Emotional Intelligence of the 
patient as well as the practitioner. For example, job stress might force nurses to attend to 
the patients with very low EQ, this might trigger the patient’s emotions, leading to 
stressful situations such as quarrels, uncontrolled anger, anxiety etc. Thereby EQ 
training becomes mandatory for health care professionals especially due to the utmost 
subtle and calculated emotions needed in this profession. Empathy, care, concern, 
patience, confidence etc., are the emotions that have to drive a health care professional 
in all circumstances. This would aid in expediating the recovery process, build patient-
practitioner relationship over the successive diagnosis processes, and would also build 
patient’s trust and belief on the health care professionals. For example, in the case of a 
patient who went through a fire accident or any other disaster/calamity, an emotional 
assurance and care have a major role to play. As it not only the physical aliments that 
have to be treated, but also Emotional Intelligence is needed to bring the patient out of 
the trauma of the calamity.   
 
Also, the health care profession itself is sanded by the weight of job stress, accounting to 
the treatment, operations etc., that demand the health care professionals to be ready at 
all times due to the uncertainty of the occurrence of cases. Emotional intelligence can be 
witnessed at work in numerous situations within health care environments. Hospitals 
can be a place of immense stress asemotions can be fluctuating graph. For example, 
there is a lot of emotional communication in the interactions between the staff and the 
patients especially when difficult news needs to be presented to patients and their 
families. Members of a clinical team often requireto control their emotions and work 
together to achieve their goals. Doctors, nurses, and lab technicians must handle the 
stress of their jobs and simultaneously avoid making serious mistakes as an outcome of 
stress. They mustcope with all their responsibilities without any hasty emotional out-
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burst.Thereby, Emotional Intelligence is needed to sustain oneself in the avalanche of 
emotions that might trigger. In order to develop constructive emotions towards patient 
care and helping them reciprocate the positive emotions all through the treatment and 
diagnosis process, the nursing professionals need to be not only trained professionally in 
EQ but also can develop personalized steps for management of emotions such as doing 
yoga, going for a nature walk, meditation etc.  
 
Theorizing EI as an ability that can be learned and changed, it would evolve as a 
beneficial way of reasoning about and attending facets of the doctor-patient interface 
which is generally challenging. Nevertheless, before substantiating pervasive 
recommendation of and training in EI is suggested, a reliable measurement need to be 
carried out in order to ascertain whether it explains variations in the quality of care. The 
variability in Practitioners explained by EQ is still a topic of debate and what can be 
explained by other more established qualities such as empathy and self-awarenessneeds 
more research in the way of conceptualizing the idea of implementation.  
 
Emotional intelligence is not a staticattribute. Those who have difficulty with their 
emotions can learn to enhance control with proper training. The willingness on the part 
of the individual to get better at it, plays a major role in management of emotions. 
Organizations involvementis essential in extending assistance to their staff, nurses and 
physicians to get advancements across the hierarchy. Effective training sessions can be 
conducted to boost up patient care.Focusingsolely on the physical recovery of their 
patients, most health professionals neglect to see that emotional needs of the patients 
that should tackled with more care. For example, nurses may examine certain behavioral 
patterns in their patients. Thereby, they can alter their own behaviors duly to have better 
interactions and efficient conveying of the treatment. Modifications can also be made 
for a more cordial relationship with other colleagues. 
 
Emotional Intelligence for Clinical Practitioners treating patients with Dysphagia: 
 
Dysphagia is medical condition wherein swallowing of normal food becomes difficult. 
Patients suffering from this problem are generally given semi-solid to liquid substitutes 
of the normal food. This medical condition could arise due to a number of factors 
including old age, tumor, psychological condition, trauma, etc., Since food is the 
connecting bite of every social setting/ gathering, the patients with dysphagia can feel 
left out, incapable and cannot participate in the social meal. Also, these patients might 
have given up their cravings, abandoned their favorite food, and also some cannot even 
have a meal peacefully as might be constantly perturbed by choking, coughing and 
wrong passage of food. Thereby these patients taken in burden of emotions such as 
stress, anger, anxiety, under-confidence, low-will power etc., The social and emotional 
impact of feeding and swallowing problems upon individuals and their families has to 
be recognized as a serious issue, studied, and accounted for through research and 
implementation in the health care sector.(Smithet.al.,2015)The psychosocial impact of 
dysphagia addresses the issue that apart from the physical struggles a person with 
dysphagia experiences, there are self-esteem, socialization, and quality of life issues that 
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taken in much steeper step into the problem. This disorder has deleterious influence on 
the patient’s life, deteriorating it qualitatively from both a social and an emotional point 
of view. The patient tends to isolate oneself, and experiences a sense of discomfort and 
diversity compared to his/her fellows, leading to a decrease in self-
esteem. (Smithet.al.,2015) 
 
The health care nursing professionals/care givers treating patients with dysphagia have 
to build constructive and positive emotions among these patients all through the 
treatment process by boosting their confidence, listening to their story, empathizing 
their situation, inculcating positive psychology, appreciating and recognizing 
improvements in swallowing ability during the treatment etc., Caregivers' knowledge, 
the symbolic role of food, emotional responses to dysphagia, and discordance with 
dietary recommendations play a crucial role in treating the patients with this condition. 
Also by providing the care-givers with knowledge and emotional support could help 
them to develop strong desire to work on the patients and put out their emotional 
intelligence.Apartform the physical treatment techniques to make swallowing easier 
such as training on proper posture, behavioral precautions, re-educational techniques 
with exercises aimed at improving the neuromuscular and sensorial deficiencies, etc., 
techniques to improve EQ can also be implemented parallel to the physical treatment so 
as to improve its efficiency noticeably.  
 
Management and evaluation of emotions become more meaningful and validated in this 
case, with the basic ability getting challenged and a constant trigger to emotions is 
laddered. Dysphagia treatment inherently surfaces the implementation of Emotional 
Intelligence, owing to the uncertainty of the diagnosis and treatment time which in 
many cases is indefinite. The turmoil of emotions posses as a challenge to the patients 
and the clinical care givers who constantly have towork with the patients to build up 
their psychological ability to swallow. By harnessing positive emotions, stress free 
environment can be created for the dysphagia patients whereby encouraging them to 
take the semi-solid/liquid diet with ease of mind. A lot of ailments can be treated at the 
psychological level which efficient Emotional therapy, especially when the medical 
condition has arisen due to trauma/stress. (Smithet.al.,2015) 
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Abstract 

 
In Indian philosophy of language sabdapramana has been accepted as a convenient 

way of knowing. Almost all the schools, except the Carvakas, the Buddhist and the early 
Vaisesikas, accept sabda as an independent source (pramana) of true cognition (prama). 
Professor Jitendra Nath Mohanty in his Presidential address to the Indian Philosophical 
Congress (1986) made a revision of the thesis of sabdapramanaand held the view that 
such a thesis is epistemologically not viable. Mohanty argued that sabdapramana as a 
source of knowledge failed to take in to account the distinction between understanding 
the meaning of a sentence ‘p’ and knowing that ‘p’. With regard to false utterance the 
problem becomes more relevant, since a false sentence can be understood, though it 
cannot generate knowledge, because in such cases there is no fact to be known. As for 
Mohanty, the Indian semantical theories are mainly concerned with referential theory of 
meaning, so the meaning of any linguistic expression is indistinguishable from its 
referent.  

The main thrust of this paper is to analyse Mohanty’s revisionary treatment 
ofsabdapramana and the counter-argument developed by his contemporaries like 
Arindam Chakrabarty, Sibajiban Bhattacharya and B.K.Matilal. 
 
Keywords: Cognition, Pramana, Referential, Sabdapramana, Semantical.  
 
Introduction:  

In the Indian theory knowledge, pramana is regarded as fundamental to the production 
of true cognition. A pramanais a specific cause of acquiring true cognition. 
Contemporary Indian Philosopher, Matilal (1992) also holds that knowledge of true 
cognition must not only be true to its object,but must be generated in the right manner. 
For Mohanty in such a cognitive episode there are three necessary factors involved. As 
he says, “S knows that P if S has a cognitive state having the form P, this cognitive state 
is true, and it is brought about in the right sort of way” (Mohanty,1992). Thus pramana 
theory is mainly concerned with the means and criteria or justification of correct 
cognition. All the schools of Indian philosophy accept different ways of knowing 
(pramana) and sabda is conventionally accepted the strongest of all. The Western 
Philosophical tradition recognizes one or more of the following sorts of cognition: 
perception, reasoning, introspection and memory. Of course, unlike the Indian 
Philosophers they want to construe the causal theories of knowledge in the domain of 
reductionism. The Western linguistic philosophers such as A.J.Ayer, L.Wittgenstein, 
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B.Russell though recognised the important role of language in the domain of 
knowledge, yet they abstain from saying that language is the cause of true cognition. 
J.N.Mohanty, in his several publications has made a critique on the Classical Indian 
philosophical view of sabda as a valid means of knowledge. In his essay Between 
Tradition and Modernity, Mohanty has made the following insightful remarks: 

 
[T]he theory of sabdapramana, indeed as the one mode of knowing which Can 
override all others, needs to be looked at afresh. Even if it is true that the  Life-
world World does not fully determine the philosophical problems, it   
nevertheless appears that for a people whose faith inthe infallibility of the 
scriptures is considerably weakened ... sabdapramanacannot any longer provide 
the theoretical basis for a satisfactory philosophy. But that is nottorejectsabda 
altogether as pramana. What is necessary is to re-examine the  priorities and 
relative strengths and weakness. (Mohanty, 1992, p. 23) 

 
Mohanty’s critical appraisal of sabdapramana has stimulated many of his 
contemporaries like B.K.Matilal, Sibajiban Bhattacharya and Arindam Chakrabarty 
to reflect on the issue of Word generated knowledge. In this paper, an attempt has 
been made to give an account of Mohanty’s revisionary treatment of sabdapramana 
and the consequent responses offered by his contemporaries.  
Sabdapramana and Sabdabodha: 

           The term sabda generally means sound (dhvani) and we know it in terms 
noise both of its articulated and inarticulated forms. The articulated form of sound is 
actually a verbal sound, which stretches itself from a single articulated letter (varna) 
to a complex sentential structure (vakya). As Madhav Deshpande(1978) says, “the 
term sabdais elastic enough to range from individual sounds to sentential sequences 
and from pronounced words (padas) to the communicative aspects of language” ( 
p.219). Thus any linguistic utterance or expression which is concerned with words 
and intends to convey meaning may be regarded as sabdapramana. Most of the 
systems of Indian philosophy claim thatsabda is an irreducibly unique source of 
knowledge. According to them, the knowledge derive from any linguistic 
understanding (sabdabodha) is sabdapramanaand there is thus always an identity 
between language generated awareness and the knowledge of the meaning of such 
awareness. Mohanty(1992) questioned the thesis of sabdapramanaon the basis of the 
distinction between sabdabodha as linguistic understanding and sabdabodha as 
linguistic knowing.  For the generation of linguistic knowledge, Indian linguistic 
philosophers have mentioned certain formal and semantic conditions. These 
conditions establish the interrelation between the words and their meaning to form 
sabdabodhaas linguistic knowledge.  The Indian philosophy of language 
recommended four such conditions for the comprehension of any linguistic 
utterance. They are: syntactic expectancy (akanksa), semantic compatibility 
(yogyata), contiguity (asatti) and intention of the speaker (tatparya).  Along with 
these linguistic conditions, Mohanty(2001) mentioned other two sets of conditions. 
They are: (1) Conditions of utterance and (2) Conditions of understanding. For 
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Mohanty all these three sets of conditions must be satisfied in order to claim the 
validity of word-generated knowledge. 
 
Mohanty’s critique of sabdapramana: 

In the light of the above conceptual background, Mohanty’s analysis of the 
doctrine of sabdapramana has been approached. Mohanty’s framework of 
understanding offers the possibility of an alternative interpretation of sabdabodha. The 
whole thrust of Mohanty’s critique of sabdapramana is based on the following 
argument: 

 
  The issue is: is linguistic understanding (sabdabodha) eo ipso also a linguistiknowing, 
  i.e. (sabdapramana), or does the former amount to knowing only when 
certainspecifiable conditions are satisfied. If the second alternative is accepted, these 
additional conditions could not be the same as the familiar conditions of contiguity 
(asatti), semantic fitness (yogyata),  expectancy (akanksa) and intention (tatparya), for 
these are, on the theory, conditions of linguistic understanding itself. On the first 
alternative, all linguistic understanding is prama, i.e. is true, so that a false (a-prama) 
sabdabodha would be a contradiction in terms. And yet, in an intuitively clear sense, 
one does understand a false sentence, so that what hearing a false sentence being uttered 
by a speaker taken to be competent generates in the hearer could not be   knowledge. It 
can only understand of the meaning of the sentence. (Mohanty,1992, pp.251-52).    
 
The analysis of the above thesis brings out the following three main points of 
argument against sabdapramana: 
1. How is it possible for the word or sentence to generate knowledge of actual state 
of affairs? Mohanty holds that in such cases, linguistic knowledge must be 
corroborated either by perception or inference. Thus in order to know the sentence, 
“That horse is running”, we need a demonstration of any particular horse, which is 
being perceived at a distance. Again, when we hear the sentence “A horse is 
running”, without any demonstrative ‘that’ then we do not know any particular 
horse, but only that some horse is running, which is de dicto not de re in nature. 
Referring to Fregean semantics, Mohanty recognized the possibility of the 
distinction between de re and de dicto knowledge in Western philosophy, which is, 
Mohanty claims found absent in Indian philosophy, because for such a distinction, 
one must have a prior distinction between sense and reference, and in Indian 
philosophy, there is no such distinction. (Mohanty, 1992). As a result Indian 
philosophy is not able to give a satisfactory account of word generated knowledge. 
As he remarks, “The enormous amount of knowledge we possess derives from 
reading books and newspapers amongst others and hearing others taken to be 
competent say, that fact cannot be used to prove that sabda is a pramana. In such 
cases we said to now only inasmuch as the possibility of perceptual confirmation or 
inferential backing is taken for granted” (Mohanty, 1992,p.252). 
2. Mohanty questioned the theory ofsabdapramana on the basis of the distinction 
between linguistic understanding and linguistic knowing. In Western philosophy, 
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linguistic understanding is conceived as prior to linguistic knowledge, which is non-
committal to its actual truth or falsity. But in Indian philosophy such a process goes 
in a reverse way: they uphold the priority of linguistic knowledge over and above 
linguistic understanding. In Indian account, meaning of any linguistic utterance is 
indistinguishable from its referent. In such a position, there is no place for grasping 
the meaning of a sentence separate from knowing that something is the case. As he 
says, “one may simply understand the sentence “S is P” without knowing that S is P. 
Knowing that S is P however presupposes an understanding of the sentence “S is P” 
(Mohanty, 1970, p.19). Mohanty raised this issue in connection with the doctrine of 
sabdabodha. According to him, since the Indian theory of meaning is purely 
referential, where words directly refer to objects and a sentence refers to a complex 
relational object, therefore such a theory of meaning rules out the possibility of 
understanding false sentences. If by definition sabdabodha is accepted as prama, 
i.e., true cognition, then the notion of false sabdabodha would be a contradiction in 
terms. His main contention has been that a Fregean theory of sense has been absent 
in Indian semantics.... For this reason a theory of understanding distinguished from 
knowing is absent in the tradition and the two cannot be collapsed into some opaque 
thesis of “verbal knowing” (Bilimoria, 2000, p.214). Mohanty’s construal of 
sabdabodha as linguistic understanding is thus not equivalent to knowing, which 
may lead us to go for further semantical analysis without the constraints of Classical 
Indian mode of thinking. For Matilal also, “To describe the content of sabdabodha 
can be said to be equivalent to describing the ‘meaning’ of the utterance” 
(Matilal,1985,p.408). 
3. Mohanty’s  critique of the Indian theory of sabdapramana ultimately emphasizes 
the possibility of an alternative interpretation. According to him, though the thesis of 
sabdapramana is not to be considered as an independent source of knowledge 
(pramana), yet it is an autonomous source of knowing about super sensible moral 
rules. As he remarks,        

        “[T]he main strength of the theory ... was to make room for a distinctive 
way of knowing about a domain of objects which cannot be known otherwise. 
There are rather two such domains: the alleged supersensible objects such as 
God, afterlife, soul, karma which are all allegedly reals. The other domain 
consists of ethical duties (dharma).(Mohanty,2001.p.54) 
         Thus Mohanty’s suspicion over the word-generated knowledge has 
found its justification in case of moral rules and spiritual goals and means. 
Defending such a position , Mohanty writes,  “Sabda alone give us knowledge of 
moral rules, of what one ought to do or ought not to do, of vidhi and nisedha ... 
what I am saying , rather, is that we learn the rules only from hearing  (or 
reading) verbal or written instructions.There is no other means of knowing them” 
(Mohanty, 1992, p.256-57). In case of moral rules there is no distinction between 
understanding and knowing. For this reason, Mohanty wants to construe sabda in 
terms of Srutipramanyamfor the knowledge of moral rules.In this way Mohanty 
accepts a limited autonomy of sabda, because its contents are beyond the 
purview of epistemology in the sense that scriptural knowledge is derived from 
the wisdom of a tradition, which is believed to be grounded in the text known as 
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sruti. Mohanty’s point is that for knowing, just faith in the trustworthiness of the 
utterance of scripture and its understanding are not sufficient. It demands a 
rational argumentation of some sort or other. Reflecting this point Mohanty 
writes:             

 If one can be said to know that such and such action ought to be done, then 
mere understanding of the meanings of scriptural imperatives cannot yield 
such knowledge; if one cannot be said to know such matters, then also the 
scriptures are not the means of their knowledge. My purpose has been not to 
question the usefulness, and even the importance and dignity, of the scripture 
in man’s ethical and religious life. My purpose has been to argue that they are 
not a unique source of knowledge, a pramana. (Mohanty,1993,p.9). 

Response to Mohanty:  

The logical outcome of Mohanty’s critique and interpretation of sabdapramana 
have opened up all sorts of new doors for philosophers to think afresh on this issue. 
Many contemporary Indian philosophers such as B.K.Matilal, Sibajiba Bhattacharya, 
Arindam Chakrabarty have contributed to Mohanty’s claim that in Indian thought there 
is no room for grasping the meaning of a sentence separate from knowing. On this basic 
assumption, Mohanty goes further and claims that there cannot be knowledge from 
understanding a false sentence in Indian philosophy of language.  
             According to the Indian epistemologists, all cognitive states have two principal 
aspects:  one is the qualifier and other is the object—the qualificand. The sentence, for 
example, ‘Socrates is wise’, has two co-relative features: one is the qualificand 
(Socrates) and other is the qualifier (wise) and one is conditioned by the other. A false 
cognition also assumes this generalised structure, but in such cases the qualifier does not 
qualify the qualificand. Therefore, Matilal (1990) wants to say that false cognition is 
actually a misconnection between the qualifier and the qualificand though apparently 
gives the impression that they are connected. 
             Arindam Chakrabarty(2000) in his article entitled Is Understanding Teachable 
?, seeks to show that the picture Mohanty has offered about understanding and knowing 
is inadequate and even erroneous in certain respects. Chakrabarty claims that upon 
hearing and understanding a false sentence like, “Indira Gandhi was Mahatma Gandhi’s 
niece”, we get knowledge. Mohanty (1992) ascribes such understanding as ‘degenerate 
variety of knowing’. Chakrabarty’s response to Mohanty consists in saying that 
understanding a false sentence may generate knowledge only if there is a correct 
interpretation of speaker’s utterance. In such cases, says Chakrabarty, “Although my 
resulting belief turns out to be false, like all cognitive contents, the content of that false 
belief is made out of bits of correctly cognized or known objects and properties and 
relations. So in a sense, we could say that a falsehood, too, can be known, albeit in its 
bits ...” (Chakrabarty, 2000, p.189). For Mohanty in false cognition what we grasp is the 
meaning of the sentence along with the meanings of other component words. Such 
awareness though gives rise to a mental state of the referents yet it is not able to 
generate a relational, qualificative cognition. On Mohanty’s position, a linguistic 
understanding does not amount to knowledge (prama); it is simply a sabdabodha. The 
distinction between understanding the meaning of a sentence and knowing on the basis 
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of such understanding has been collapsed in Chakrabarty’s analysis. For this reason 
Chakrabarty’s use of the term ‘knowledge’ seems to be ambiguous. As Bina Gupta in 
her ‘Introduction’ to The empirical and the transcendental- A fusion if Horizon, 
remarks, “He seems to follow Dummett’s suggestion that knowing the meaning of a 
sentence is a unique kind of knowing, which differs from knowing an object or from 
grasping a thought” (Gupta, 2000, p.18). 
 Another important contemporary Indian philosopher, Sibajiban Bhattacharya raises few 
questions pertaining to Mohanty’s exposition of falsehood. According to him, 
Mohanty’s argument says that the mental state of hearing a false sentence (when 
believed to be true) and the mental state of hearing a true sentence are 
phenomenologically indistinguishable. To uphold the possibility of knowing falsehood, 
Sibajiban refers two different scenarios of false sentence. In the first scenario, the hearer 
mistakenly believes that he knows the fact of the sentence. In this situation, Sibajiban 
(1998) says, “Hearer hears a false sentence without being aware of its falsehood; he 
becomes aware of a connected meaning which he takes to be a fact. All these elements 
in the connected meaning (a complex object) are real, only the relation does not hold 
between or among them” (pp.83-84). In the second case, the sentence is false and the 
hearer also knows or at least believes that it is false. As Sibajiban(1998) says, “This 
belief of the falsity of the sentence (true or false) prevents the hearer from having an 
awareness of a connected meaning” (p.84).As a corollary to this, it may also be said that 
knowledge derived from verbal utterance is always accompanied with an element called 
trust. A trustless understanding of an uttered sentence is epistemologically prior to and 
might not be psychologically distinguishable from knowing the sentence. For this 
reason, when a teacher says that Aristotle was a Greek philosopher, students accept it on 
trust.  
Conclusion: 

From the above discussion, it appears that Mohanty’s analysis of the theory of 
sabdapramana has been guided by his phenomenological understanding of knowledge. It 
is because of the overbearing influence of Husserlianphenomenologythat Mohanty 
brings to light the important distinction between linguistic understanding (sabdabodha) 
and linguistic knowing (sabdapramana). He claims that such a distinction is found to be 
absent in Indian semantics, because the Indian semantical theories are basically 
referential. In the absence of a theory of sense, the Indian semantical theories are always 
concerned with denotative aspects of speech act or linguistic utterance, which according 
to Mohanty fails to give an account of phenomenological understanding of false 
sentence. Although many of his contemporaries have produced remarkable studies in 
their own ways, yet Mohanty has been unrepentant on his position. Actually Mohanty 
grants sabda quasrutipramanya, its ethical and interpretive worth, despite its 
epistemological “soft paddling”, and because of it,or its otherwise aesthetical superior 
claims (Bilimoria,2000). Thus in conclusion, we may say that Mohanty’s way of 
approaching the theory of sabdapramana has opened up all sorts of new doors, which 
had been accepted uncritically with self-assured complacency.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
Acquired  Immune Deficiency Syndrome. AIDS is medical condition . A person is 
diagnosed with AIDS when their immune system is too weak to fight off infection. 
AIDS is caused by HIV.  
          The first case of HIV in India was reported in 1986 from Madras. Since then there 
has been an increase in the number of HIV infections over the years. As per the National 
AIDS Control Organization (NACO), it is estimated that about 3.8 million people were 
living with HIV and AIDS in India in the year 2000.  
 Exposure to human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) can be a consequence of many of 
the risk-taking behaviors that occur among adolescents. Efforts to improve adolescent 
health through access to diagnosis, treatment, and prevention education must take into 
account the developmental level of the patient, as well as social and psychological 
variables. 
Descriptive study to assess the knowledge of hypertensive patients regarding 
Transmission of AIDS among adolescence   was conducted by researcher. 
Objectives of the study:- 
 To assess the knowledge of adolescence regarding the transmission of HIV/AIDS. 
 To find out the knowledge score level adolescence regarding the prevention of 

HIV/AIDS. 
The major findings of the study are -In knowledge section, majority of adolescence 9 
(30%) were having good knowledge (09-12, marks with mean value 10.44), 8(26.7%) of 
them were having average knowledge (05-08, markswithmean value 6.87), 7(23.3%) of 
them were having poor knowledge (00-04 marks withmean value 3.57), 6(20%) of them 
having excellent knowledge (13-15 markswith mean value 13.3).  

It can be concluded that majority of adolescence have average knowledge, and it can be 
improved by doing effective adolescence health teaching in various health centers and 
community areas. 

 
Key words:Assess ,Knowledge, Transmission , HIV/ AIDS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Since AIDS was first identified in the early 1980s, an unprecedented number of people 
have been affected by the global AIDS epidemic. Today, there are an estimated 33.4 
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million people living with HIV/AIDS and each year around two million people die from 
AIDS-related illnesses. 
Life style and other factors are alcohol, nutrition, recreational drugs, re-infection 
through unprotected intercourse, smoking, and stress. Poverty and homelessness are 
associated with worse survival, probably reflecting co-factor such as nutrition and 
access to medical care. The possible effect of life style factors such as anxiety and 
depression are being studied but no firm conclusion have yet been reached. 

Knowledge regarding HIV/AIDS is an important measures used for decreasing 
the prevalence of HIV/AIDS and it’s transmission. The increase level of knowledge on 
HIV/AIDS and transmission will help to have desired intervention goal in people who 
are most motivated. 
 
PROBLEM   STATEMENT 
 “A   study to assess knowledge regarding Transmission   of HIV/ AIDS among 
Adolescent in selected schools of district arvalli (GJ) ’’ 
 
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY  

 
1.To assess the knowledge of adolescence regarding the transmission of HIV/AIDS. 
2.To find out the knowledge score level adolescence regarding the prevention  of 
HIV/AIDS. 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Research Approach :The researcher has adopted the Quantitative research approach. 
Research  Design :The researcher has adopted a Non-experimental Descriptive 
survey research design to assess the  Knowledge regarding HIV/AIDS and it’s 
transmission among teenager in school of district arvalli (Gj) 
Sample and sample size :The sample selected for the present study comprised the 
School Student of  district arvalli (GJ) .The sample size selected for this study was 30. 
Sampling Technique :The Non- Probability Purposive Sampling Method was used to 
select 30 Student , who met the designated set of criteria during the period of data 
collection.  
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TOOL 
The  researcher  prepared  a   Demographic  Data and  a  Structured  Questionnaire  is 
the  tool for  study.  The tool included two  sections:- 
Section A- Demographic Data sheet. 
Section B – Questionnaires on knowledge regarding transmission and prevention of 
HIV/AIDS. 
It contain questionnaire, which helps to assess the knowledge level of student. 
questionnaire consists of 15 question and 4 options. The question include HIV/AIDS 
and Transmission. Total marks 15; each right answer carries 1 mark and wrong answer 
0. Categories include in this section is excellent knowledge (13-16 marks), good 
knowledge (09-12 marks) , average knowledge (05-08 marks) and poor knowledge (00-
04 marks). 
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Key scores- 

Sr no Level of knowledge Marks 

1 Poor knowledge 00-04 marks 

2 Average 05-08 marks 

3 Good knowledge 09-12 marks 

4 Excellent knowledge 13-15 marks 
 

DATA ANALYSIS 
 The purpose of data analysis is to organize, provide structure to and elicit meaning from 
research data descriptive statistic mean, standard deviation  were used for data analysis. 
The collected data for each variable was analyzed, categorized, Interpreted and 
presented in the form of table & figures.        
 
TABLE :1 Frequency and  percentage distribution  of student  according to their 
demographic variables . 

 
 

Sr.No Demographic variables Frequency Percentage(%) 
1. Age   
 13 to 14 year 5 16.6% 
 15 to 16 year 7 23.33% 
 17 to 18 year 18 60% 
 18 to 19 year 0 0% 

2. Sex   
 Male 17 56.67% 
 Female 13 43.33% 

3. Education qualification   
 Primary education 12 40% 
 Secondary education 18 60% 
 Illiterate 0 0% 

4. Area of residency   
 Urban 8 26.67% 
 Rural 4 13.33% 
 Semi rural 18 60% 

5. Type of family   
 Joint 12 40% 
 Nuclear 18 60% 
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TABLE  : 2 Frequency & percentage distribution according to the level of   knowledge . 
 

 
TABLE  : 3 Assessment  of  knowledge  of  Adolescence 

 
Figure : 1-Assessment of knowledge score of Adolescence 

 
 
DISCUSSION 
The present study was designed to assess the knowledge regarding the HIV/AIDS and 
Transmission among adolescence in selected schools of district Arvalli (GJ) 

3.57%

6.87%

10.44%

13.30%

Level of knowledge

Poor Knowledge

Average Knowledge

Good Knowledge

Excellent Knowledge

Sr no Level of 
knowledge 

Frequency Percentage(%) 

1 Poor knowledge 7 23.3% 
2 Average 8 26.7% 
3 Good 9 30% 
4 Excellent  

knowledge 
6 20% 

Sr no Level of knowledge Statistical value 

Mean Median 

1 Poor knowledge 3.57 0.52 
2 Average 6.87 0.79 
3 Good 10.44 1.00 
4 Excellent 

knowledge 
13.3 0.51 
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The study design used was Non-experimental in nature conducted over a 
period of 18 March to 20 March 2019. Data were collected from 30 adolescence who 
are attending the school     

The findings of study are discussed with reference to the objectives , and 
findings of the similar studies. Discussion of findings is presented as for demographic 
variables of adolescence and knowledge of HIV/AIDS and Transmission . 

In knowledge section, majority of adolescence  9 (30%)were having good 
knowledge (09-12 marks with mean value 10.44), 8(26.7%) of them were having 
average knowledge (05-08 marks with mean value 6.87), 7(23.3%) of them were having 
poor knowledge (00-04 marks with mean value 3.57), 6(20%) of them having excellent 
knowledge (13-15 marks with mean value 13.3).  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
  In adolescence, it is necessary to be awareness of such measures for HIV/AIDS and its 
transmission. Adolescence also need more knowledge on the topic so as to as question 
measures that are being used to prevention of HIV/AIDS. 
        From the present study it can be concluded that adolescence who were participated 
in the study have good knowledge on HIV/AIDS and Transmission. 
 
RECOMMENDATION OF THE STUDY : 
 An experimental study can be conducted to educate the adolescence regarding 

HIV/AIDS and Transmission. 
 The study can be conducted on a large sample size. 
 The study can be conducted to compare knowledge of HIV/AIDS between two 

groups. 
 The study can be done to co-relate knowledge and attitude of HIV/AIDS   and 

Transmission 
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Abstract:- 
In forensic practice, it's difficult to work out whether a body within the water resulted 
from drowning or from disposal after death. Diatoms testing is currently a crucial 
supporting technique for the determination of death by drowning and of drowning sites, 
it's a time consuming and laborious tasks. This text reviews the event of diatoms testing 
over the decades and discusses a replacement method for the potential application of 
deep learning in diatom testing. 
 
Keywords:-Forensic science, Drowning, Diatom, Deep learning. 
 
INTRODUCTION:- 
When forensic pathologist’s deals with a body recovered from the water, it remains 
challenging to spot the explanation of death, especially distinguishing drowning from 
other deaths [1]. A fresh drowning corpus generally has some significant signs like pale 
skin and froth within the mouth and nostrils. However, these postmortem signs 
disappear with accelerating decomposition when a body is immersed for an extended 
time in an aquatic environment, further making identification of the explanation for 
death harder. 
 
During drowning, liquid is aspirated into the lungs then enters the blood circulation 
through the alveoli; meanwhile, some small particles in water, including sediments, 
microorganisms and pollen, also are carried to multiple organs and deposited in their 
capillaries [2]. Of course particles, a catagory of unicellular algae referred to as diatoms 
remain in biological tissues longer. These plankton are found in most aquatic and humid 
environments, including oceans, lakes and swamps. Because their silica shells are acid-
resistant, it's easy to separate diatoms from organ tissues using acid-digestive extraction 
[3]. This method was firstly utilized in 1904 and had been widely applied. But there 
have been many controversies [4]. The ubiquity of diatoms may causes deviations in 
explanation for death. Meanwhile, some authors acknowledged that diatoms getting into 
organs were usually thought to enter from lungs, which it's not impossible to enter from 
intestine [5]. Even so, diatoms test remains one among the routine methods for 
diagnosing drowning. 
Forensic pathologist discriminate diatom species supported visual examination of their 
morphologies and patterns, which are preserved well even following chemical digestion. 
In some cases, some species unique to certain habitats are often used as evidences to 
verify a criminal offence scene because they are not easily concealed by suspects. 
However, this is often not encountered in most drowning cases, as most diatom species 
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are found in several water environments. Nevertheless, diatoms are extremely sensitive 
to changes in environmental conditions, like temperature and nutrients, and thus diatom 
species abundance varies from water to water [6]. It is helpful to work out the location 
where a victim falls into the water by comparing diatom species abundance patterns 
from tissues with those from suspect water samples. 
 
Although diatom testing plays a crucial role in drowning cases, there's a requirement to 
develop more efficient methods for diatom identification and classification, as 
traditional diatom testing may be time-consuming and laborious tasks thanks to its low 
detectable rate. This text reviews the recent development of diatoms testing. We also 
introduce the potential of deep learning techniques to enhence the efficiency of current 
diatom testing methods. 
Traditional chemical digestion for diatom detection:- 
Diatom cell walls are composed of a hydrated silica called a frustule, which isn't easily 
destroyed under extreme condition like strong acid digestion. This enables overall 
diatom profile to be observable when tissues are removed by chemical digestion 
methods. Chemical digestion methods include tissue digestion, repeated centrifugation 
also as visual examination of diatoms under microscopy (Figure 1). Thanks to their 
simplicity and low cost, chemical digestion methods are widely utilized in forensic 
casework  
Figure 1. The method of traditional chemical digestion methods. 

 
Digestion with strong acids (e.g. nitric acid) is that the most ordinarily used method for 
diatom detection. Although it's effective to eliminate organic components, the remaining 
waste liquid may cause serious environment pollution. Additionally, the integrity of 
diatom structures are often destroyed by excessive digestion (Figure 2), often resulting 
in false-negative results. 
 
Figure 2. The fragments of diatom under 400 × light microscopy. Excessive digestion 
will cause the structure of most diatoms to be destroyed, leading to an amount of diatom 
fragments [33].  
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During the past decades, there are attempts to switch chemical digestion methods using 
different digestion reagents. The improvements are beneficial for separating diatoms 
more efficiently and environmentally from multiple organ tissues with a better 
detectable rate. Comparing four chemical digestion methods, Ming et al. [7] found that 
proteinase K digestion provided a more satisfactory result with fewer samples and fewer 
pollution. However, proteinase K is just too expensive to use for diatom testing with 
numerous samples. Subsequently, DiGiancamillo et al. [8] used a replacement method 
with HCl to digest pig tissues for diatom testing and compared this method to digestion 
methods with other reagents like aqua fortis , peroxide and proteinase K. the utilization 
of a less corrosive acid led to the detection of more intact diatoms; this is often 
especially useful for qualitative and quantitative chemical analysis . It had been also 
found that treatment with proteinase K cause incomplete digestion, with the presence of 
residual organic matter that hindered microscopic observations. In 2019, Kakizaki et al. 
[9] proposed that the digestion efficiency of papain is analogous to or better than 
proteinase K. Notably, this reagent is considerably cheaper than proteinase K, reducing 
experimental costs by approximately 6-fold. 
Microwave Digestion-Vacuum Filtration-Automatic Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(MD-VF-Auto SEM):- 
To date, many methods for diatom testing have only been improved by that specialize in 
digestive reagents. Zhao et al. [10] developed a replacement method called Microwave 
Digestion-Vacuum Filtration-Automated Scanning Microscopy (MD-VF-Auto SEM) by 
integrating and improving methods that had been used for diatom testing over an 
extended period of your time. During this method, microwave digestion and vacuum 
filtration replaced traditional acid digestion and centrifugation, respectively. The 
highlight of this method is Auto SEM, which could easily and efficiently identify 
diatoms. The SEM system automatically scans filter fields from vacuum and takes 
pictures of the fields for qualitative and quantitative chemical analysis . Compared with 
traditional acid digestion, the MD-VF-Auto SEM method could save longer and 
examine more diatoms quantitatively. Subsequently, they proposed a ratio of diatom 
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numbers within the lung tissues and drowning medium samples (the L/D ratio) to 
explain the likelihood of identifying drowning using MD-VF-Auto SEM [11]. This 
study compared the amount of diatoms supported the L/D ratio of a drowning group, 
including 56 drowning cases, with the L/D ratio of a postmortem immersion group 
consisting of eight non-drowned cases. The drowning group had L/D > 1, which was 
above that of the postmortem immersion group. The result shows that the MD-VF-Auto 
SEM method can provide supporting evidence to spot the rationale why a corpse was in 
water. In 2017, this team analyzed the sensitivity and detection rate of 128 drowning 
cases that used this method [12]. The detection rate was 100% in lung tissue samples 
and 97% in distant organ samples (such because the liver or kidney); these results 
illustrated that the MD-VF-Auto SEM method can effectively improve the diatom 
detection rate during a corpse. However, the MD-VF-Auto SEM method is extremely 
sensitive to diatom detection; therefore, there could also be false-positive results thanks 
to contamination during sample collection. To unravel this problem, Shen et al. [13] 
quantitatively compared diatoms from false-positive cases and real drowning cases 
using the MD-VF-Auto SEM method and located that the amount of diatoms in non-
drowning corpses and death by drowning corpses was significantly different. 
Diatom testing based on DNA sequencing:- 
In recent years, molecular methods like DNA sequencing are utilized in diatom testing 
in drowning cases. DNA sequencing analyzes the bottom sequence of a selected DNA 
fragment, and has the power to spot specific species using genetic markers. In contrast 
to chemical digestion methods, gene sequence-based diatom testing has higher 
sensitivity and is simpler to implement. additionally to diatoms, other phytoplankton 
within the water (such as cyanobacteria and chlorophyte ) are often detected in human 
tissue samples from drowning cases by amplifying their specific DNA regions, which 
aren't present within the human genome. These regions include ribosomal small subunit 
16s/18s rRNA and therefore the cytochrome oxidase subunit I (cox I) gene [14–16]. 
Rácz et al. [17] applied a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based method to spot 
phytoplankton (cyanobacteria, green algae, etc.) DNA from spleen tissues during 
autopsy and drowning water samples. The study showed that non-diatom 
phytoplankton, like small chlorophyte and cyanobacteria, are positive in drowning cases 
where diatom testing was negative. this means that PCR detection for chlorophyte and 
cyanobacteria can function an auxiliary for drowning diagnosis. Chen et al. [18] 
successfully classified single diatom cells using the V4 region of 18S rDNA, which may 
be used as a replacement supplementary method to standard morphological methods. 
Since the accuracy rate relies on information during a database, the acquired reference 
data should be classified by specialists to make sure the validity of diatom testing. 
 
Diatom species classification:- 
Diatom species are abundant in water and are extremely sensitive to their living 
environments. There are large differences within the abundance of diatom species 
among nearby water environments. Diatom species abundance patterns in victims’ 
organs could also be almost like those at drowning sites [19]. Thus, accurate recognition 
of diatom species is beneficial for determining drowning sites, further providing more 
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clues for case investigation. However, diatom classification is challenging even among 
people with professional knowledge during this field. 
In recent years, morphology- or molecular-based methods are proposed to classify 
diatom species to work out drowning sites or perform trace identification. In an animal 
study, Carballeira et al. [20] identified 86 diatom species in several waters. The 
similarity of the diatom species between organs and water were calculated using the 
Kullback-Leibler distance. It showed that there are some differences within the 
distribution of diatom species in several locations within the same water, suggesting that 
quantitative and chemical analysis of diatoms are often used as an efficient tool for 
determining the location of drowning. Nevertheless, diatom species recognition 
supported morphology is a particularly time-consuming and laborious task that needs 
professional expertise. 
DNA barcoding may be a classification method that uses specific genetic makers to spot 
particular species and is becoming a replacement method for diatom species 
identification. A study by Li et al. [21] first established a barcode for diatom 
morphology and diatom DNA sequences within the Chang Jiang in Nanjing, China. The 
abundance and distribution frequency of every diatom species vary considerably among 
different water areas, which may support the determination of drowning sites. DNA 
sequencing can obtain large amounts of knowledge in each run, and comparison of 
every sequence to a reference barcode library can identify the diatom classification. 
However, the utilization of DNA sequencing in forensic cases is restricted thanks to 
time and price , the complex sample preparation and processing of large-scale data. 
More notably, all classification methods supported DNA barcoding analysis depend to 
some extent on the dimensions of the diatom database. Thus, Zhao et al. [22] used 
pyrosequencing (PSQ) to perform multidimensional analyses of diatom signals in water 
samples, evaluating the correlation between water samples and collection locations by 
multidimensional analysis of the PSQ signal curve of the diatoms within the water 
samples. Compared to DNA barcoding, PSQ has more accuracy and adaptability. 
Overall, DNA-based techniques are effective to spot more diatom species than 
morphology-based methods; however, expensive reagents and instruments are required 
for DNA sequencing, which aren't available in some underdeveloped regions. 
In addition to the determination of drowning sites, diatoms as trace evidence collected 
from clothing or shoes are extensively utilized in the forensic sciences because they're 
not easily transferred or eliminated at a criminal offense scene. Generally, diatoms are 
often extracted from their carriers, like clothing and shoes, which are rinsed or soaked 
with various organic or inorganic reagents. The liquid containing diatoms is examined 
on standard slides using light or microscopy. Finally, the diatom species and their 
abundance are compared with suspect water samples to verify the crime scene. Several 
studies have provided methodologies to extract more diatoms from different items. Scott 
et al. [23] used three methods to extract diatoms from cotton t-shirts that had been in 
touch with diatom-rich water and soil. They performed a correlation study on the diatom 
species and abundance in water samples, and investigated the consequences of soaking 
duration on diatoms. The study supported diatom testing as an independent method for 
the assessment of geoforensic trace evidence and indicated H2O2 extraction is that the 
most effective method for the gathering of diatoms from cotton t-shirts. Levin et al. [24] 
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first presented an assessment study showing that diatoms on shoes might be used as 
trace evidence. They found that albeit the shoes were in touch with water for a brief 
period of your time, diatoms would adhere to the shoes and will be detected. The study 
also shows that if the differences in each experimental operation are often eliminated, 
diatoms are highly likely to contribute to the identification of footwear traces. 
The Potential of Deep Learning in Diatom Testing:- 
Currently, traditional chemical digestion methods are widely considered because the 
“gold standard” for drowning diagnosis [25]. However, diatom testing with these 
methods remains extremely time-consuming and laborious. Indeed, only a couple of 
diatoms or their fragments, whose sizes are small or compatible with capillary 
endothelial junctions, reach blood circulation although an outsized amount of water is 
aspirated into the lung tissues during drowning. The diatom loss might be further 
aggravated if sample preparation, like repeated centrifugation and chemical digestion, 
aren't handled properly. Therefore, forensic pathologists usually spend a minimum of 50 
min on diatom detection in each smear, especially for the kidney and liver. Several 
approaches (e.g. DNA sequencing) have shown their power for rapid diatom 
identification, but they're difficult to use in forensic practice thanks to their exorbitant 
cost. Some authors have proposed modified digestion methods to extend the detectable 
rate of diatoms, but their efficiency isn't dramatically improved because diatoms need to 
be confirmed manually. Therefore, there's an urgent got to develop an efficient and low-
cost automated diatom detection technology, specifically the automated identification of 
diatom species. 
Deep learning is meant to simulate human neuron function for feature extraction [26]. 
This system has been a hotspot within the field of machine learning and AI due to its 
excellent performance on image processing and computer vision [27]. Among deep 
learning algorithms, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) provide satisfactory leads to 
image recognition, and their power are often further improved by increasing the amount 
of training samples provided or employing a special model framework called transfer 
learning [28]. In conjunction with digital pathology techniques, the algorithm has the 
power to automatically identify pathologies on a digital slide, and thus has been widely 
utilized in the sector of biomedicine, especially tumor diagnosis and grading, including 
those for lung carcinoma [29], breast carcinoma [30], colorectal cancer [31] and tumor 
grading [32]. 
Considering its achievement in image classification, we proved that deep learning, like 
CNNs, could realize automatic diatom testing [33]. Specifically, digestive tissue smears, 
which are almost like traditional histological slides, could even be digitized with a slide 
scanner (Figure 3A). Then, trained deep learning models could perform patch 
predictions on digital slides for diatom identification. Finally, the diatoms in tissue 
samples would be marked on the whole-slide (Figure 3B). During this study, the 
identification model achieved an accuracy of 97.67% and better performance in 
competition with human experts (Figure 4). The study provided an efficient method 
which will automatically identify diatom on the slides. Currently, just one study has 
been performed to classify diatom species using CNNs. Pedraza et al. [34] used a CNN 
model to successfully classify images of 80 diatom species and achieved 99% accuracy. 
Learned from their study, the abundance and distribution of diatom species in tissue 
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samples are often automatically calculated supported model prediction and counting, 
which may then be matched to those in water samples. Moreover, since deep learning is 
far more efficient for collecting diatom information in several waters with none prior 
knowledge aside from manual discrimination, a regional database related to diatom 
abundance and distribution might be established within several days, which might be 
useful to work out drowning sites or crime scenes for case investigation. 
Figure 3. (A) The method of scanning slides. (B) during this study, the identification 
model was trained by the GoogleNet Inception-V3. Database was divided into training, 
validation and testing sets. The results were labeled into a pseudo-colour map, showing 
the location of diatoms [33].  

 
 
Figure 4. Diatom counting competition between AI system and human experts. (A) 
Compared to all or any experts, the AI system revealed greater efficiency. (B) within the 
whole process of diatom testing, the AI system could replace the work of manually 
observing and counting diatoms [33].  
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CONCLUSION:- 
 
Different diatoms can breed advantageously according to their own adaptability, 
resulting in significant differences in the distribution of diatom species in different 
waters. Based on this theory, forensics can compare the abundance of diatom species in 
human tissue and in the water to determine the approximate drowning location in 
drowning cases. Additionally, the HCl digestion, proteinase K digestion and MD-VF-
Auto SEM methods can preserve the integrity and improve the diatom detection rate, 
which is significant for qualitative analysis of diatoms. The introduction of the above 
methods and systems can reduce and prevent false-positive results and improve the 
reliability of diatom testing results. 
 
However, diatom testing based on morphological examination is often closely related to 
the experience of the examiner during the investigation. Therefore, developing a system 
based on artificial intelligence technology that can automatically identify and classify 
diatoms will further improve the science and objectivity of forensic diatom testing. 
Although DNA-based diatom testing, which does not rely on diatom morphology, can 
improve the sensitivity and specificity and rapidly determine diatom species, this 
method relies heavily on experimental equipment and devices and has high operational 
requirements for the experiments. Combined with existing diatom testing techniques, 
qualitative and quantitative analysis of different diatom species can be performed. 
Dividing water bodies based on classifying diatom species and establishing the diatom 
species distribution in different water bodies have certain research value and application 
prospects in diatom testing for drowning. In the future, the addition of deep learning 
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will provide automated and smarter results of diatom testing for the identification of 
drowning sites. 
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 Abstract 
Sports’ marketing has established itself over the last three decades as a very special 
form of marketing. However, it is quite surprising that the nature of sports marketing is 
relatively unknown as different definitions of sports marketing indicate. Indeed, a 
generally accepted definition does not exist to date and opinions about the nature of 
sports marketing differ widely. This paper examines the nature of sports marketing and 
therefore seeks to contribute to the ongoing discussion as to whether sports marketing 
are any different from principal marketing or just a modified version. It starts with a 
discussion of three different definitions of sports marketing. Then the unique 
characteristics of sports and sports marketing are described followed by implications for 
sporting organizations, companies involved in sports marketing and sports marketing 
academics. In this paper, four sports marketing domains are identified and they are 
Theme-based, Product-based, Alignment-based and Sports-based strategic domains. At 
the most Fundamental level, theme-based strategies use the traditional components of a 
marketing strategy- target market and marketing mix decisions- to sell non-sports 
products. This can be differentiated from the product-based strategies that represent the 
use of traditional marketing mix and target marketing decisions in an effort to sell sports 
products. The sponsorship-based strategies are represented by the alignment-based and 
sports-based strategies. Alignment-based strategies use sponsorship in the efforts to sell 
non-sports products. Conversely, sports-based strategies involve some form of official 
sponsorship of a sports property in the task of marketing one of the many sports 
products that crowd the marketplace. This conceptual paper is exploratory in nature. It is 
based on the secondary sources which are mainly available from various reports, 
scholarly articles in this field and the relevant websites on the internet. 
 
Key Words: Sports Marketing, Principal Marketing, Strategic Domains. 
 
Introduction 
 
The concept of "sports marketing" is ambiguous in its meaning for both practitioners 
and academicians. Discussions about its application in the popular press and in many 
textbooks include categories ranging from tickets to spectator sports to sport-related 
wagers in legal gambling establishments (Shannon,1999). Some tend to take a narrow 
view about what the discipline of sports marketing encompasses. To them, the primary 
task is one of selling tickets and putting fans in the seats at organized sports 
events(Sports Marketing Surveys, 2002), thereby equating the sports product to tickets 
for spectator sports."In order to fully appreciate and understand the dynamics and 
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differing perspectives of sports marketing, it is imperative that the task of marketing 
through sports also he accepted as an integral component of the industry." 
 
Definitions of sports marketing Sports marketing academics as well as organizations 
involved in sports marketing produced various definitions of sports marketing over the 
couple of years. A generally accepted definition, however, does not exist. This might be 
because of the changing nature of sports marketing on the one hand, and different 
viewpoints on the other. This section discusses three different definitions exemplarily. 
 
One definition published comes from Kaser and Oelkers who say that ‘sports’ 
marketing isusing sports to market products.’ 
 
Another definition comes from Shilbury, Quick and Westerbeek who define sports 
marketing from the sporting organizations’ point of view: ‘Sport marketing is a social 
and managerial process by which the sport manager seeks to obtain what sporting 
organizations need and want through creating and exchanging products and value with 
others.’ 
 
One of the best definitions from our point of view comes from van Heerden who 
postulated a comprehensive definition of sports marketing by combining Shank’s 
definition, the views of Evans and his own previous three-scenario approach: 
‘Sport marketing is the specific application of theoretical marketing principles and 
processes to sport products and services; the marketing of non-sport and sport-related 
products and services through an association - such as a sponsorship - with sport; and 
the marketing of sport bodies and codes, their personalities, their events, their activities, 
their actions, their strategies and their image.’ 
 
The above definition takes two distinct streams within the broad concept of sports 
marketing into consideration: ‘marketing of sports’ and ‘marketing through sports’. The 
first stream refers to the ‘the use of marketing variables to communicate the benefits of 
sport participation and spectatorship to potential consumers’, whereas the second stream 
refers to sports sponsorship. 
 
The Four Domains of Sports Marketing 
 
The four domains that comprise the sports marketing environment are identified as 
theme-based strategies, product-based strategies, alignment-based strategies, and sports-
based strategies. 
 
Theme-Based Strategies 
 
Theme-based strategies can be defined as the use of traditional marketing strategies that 
incorporate a sports theme into the marketing program for non-sports products. The 
marketer might opt to use a sports related copy platform or advertise products in sports-
related media to effectively reach customers. A key aspect of theme-based strategies is 
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that the marketer's efforts are not predicated upon an official relationship with any 
specific sports property in its effort to create the sports overlay for its marketing efforts. 
A bank that advertises in a sports magazine or during a TV broadcast of a sports event 
has incorporated sports at a rudimentary level. As such, this domain represents the 
lowest level of integration of sports within the sports marketing environment. 
 
Product-Based Strategies 
 
Efforts to market sports products using traditional marketing strategies when the 
marketer has no official relationship with the sports entity being used in its marketing 
efforts are classified as product-based strategies. These strategies may or may not 
involve a sports theme beyond the product offering. Consider the marketer of athletic 
shoes who drops prices and provides incentives for the retailers. It is apparent that these 
specific strategic decisions are independent from the sports environment; however, since 
the product is sports-related, the strategy still falls within the realm of sports marketing. 
Within this product based domain, it is logical for the marketer to implement strategies 
that incorporate sports themes. It is also important to understand that such strategies are 
not achieved solely by virtue of a marketer’s promotional efforts. 
 
Alignment-Based Strategies 
 
Many marketers of non-sports products officially align themselves with sports 
properties via one or more of the four forms of sponsorship previously described 
(traditional sponsorships, venue naming rights, endorsements, and licensing 
agreements). The nature of this sponsorship-based relationship reflects ahigher level of 
integration of sports within the sports marketing environment. A common strategy 
involves a sponsor who uses an association with sports to market non-sports products; 
this combination emphasizes initiatives that are classified as alignment-based strategies. 
In an effort to sell more fast food, McDonald’s advertising and packaging feature its 
official partnership with the Olympic Games. Volvo uses its sponsorship of a high 
profile sailing event to strengthen the public's perception of the carmaker as one that 
exudes prestige while concurrently emphasizing safety and technology. While the 
strategic initiatives that augment the sponsorship are important, the foundation for the 
resultant strategy is the fact that the marketer, by virtue of its official sponsorship, is 
highly integrated within the sports environment. Thus, the task for these marketers of 
non-sports products is one of implementing strategic initiatives that allow them to 
capitalize upon their position within this realm of the sports marketing environment. 
 
Sports-Based Strategies 
 
The final domain, sports-based strategies, is characterized by official sponsors of a 
sports property whoare selling other sports products. Because of the role of sports in 
both the product and integrationdimensions, this domain may reflect the greatest 
reliance on sports-oriented initiatives. It may alsorepresent the least common type of 
strategy employed by today's sports marketers. Within this domain, the most common 
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strategy features the marketer of sporting goods or sports apparel in a traditional 
sponsorship of a sports team or a sporting event. Strategies in this domain can be very 
effective when appealing to customers who are excited by the sports that are used in the 
implementation of the specific strategic initiatives (Fullerton, 2007). For example, 
adidas sells sporting goods and it uses advertising that complements its traditional 
sponsorship of FIFA and the World Cup of Soccer. This consistency produces the 
synergy that is characteristic of the sports-based domain. 
 
Benefits of sports marketing 
 
The benefits of sports marketing are wide-ranging. Stakeholders involved in sports 
include leagues, teams, athletes, and fans as well as cities and counties hosting sporting 
events. The media and businesses who promote their products and services through 
sports also receive benefits. Direct benefits to leagues, teams, media rights, and 
sponsorships. Cities and countries also receive revenue from taxes, and all of the 
stakeholders gain from exposure provided through sports.  
 
On the other hand, what really works for brands is the gain in terms of visibility and 
brand awareness that sports sponsorship activation can bring, but that’s just the tip of 
the iceberg. Additionally, a good sport sponsorship activation can help brands talking 
with a high- profiled and very re-sponsorship activations have the opportunity to come 
into contact with their fan base and enjoy the resulting commercial benefits. When it 
comes to B2B, the advantages of sponsorships must not be underestimated. A high level 
of corporate hospitality, with gourmet dishes, the possibility to meet layers/riders and 
racers, and privileged viewing positions, is an excellent way to tease your best 
customers or to hold less formal business in a more exiting context.  
 
Sports marketing through social media 
 
Professional leagues, teams, and athletes have started using social media as a part of 
their marketing strategies during the recent years. The most popular social media 
platforms are Facebook and Twitter, but athletes and teams ate also using sites including 
Instagram and Snapchat for marketing. As in case of all businesses, the advantages of 
social media use in sports include building brand awareness, reaching a larger audience 
in an easy and cost-effective ways as well as creating brand advocates and engaging 
passionate sports fans. There are numerous examples of athletes and sports teams using 
social media for marketing and promotions.    
 
Conclusions 
 
 At the most fundamental level, theme-based strategies use the traditional components of 
a marketing strategy—target market and marketing mix decisions—to sellnon-sports 
products. This can be differentiated from the product-based strategies that represent the 
use of traditional marketing mix and target marketing decisions in an effort to sell sports 
products. Representing a higher level of integration, many marketers have aligned 
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themselves with sports properties via some form of sponsorship. The sponsorship-based 
strategies are represented by the alignment-based and sports-based strategies. 
Alignment-based strategies use sponsorship in the efforts to sell non-sports products; it 
is the fact that the marketer is aligned with some sports entity that qualifies this type of 
strategy as one of the sports marketing domains. Conversely, sports-based strategies 
involve some form of official sponsorship of a sports property in the task of marketing 
one of the many sports products that crowd the marketplace. 
 
Based on the concept of sports marketing as illustrated, we propose to use van 
Heerden’s definition as a generally accepted definition of sports marketing as it 
incorporates both streams of sports marketing. Consequently, we suggest looking at 
sports marketing not just as a variation or modification of traditional marketing, but as a 
very special, near-autonomous form of marketing combining the unique characteristics 
of sports with fundamental marketing techniques. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Background: Despite of many social safety net programs, malnutrition is high in rural 
areas of Madhya pradesh. Therefore, a study was commissioned fromSeptember 2018  
toApril 2019 to assess the malnutrition status among under five years of age children 
and pregnant women and the status of service delivery under some of the social safety 
net programs in Sheopur district of Madhya Pradesh, India.  
 
Methods: An exploratory research survey with cluster sampling design was computed 
by assuming the value of key outcome indicators as 0.5 with a 95% confidence interval 
and 5% precision the design effect of 1.5 for cluster sample selection. A total of 600 
households was surveyed in three blocks of Sheopur district. 
 
Results: 26% of under-five children were in the category of mild & severely 
malnourished and high (93%) in the ST category. 72% of respondents were not aware of 
Vitamin and Mineral deficiency, and the primary source of information (38%) was 
government front, line workers. Illiteracy (83%), poor sanitary conditions (59%), living 
conditions (kachha house 64%), and livelihood (daily wager 63%) lead to high 
malnutrition in children in Karahal block. Lowest Take-Home Ration (THR) 
distribution (44%) leads to high malnutrition in pregnant women (96%) in the Vijaypur 
block.  
 
Conclusion: Education, livelihood, sanitary, and living conditions were significantly 
contributing to malnutrition among children and pregnant women. Children from the ST 
category and pregnant women from SC and OBC categories were more likely to be 
malnourished. Government social safety net programs also have a direct impact on 
malnutrition as where hot cook meals, THR, Ration distribution were high malnutrition 
was low.  
 
Keywords –Malnutrition, Hot Cook Meal, Ration, THR, MUAC   
 
Introduction  
Vitamin and mineral deficiencies and anemia, a manifestation of under-nutrition and 
inadequate dietary intake,are serious public health concerns not only among children 
and pregnant women but also among the general population. It increases the risk of 
maternal and neonatal adverse outcomes. There are high levels of Child and maternal 
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malnutrition in India that have persisted despite strong political will and policy. In 
terms of nutritional status for women of reproductive age (WRA) from the most recent 
survey National Family Health Survey (NFHS- 4)1 of 2015-2016, 59% of women had a 
normal, healthy weight, 35% were underweight, and 13% of women were 
overweight/obese in India. Anemia is also high in pregnant women due to dual iron 
requirements for her body and development of fetus. 52.4%1of non-pregnant 
reproductive age women and 54.6%1 of pregnant women are anemicin Madhya Pradesh. 
Women and Child Development Ministry, through the integrated child development 
scheme, aims to reduce malnutrition and other nutrition-related issues among women 
and children by distributing hot cook meal, Take Home Ration from Anganwadi 
centers.Targetted public distribution scheme of the Department of Food and Civil 
Supplies also provides food commodities to eligible households from Fair price shops 
under the National Food Security Act. This paper summarizes women's and children's 
malnutrition status, education status, livelihood options, the status of Government's 
food, and nutrition-related schemes that might offer effective entry-points for improving 
nutritional status in the rural population. The objectives of the research were, to explore 
the status of service delivery system of Government social safety net schemes in rural 
areas of Madhya Pradesh by estimating the extent of receipt of hot cook meal and Take 
Home Ration provided through AWCs to children and pregnant women, Food 
commodities (Ration) from Fair Price Shops under PDS scheme, assess the Socio-
economic, demographic and health and nutrition status and to know the status of 
malnutrition among under five years age children and pregnant women.  
 
Methodology 
 
Exploratory research with a cluster sampling design was adopted for the study. The 
sample size was computed by assuming the value of key outcome indicators as 0.5, which 
yields a higher sample size with 95% confidence interval and 5% precision, adjusted for a 
design effect of 1.5 for the cluster sampling. The study is representative of the rural tribal 
district in the state and covered a totalof 30 villages spread across all three blocks in 
Sheopur district in Madhya Pradesh State, India. The total number ofthe surveyed 
households were 600.Apart from collecting background information and other data, 
malnutrition was estimated using Middle Upper Arm Circumference (MUAC) tape in 
under five years of age children and pregnant women. 
 
Results 
 
Education  
It is revealed in the study that 60 % of respondents were illiterate. The maximum 
illiterate respondents 83% were found in Karahal block. However, in the rest of the two 
blocks, illiteracy was also more than 50%. Respondents were majorly reproductive-age 
women.  It also reflects in the study that the Government education scheme still needs to 
be improved in terms of enrolment as well as to reduce the drop out after class 5th and 
class 8th. Figure 1 depicts that even though 40% are literate in total, but most are either a 
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5th class pass or 8th class pass. 10th, 12th, and graduate pass were ranges between 3% to 
6% only, which reflected that attention to be given on higher education as well.  

 Social category composition 
Other backward class (OBC) is the highest 36%, followed by 28% ST and 26% SC in 
Sheopurdistrict. The general category is very fewer ranges from 4 to 7% only.  The 
majority ofhouseholds93% inKarahal block is ST, whereasonly 1% of households in the 
Vijaypur block is ST. Sheopur block has 23% ofhouseholds in both SC and ST 
categories.  
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Types of Household  
The majority of households, 60% were kachha in all three blocks. Karahal has only 3% 
pacca household followed by Sheopur 17% and Vijaypur 24%. It reflects that the 
economic condition of the rural population to be improved furtheras most of the rural 
population is residing in Kachha houses. 
 

 
 
Availability of Toilet-vs-Usage of Toilets 
Total 43% of households do not have toilets, and 53% ofthe household do not use toilets 
which reflects that there are some households which do not use the toilet despite having 
toilets in their houses. 65% of households do not use the toilet in Vijaypurblock, 
followed by Karahal block 50%. It reflects that sanitation condition in all threeblocks is 
a great matter of concern. Hence, it is necessary to pay attention on the sanitation 
scheme of the Rural Development department and Swachha Bharat Abhiyan.  

 
Livelihood and income source 
Explored the main livelihood option in surveyed households and realized that daily 
wager 51% was highest, followed by agriculture 32% as the primary source of 
livelihood. Highest daily wage labor 63% were found in Karahal. However, a high 
percentage of daily wager in the rest of the two blocks also reflects that very less 
household has any self-business or in service. Also, land acquired by people wasless as 
agriculture livelihood was found only in 32% of households, which reflects that landless 
daily wage labour was high.  
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Availability of Ration Card vs.Food Commodities (Ration) received from Fair Price 
shops 
Overall, 57% of households have Ration Cards out of that only 44 % received Ration 
from Fair price shops (FPS). The situation is almost the same in all three blocks as 
availability of Ration cards ranges from 56 to 59%, whereas received food commodities 
(Ration) from fair price shops range from 42% to 50%. Hence, the Government should 
ensure that Ration Card should be available in all eligible households as it is mandatory 
to provide food commodities from fair price shops to eligible households under the 
public distribution system scheme as per National Food Security Act. 
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Take-Home Ration (THR) provided from Anganwadi Centres (AWCs) to Pregnant 
Women  
In total, 74% of women received Take Home Ration from Anganwadi centers. THR 
distribution was highest in Karahal block 96%, whereas the lowest in Vijaypur block 
44%. 

 Awareness on Vitamin, Mineral deficiency and Anaemia 
Awareness of Vitamin and mineral deficiency is low 28% as compare to awareness on 
anemia 45%.  In the Vijaypur block, it is only 10%, followed by Karahal block with 
26%.  However, awareness of anemia is the highest 71% in Sheopur block, followed by 
38% in Karahal block. It was also noticed that the best source of information is front 
line workers ANM/AWW/Asha of Department of Health & Family Welfare and Woman 
and Child Development in rural areas as it contributes to 38% as compared to the rest of 
the sources 10% like media, Panchayat, NGOs, old age people, family & friends.  

 Malnutrition Status (MUAC) of under-five children 
Maximum sever acute malnourished and mild malnourished children were found in 
Karahal block 30% and 16%, respectively,followed by Sheopur block 13% and 16%. 
Vijaypur block has the lowest severe acute malnourished children, only 1% and highest 
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in normal category children 91%. Attention to be given more in Karahal and Sheopur 
blocks on sever category children. Furthermild malnourished children to be looked after 
also so that they should not fall into the category of severely malnourished.   

 
Discussion 
 
The study revealed that a total of 60 % of respondents were illiterate. Among the blocks, 
Karahal (83%) had a higher percentage of illiterate women. Even though 40% of 
respondents were literate in total, but most are either a 5th class pass or 8th class pass. 
10th, 12th, and graduate pass were ranges between 3% to 6% only, which also revealed 
that attention to be given on higher education as well. 60% of households were kachha. 
The sanitation facility was poor in all three blocks as 57% of households have toilets, 
and its use was only 47%.Karahal block,which was dominated by the ST community 
93%,whereasthe general category was less and ranges from 0 to 7%only. The study 
observed that the main livelihood of the rural population was daily wage workers 51%, 
followed by agriculture 32%.  The highest daily wager was found in Karhal block 63%.  
 
Service delivery status of different health and nutrition schemes of Government was 
also observed. The study revealedthat only 57% of households have Ration Cards, and 
only 44% ofthe household received food commodities (Ration) from Fair Price Shops. 
The implementation of providing hot cook meals from Anganwadi Centres under the 
ICDS scheme reflects that 60% of children received hot cook meals, whereas 74% of 
Pregnant Women received Take Home Ration (THR) from Anganwadi centers. 
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However, shallow awareness observed on Vitamin and mineral deficiency, as 72% 
ofrespondents were not aware in this regard. Similarly, 55% of respondents were not 
aware ofanemia. The primary source of information in rural areas  38% was front line 
workers (ANM/AWW/Asha) of Department of Health & Family Welfare and 
Department of Woman and Child Development and only 10% was the contributing 
factor from other sources which also reflects that high illiteracy and inadequate 
exposure to media and another medium of information were responsible for low 
awareness in rural areas.  
 
Overall 26% of children were in the category of mild to severely malnourished,which is 
further higher 30%  inKarahal block in the category of severelymalnourished, which is 
dominated (93%) by the ST community.It reflects that illiteracy (83%), poor sanitary 
conditions (59%), Kachha houses (64%), and daily wage livelihood option (63%) 
significantly contributing to high malnutrition among under fiveyears of age children in 
Karahal block. It was also observed that 13% of severely malnourished children were 
found in Sheopur block despite hot cook meal distribution was high (76%) 
 
The highest malnutrition in pregnant women 96% was observed in the Vijaypur 
block,which has only 1% ST populationreflects that malnutrition is high in SC and OBC 
category. A clear link was also observed between THR distribution and malnutrition of 
pregnant women as lowest THR distribution observed (44%) inVijaypur block where 
highest malnourished women (96%) were found vice versa in Karahal block where THR 
distribution is high (96%) as a result only25% of women were found malnourished.     
 
Conclusion  
This study revealed that poor status of education, poor sanitary and living conditions, 
lack of livelihood optionswere significantly contributing in malnutrition of under-five 
age years children and pregnant women as these are crucial for their good health and 
well-being. Enrolment in schools to be further improved and dropouts to be reduced and 
attention to be given on higher education as well. It was found that under fiveyears of 
age,children who werefrom the ST caste and pregnant women from SC and OBC cast 
were more likely to be malnourished. It has a direct bearing on the hot cook meal and 
THR service delivery system of the ICDS scheme. 
 
Further to improve the situation of undernutrition, the Government should ensure that 
Ration Card to be available in all eligible households as it is mandatory to provide food 
commodities (ration) from Fair Price Shops (FPS) under Public Distribution System 
(PDS) scheme. It directly contributes to food and nutrition security among the 
population as per the National Food Security Act in India. Attention to be given more in 
Karahal and Sheopur blocks on severe category children. Further mild malnourished 
children to be looked after so that they should not fall into the category of severely 
malnourished.Overall, the study revealed block-level variations which need to keep in 
mind while taking further steps to improve the performance of the Government social 
welfare schemes across the district with the convergence of different line 
departmentsalong with nutrition literacy generation among the rural population. 
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सां ययोग नातःकािलदासः 
स चतापा  (छा ी ) 

एम.्ए, ने  ,से  
 
साधन े ेभारतवषऽ म सा ह यसाधनायांभारतालंकार व पदाशिनक ानधारायाः विश मेकं
थानवंततेसु व दतिमित।इितहासपरुाणा दषसुवशा तेषदुाशिनकिच तायाः वपलु भाबा सु ु
म ्–  

“ द पःसव व ानामुपायःसवकमणाम।् 
आ यःसवधमाणां दा वी क मता॥ 

य पआ वी क पद य विभ नाथः व ते 
,तथा पउपल णेनसवा णदशनािनइ यथ ऽ पभ वतुमहित।अ घोष –
कािलदासाद नाकं वमू यानांका येषु व वधािनदाशिनकत वािन विमि तािनप रल य ते।त म
या केवलम कािलदासकृितषमुु यसां ययोगदाशिनकत वािनआलोिचतािन। 

 
पु ष कृितत वम ्

य पसां यमते कृितरेवसृ मेूल ं ,तथा पनकेवला कृितः 
,सृ मेूल पेणतेपु ष कृित ेितपारमािथकस वा यं वीकुव त। कृतेरेवमह व यो प र य
पसां याचायस मतम।्अ पवूपवूमु रो र यकारणम।्त विमदंमहाक वनारघवुशेंउपमान वेन
सुचा पेनिच तम।्त था – 

“ ा ंसरःकारणमा वाचो 
वु े रवा य मुदाहर त ”॥( १३/६०) 

कृतेमह व योतप रवमानसरसएवसरयनु ाःसमु प रित व जनािभमतम।्अ म व
षयेम लनाथेनो म–्
“ ा ंसरोमानसा ययं याःसर वाःवु ेमह व यअ य ं धानिमवकारणम”्।अ पचअ श द
माणतेंन वीकृतम तम लनाथेन।यतःतेनो म ् –“आ यवाचःआ वाचोवेदाः 
”इित।ल णिमदंसां यदशनेऽ प म ्–“आ वा यशं दः ’इित पेण। 
अ पचपु ष कृित वषयेसां यका रकायामु म ्– 

“त मा च वपयासा स ंसा वम यपु ष य। 
कैव यमंा य थं ृ वमकतभृाव  ”॥ ( सां यका रका -१९) 

अ यां या यायांवाच पितनाउ म–्“त मा गणु वादेःयो वपयासःसपु ष याऽ गणु व ं
, ववे क व,ं अ वषय व,ं असाधारण व,ं 
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चेतन वअं सभधिम व च।त चेतन वेनाऽ वषय वेनचसा च ृ वेदिशते।चेतनो ह ाभव
ित, नाऽचेतनः।सा ीचदिशत वषयोभवित, 
य मै द यते वषयःससा ी।यथा हलोकेऽिथ यिथनौ ववाद वषयसंा णेदशयतः, 
एवं कृितर प वच रतं वषयपंु षायदशयतीितपु षःसा ी।नचाऽचेतनो वषयोवाश यो वषयदंश
ियतुिमितचैत याद वषय वा चभवितसा ी।अतएव ाअ पभवित”इित। 
दशनो ं त विमदंकुमारस भवेप र यते।त लोक पतामह य णः तुतौदेवै म ्– 

“ वामामन त कृितंपरुषाथ वितनीम।् 
व िशनमुदासीनं वामेवपु षं बदःु ”॥( कुमार- तीयसगः -१३ ) 

अ ा पट काकारेणम लनाथेनो म ् –“ हेभगवन ् , 
वांपु ष याथ भोगापवग प तदथ वततेइितपु षाथ वितनींतां कृितं ैगु या मकंमलूकारण
म ् -------
कृितपु षभेदा हणा कृितपु षाभेद यपदेशः। वामेवतां कृितसंा वेनप यतीितत िशनमु
दासीनकूंट थंपु षं वदु वद त ”इित। 
सां येपु ष यधम वषयेआलोचनायांएकादशका रका रकायां थमे य यतथा धान यधमाःउ
ल खताः ,तदन तर चत त पर तेितश देनपु षःिन द यतेइ येवम ्– 

 
“ गणुम ववे क वषयःसामा यमचेतनं सवधिम। 

य ं तथा धानम,् त पर त तथाचपमुान॥्” इित। ( सां यका रका -११) 
अतःपु षेअ गणु वम-् ववे क वम ् –अ वषय वम-्असामा य वम ् –चेतन वम ् –
अ सवधिम व चा तइितका रकायामु म।्ई शःभावः यतेरघवुशेंइ येवम ्– 

 
“ दय थमनास नमकामं वांतप वनम।् 

दयालुमनघ पृ पंरुाणमजरं वदःु॥” इित। ( रघ ु-१०/१९) 
अ पच – 

सव वम व ातःसवयोिन वमा मभुः। 
सव भरुनीश वमेक वसंव पभाक्॥”इित। ( रघ ु-१०/२०) 

उ ोक ये प पेणो लखतंयत,् ई रःय तुसं यमतेपु षःसवषु थ वाऽ पअ यः, 
िन कामः,आ दमयः, 
दःुखव जतःसव ः।य पई रःिन खलजगतःिनमाताःतथा प वय तुआ मस भतूाःअथा या
कम पकारणंना तअकारणसंःई रःपु षोवा। 

 
कायकारणत वम ्
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कायमु प ेःपवू व मानेषउुपादानकारणेषु व ते ,अयमेवसां यमतेस कायवादः।वौ ाःवद त – 
“ असतःस जायते” इित ,वदै तका त ु –“एक यस वव ः” इित 
, यायवशेै षका सतःअस जायते ” इित ,पर तुसं यवृ ाः “सतःस जायते ” 
इित।अतः वमत मथनेसां यदाशिनकैःप चहेतवःउ म ्– 

 
“ असदकरणादपुादान हणा सवस भवाभावात।् 

श यश यकरणा कारणभावा चस कायम॥् (सां यका रका- ९) 
य पस वरज तमसांसा याव थैव कृितः 
,तथा पगणुानामेषांपार प रकप रवतनेतथाएक योप रअ य यािधप ये व पप रणाम-
व पप रणाम यथा मभंवित। 
अयमेव व पप रणामःसृ मेूलम।्स कायवादेनसह ितपा दतंत विमदंरघवुशेंप रल यतेइ येव
म ्– 

 
“नमो व सजेृपवू व ंतदनु व ते। 

अथ व यसंहतेतु यं ेधा थता मने ”॥( रघ ु–दशम- १६ ) 
नारायण ततुाव यां व य ृ पेणर क पेणसहंतृ पेणचउ लेखका रणामहाक वना व णोरे
वई र वम गीकृतम।्अ पचस वा दगणुभेदेन व णो विभ नाव था।तथो म–् 

“रसा तरा येकेरसंयथा द यपंयो तेु। 
देशेदेशेगणेु वेवमव था वम व यः॥।( रघवुशंम-् १०/१७) 

अ उ म,् 
एकंरसं द यपंयःदेशेदेशेरसा तरा णयथाअ तेुअथा भ नेषपुा ेषिुभ ना वादःतथैवअ व यः
वगंणेुषअुव थाअ तेु।अतःअ ा परसःएकःसचमधरुः, 
त मा पा भेदा भ ना वादःअिभ य ःभवित।अतःमधुर पेकारणेसवरसाःस तसू म पेण
काला तरेचअथा पा भेदा मा क टताःभव त।अयमेवस कायवादः। 
स कायवाद यसमथनेरघवुशेंउ म ्– 

“अमेयोिमतलोक वमनथ ाथनावहः। 
अ जतो ज णुर य तम य ो य कारणम ्”।( रघवुशंम ्-१०/१८) 

देवै परमका णकः ः वममेयःअथा लोकै रय यानप र छे ः। विंमतलोकःप र छ न
लोकोवा। वमनथ अथा ः पहृः , आवहती यावहः। वचं ाथनावहःअथा ाथनानामावहः, 
वम जतःअथातअ् यनै जतः। वमेव ज णुःजयशीलः 

.अ पच वसंवा तमेअ य तम य ःअथातअ्ितसू मः य य थूल प यकारण य कारण
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िम यथः।अतःअितसू म य कारणा य कारण यािभ य ःअथा काय यािभ य रेवस
कायवादःय अु ो यते।अ य य य कारण वेई रगीतावचनिमदम ्– 

“अ य ा य यःसवाः भव यहरागमे। 
रा यागमेपलाय तेत ैवा य सं के ” इित॥ 

 
सृ त वम ्

न कृितनचपु षः वत पेणसृ ेःकारणंभ वतमुहित। कृितपु षयोमलना कृतेमहत ्
,महतोऽहंकारः ,अहंकारा ाने यप चकंप चकम या णमनःप चत मा  ं
,त मा प चका प चमहाभतुािनउ प ते।इदमेवसां यकारो ं सृ त वम।्अनेनका रकायामु
म ्– 

“ कृतेमहां ततोऽहंकार त मा ण षोडशकः। 
त माद पषोडशका प च यःप चभूतािन ” इित॥ ( सां यका रका -२२) 

त व या यसमुप थापनमालो यतेकुमारस भवे।त था – 
“ ीपुसंावा मभागौतेिभ नमतूःिससृ या। 

सूितभाज सग यतावेव पतरौ मतृौ ”॥( कुमारस भवम ्– तीय -७ )) 
सृ वासनावसादेव ा वयमेव मानांपु ष पेण कृित पेणच वभ यिमथुन पनतंमेवांशमु
प मानाया तावतसृ ेःमातृ थानीय वेन पतृ थानीय वेनच यव था पतवान।् 
विच स वरज तमसामं येिमथः ितयोिगताप रल यते।सां यदशन ितपा दत यत व या
य ित व वनमालो यतेरघवुशेंइ येवम ्– 

“जानेवोर सा ा तावनभुावपरा मौ। 
अ गनांतमसेवोभौगणुौ थमम यमौ॥”( रघ ु–दशम -३८ ) 

देववृ दमु यनारायण या ासवा यिमदम।्तमोगणु भावेनयथाजीवानांस रजिससमा छ ने
भवत तथैवरा सा ा तानांदेवानाम पपर मःस यगिभभुतोजातः।पनु े हस वगणेुरज त
मसोरिभभवेनतमोगणुा ियनामसुराणांपराजयःअव य भावी। 

 
योगदशनम ्

िच वृ िनरोधः 
योगश द याथ वृ िनरोधः।तथो म–्“योग वृ िनरोधः ’( समािधपादः -२) 
।अथा व ह वषया च यिनवृ ः।अ िच तु या वृ थितशील वा गणुम।् 
गीतायां ीकृ णेना यु म ्–“यथाद पोिनवात थोने गतेसोपमा मतृा ’। 
अनु पोभावसमिभ य ःकुमारेमहायोिगनोमहे र यवणनायाम।्त था – 
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“अवृ संर भिमवा ववुाहमपािमवाधारमनु र गम।् 
अ त राणांम तांिनरोधा नवातिन क पिमव द पम ्”॥( कुमारस भवम ्– ततृीय -४८ ) 

अनु पभावेनततृीयसग यस वा रंश ोकेमहाक वनािच तमंहे र य यानवणनवं ततुः
समाधेरेवनामा तरम।्महादेव यसमािध रयमअ्स ातसमािधरेवे य माकंमितः।यतःअस

ातसमािध वषयेयोगदशनेउ म–् वराम- यया यासपवूःसं कारशेषोऽ यः ”इित ( 
योगदशनम ् –समािधपादः -१८) ।अ यां या यायां यासेनो म ् –“ 
सववृ य तमयेसं कारशेषोिनरोधःिच यसमािधःअस ातः, त यपरंवरैा यमउ्पायः , 
साल वनो हअ यासःत साधनायनक पतइित। वराम ययोिनव तुकआल वनी यते, 
सचअथशू यः, तद यासपवू हिच िंनरा वल वनमअ्भाव ा मइ्वभवतीित, 
एषिनव जःसमािधःअ म ातः ”इित। 
अ पचो म ्- “त या पिनरोधेसविनरोधा नव जःसमािधः ”इित (योगदशनम ्-५१) । 
अथा परवरैा या स ातसमािधजात ववेकःिनरोधोभवित, 
ते यः यये यःिनरोधा च ेिनव जसमािधःउ प ते।अन तरंपरवरैा येसवसं कार यलयःभव
ित।परवरैा ये ववेक या य तरं कृित-
पु षयोःभेद ानभंु वािच सेवासांवृ ीनांिनरोधोभवित।योगा यासेनय यपु ष यवरैा योदयोभ
वितत यिच मेविन ःभविततदाचपु षःशु ःमु भवित।कुमारस भव य ोक येउ ं महादे
व यएता शःसमािध र येवम ्– 

“ कंिच पकाश तिमतो तारै ु व यायां वरत स गःै। 
ने ैर व प दतप ममालैल यीकृत ाणमधोमयखूैः॥”इित। ( कुमारस भवम ्-३/४७) । 

महादेव यसमािधःव यतेअ क वना।य यमहादेव यईष काशःिन लाउ ा कनीिनकाः 
,य य ाणंल यीकृतंअथा ासा िन व िम यथः।योगसाराणसुारिमयं र येवम ्– 

“करणा यब ह कृ य थाणुव न ला मकः। 
आ मानं दये याये नासा य तलोचनः ”इित॥ 

अ पचकुमारे – 
“ अवृ संर भिमवा बवुाहमपािमवाधारमनु र गम।् 

अ त राणांम तांिनरोधा नवातिन क पिमव द पम ्”इित॥( कुमारस भवम ्-३/४८) 
अ ो ट काकारेणम लनाथेन –
“अ त र ती य त रा तेषामं तां ाणाद नांिनरोधा ेतोरवृ संर भम व मानवषसं मम बु
वाहिमव थतम।्एतेन ाणिनरोधःसूिचतः।अनु र गमनु ूततर गमपामाधारं दयिमव थतम ्
।एतेनापानिनरोधःसूिचतः”इित।सव कारकानां ाणा दवायनूांिनरोधेएवसमािधःभवतीितयोगदश
नेउ म।् 
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अनु पो र तरघवुशेंइ येवम ्– 
“वीरासनै यानजुषामषृीणाममीसम यािसतवे दम याः। 

िनवातिन क पतया वभा तयोगा व ढाइवशा खनोऽ प ”॥इित।( रघवुशंम ्-१३/५२) 
अ ऋषयःवीरासने यानिन व ाःस त।क शं यानिमदम ् ? 
िनवातिन क पतयायोगािध ढाइव।इय च यानवं णतम तयोगदशनेऽ प–
“अथमा िनभासं व पशू यिमवसमािधः ”इित।(योगदशनम ्– वभूितपादः -३)। 
पर तुकथंिच वृ ेःिनरोधोभ व यितइ य म वषयेयोगदशनेउ म–्
“अ यासवरैा या यांत नरोधः ” (योग –समािधपादः -१२ 
)।अतःअ यासवरैा या यामेविच वृ ेःिनरोधोभवितमनु य योगीभवित।इयिंच ता प पेन
यतेरघवुशेंइ येवम ्– 

“अ यासिनगहृ तेनमनसा दया यम।् 
योितमयं विच व तयोिगन तां वमु ये॥” इित। ( रघ ु-१०/२३ ) 

प पेणा ो ल खतम तयत,् 
योिगनःमो लाभाथअ यासेनतेषाम तरा मानवंा वषया व यपरमे र य यानकुंव त।अ
तःअ ा पअ यासेनिच वृ ेःिनरोध वषयःव णतः। 
 
 

नव ारिनरोधः 
देह प यगहृ यनव ारा ण – “ तथा ह े ो े ेच षुी ेनािसकेचमुखमेकिमितशीष थािनस  , 
ेपायपू थेअथः थेइितनविछ पा ण ारा णदेहेस त ”इित।अ पच“ 
नव ारेपरेुदे हहंसीलेलायतेब हः ”इित (शेता तरो -३/२८) 
।िच वृ िनरोधाथ ारनवक यिनरोधेन योजनम।्अ ययोगमत यसमु लेखःप र यतेकुमारे
योगम न ययोगी र यवणनायाम याम ्– 

“मनोनव ारिन ष वृ द यव या यसमािधव यम।् 
यम रं े वदो वदु तमा मानम म यवलोकय तम ्”॥(कुमारस भवम ्–ततृीय -५० ) 

प तःअ उ ल खतःअ तनव यो ारे योिच संमा हतंकृ वापु षःअ रंजानाित।म लनाथे
ना यु म ् –“ 
नव यो ारे योिन ष ािनविततावृ ःसचंारोय यत थो म।्समािधना णधानेनव यवंशंगतम ्
-----मनो द दया येअिध ाने यव था य ”इित। 

मु ः 
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आ म व पोपल धरेवमु रितयोगदशन वदामिभमतम।्व ततुःद ृ व पेऽव थानमेवमु ः
।मु रयकैंव यना ना पउ यते।मु े र याःस य ितफ़लनपं रल यतेकािलदास यरचनास।ु
यथाकुमारे – 

यम रं े वदो वदु तमा मानम म यवलोकय तम ्”॥ 
अ पचकुमारे – 

“भ व यतःप यु माचशंभोःसमासदाद ितहारभूिमम।् 
योगा सचा तःपरमा मसं ं वापरं योतो पारराम॥”इित। ( कुमार-३/५८) 

अ यदापावतीत याःप यःुिशव य ारमुप थताअभव दाअ तःकरणेपरमा मा प योितदशन
कार िशवःसाधना जा तोभवत।्ट काकारेणा यु म ् –
“सशभंु ा तःपरमा मेितसं ाय यत परंमखुम ् ”इित।नकेवलमेतत,् 
कुमारस भव यष सगऽ प यते – 

“ योिगनोयं विच व त े ा य तरवितनम।् 
अनावृ भययं यपदमाहुमनी षणः॥”इित। ( कुमार -६/७७) । 

अ ा यु यते , 
यःशर र यअ य तर थअं य यमअ् वेषणकंरोितसएवयोगी।अयमेवमु योगीइितक यते।र
घवुशं यअ मसगा तगते वशंित ोकेमु े लेखःअ तइ येवम ्– 

“अकरोदिचरे रः तौ षदार भफ़लािनभ मसात।् 
इतरोदहने वकमणांववतेृ ानमयेनव ना॥” इित। ( रघ ु-८/२०) । 

अ राजारघःुत व ानमयेनव नाइहलोकेज मनःकारण व पं वकमसमूहंभ मीभतूंकरोितइ
ितउ ल खतम तय मुो ःएव।अ पचरघवुशं यदशमेसग यतेअयं ोकःय मो एवव यतेक
वनाइ येवम ्– 

“ च यावेिशतिच ानां व सम पतकमणाम।् 
गित ववंीतरागाणामभूयःस नवृ ये॥इित।( रघ ु-१/२७) । 

मु यथपरमे रेणसवमेवसम पत यिमितत यम य ।अतःय दसंसा रजनाःतेषांिच कंमा णच
ई रेसमपय तत हतेषांमु राग छितइ यु म।् 
सवा तमेउ लेखनीययंत ् ,नकेवलंसां ययोगयोःएतािनत वािन 
,पर तकुािलदासकृितषदुशनत वतर गािन वा हतािन 
,य म तर गेअवगा रिसकाः ा वादं ा नुं नवु त।तदथनकेवलंकािलदासका यपंठनीय ं
,पर तकुा य ययथाथत वानसु धानम पकत यम।् 
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Abstract: 
 
The Digital payment is a type of cashless payment where payment is made through 
digital modes, no hard cash or physical form of cash is used in digital payments. The 
Reserve Bank of India has urged the citizens to use more electronic payments so that 
exposure to crowded places like ATMs or banks get reduced thereby useful for curbing 
the spread of Covid 19 Corona virus. Even the Prime Minister Narendra Modi twitted 
that this is the time to ensure Social distancing through digital payments. Digital 
payment is a way to reduce social contact. The pandemic is changing the way People 
live, work and transact. As a result of Covid 19 Corona Virus Outbreak, many countries 
have imposed lockdowns and it leads to massive increase in the usage of digital 
payments for necessary purchases. The digital movement in India is in full-fledge and 
making our lives much easier. Its significance most understood during the times of 
Covid-19 pandemic. The nation is slowly moving towards a cashless economy. The 
entry of NPCI (National Payment Corporation of India) owned Unified Payment 
Interface (UPI) is another major contributor to the payments space in India. Digital 
payments are entirely through online and are convenient, instant and time saving. 
Digital payments surged during the lockdown, indicating a new trend in consumer 
behaviour among youth and older citizens alike. Payment companies saw record new 
signups and increased volumes on online channels as the pandemic disrupted traditional 
payment methods. It is evident that the adoption of digital and contactless payments will 
grow. It is imperative that industries and governments work together to maximise the 
adoption of digital commerce.   E wallets has become an upcoming way of purchasing 
goods and services without any physical movement of cash. This boom is after effects 
of demonetisation and also the digital payment scenario has changed much especially 
during the outbreak of Covid-19. Lockdown initiated many people in rural areas to open 
e wallets to pursue their personal as well as family-oriented needs. Hence this study has 
been conducted against this backdrop to analyse the utility of Digital wallets in remotes 
areas of Thiruvananthapuram district during Covid 19 pandemic. 
 
Keywords: e-wallets, rural areas, G-Pay, Online Payment, Bill Payments, electronic 
wallets, mobile wallets, Digital payment 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The digital economy of India can be aptly chronicled into ‘before November 2016 and 
after’. India has recently developed into a digital economy especially after the 
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demonetisation policy of the Central government. The surge in digital payments and 
wallets which sparked after demonetisation is continuing to run the payment landscape 
in the country. Surpassing the United States last year, India has become the second 
largest market in the world for mobile phones. With the internet becoming readily 
available, smartphones easily affordable, and the government’s push for a cashless 
economy, India has more reason to amplify its payment channels. This trend towards a 
digital revolution created a transformative impact on our country especially, the digital 
payments increasingly spread to rural areas too. Digitisation of transactions is the best 
way to move towards cashless economy. It is estimated that rural users will constitute 
almost half of all Internet users in 2020. Recent times, digital payment is a way to 
reduce social contact and counter any concern of the novel coronavirus spreading via 
currency notes.  
The Digital payment is a type of cashless payment where payment is made through 
digital modes, no hard cash or physical form of cash is used in digital payments. The 
Reserve Bank of India has urged the citizens to use more electronic payments so that 
exposure to crowded places like ATMs or banks get reduced thereby useful for curbing 
the spread of Covid 19 Corona virus. Even the Prime Minister Narendra Modi twitted 
that this is the time to ensure Social distancing through digital payments. Digital 
payment is a way to reduce social contact. The pandemic is changing the way People 
live, work and transact. As a result of Covid 19 Corona Virus Outbreak, many countries 
have imposed lockdowns and it leads to massive increase in the usage of digital 
payments for necessary purchases.  
 According to a recent survey, the usage of digital payments among Indian consumers in 
the current scenario was the highest around the globe, at 75%. Further around 78% 
Indians said that they will adopt digital Payments more actively over the next six to nine 
months. Digital payment platforms are flourishing with the rise in adoption. Many users 
have started using digital payments during this lockdown as the entire paradigm has 
shifted from offline to online. This pandemic has changed the world fundamentally, and 
it will take a couple of months to get back to a normal life. There would be a risk for the 
second wave of coronavirus and this fear will drive people to opt online commerce 
rather than offline. Most of the transactions in India used to happen through cash but 
this has changed post demonetisation. Apart from being contactless which is crucial 
during this time, digital payments are safe and secure with a better user experience. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Rawat et al. [2] reported that the growth of m-wallet segment can be considered to be in 
conjunction of rising in the smartphone usage and internet penetration in the nation. The 
authors also stated that the demonetisation in India is also prove to be a lucrative 
opportunity for m-wallet players in India.  
Pandey et al. [22] wrote a definition of mobile wallets that it is a digital container 
accessed by a mobile device (I.e. smartphone) that stores wallet application, payment 
credentials, loyalty cards, and coupons and is used to make proximity and remote 
mobile payments. 
“The lockdown has brought many people- who were not very tech savvy and ware of 
digital payments-closer to the ecosystem”- Sunil Khosla, President, Digital business, 
India Transact Services Ltd. Reserve Bank of India(RBI)Governor, Shaktikanta Das on 
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Monday urged Indians to use the Digital Payment infrastructure of the country in order 
to reduce the fallout of the Coronavirus pandemic. He said that the RBI and the 
Government are giving a lot of emphasis in encouraging Digital Payments taking 
examples of using NEFT, IMPS and UPI as a way to minimise social contact to carry 
out transactions. He further added that banks were advised accordingly to promote 
Digital Payments. 
“Covid 19 is forcing sectors to digitise as businesses can’t be closed for long and social 
distancing is here to stay for the next 12 months at least”- Harshil Mathur, CEO of 
Razor Pay. “Our new user acquisition has grown by 50% as digital payments have been 
adopted by people across all segments for multiple use cases”- Karthik Raghupathy, 
PhonePe. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
  E wallets has become an upcoming way of purchasing goods and services without any 
physical movement of cash. This boom is after effects of demonetisation and also the 
digital payment scenario has changed much especially during the outbreak of Covid-19. 
Lockdown initiated many people in rural areas to open e wallets to pursue their personal 
as well as family-oriented needs. The present study has been conducted against this 
backdrop to analyse the utility of Digital wallets in remotes areas of 
Thiruvananthapuram district during lockdown period. 
OBJECTIVES 
The study has been conducted with the following objectives: 

1. To understand the concept of digital wallets 
2. To understand the utility of digital wallets during Covid 19 Pandemic in rural 

areas 
3. To identify the most prominent digital wallet used by people in rural areas 

during this period 
METHODOLOGY 
     The present study has been conducted in the Thiruvananthapuram district of Kerala. 
The study is explorative in nature. It is based on both primary and secondary data. 
Secondary data has been collected from various sources such as journals, magazines, 
newspapers, books etc. while primary data has been collected from 150 respondents 
from the remote areas of the district. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

o The term Digital wallets encompasses other different terms which are used 
interchangeably such as e – wallets, mobile wallets etc. 

o Digital wallets refer to a device or a platform that enables the users to make 
easy cashless transaction across the digital medium. 

o It helps in carrying out transactions in a quick and easy way with the 
introduction of NPCI (National Payment Corporation of India) owned Unified 
Payment Interface (UPI) 

o Nearly 57 % of respondents use these wallets for 5 to 6 times a week, 25% use 
3 times per week, and therest very less use. 

o Purposes for which the e wallets are used: 
a) Retail purchases 
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b) Mobile recharges 
c) Bill payments 
d) Fuel payments 
e) Other personal needs 
f) Official purposes 
g) Fee payments 
h) Insurance payments 

o Among these different purposes, the biggest increase was recorded in bill 
payments and recharges.  

o Around 85% of respondents are willing to use online wallets because of many 
advantages: 

a) Convenient 
b) Easy to transfer 
c) Direct bank transfer 
d) Cash back offers and discounts 
e) Instant money transfer 
f) Rewards 
g) Protection feature 
h) Impact of UPI 
i) Fast service 
j) Mouth to mouth publicity 

o Some of the most prominent digital wallets in India: 
1. PAYTM: It is an online platform available in 11 Indian languages. The app offers 

users an online payment platform for secure transactions. User friendly application 
and easy to use. Paytm is an acronym for Pay Through Mobile. 

2. GOOGLE PAY: Initially released as android pay in 2015, it rebranded its platform 
to Google Tez for the Indian Market in 2017, and then Google Pay in January in 
2018. It is an online money transaction platform that allows to pay, transfer, and 
receive money electronically. 

3. PHONEPE:Flipkart’s PhonePe is a unified payment Interface platform allows to 
transfer money between parties without using account numbers or IFSC codes. It 
can be even used to pay post-paid bills and recharges etc. 

4. MOBIKWIK: Founded by Bipin Preet Singh and Upasana Taku in 2009. Its 
clientele includes the likes of Uber, IRCTC, Zomato, Delhivery, Dominos, Maruti 
Suzuki, Blue Dart, Bajaj Finance. Offers instant money transfer. 

5. AMAZONPAY: The global giant amazon has launched its payments arm Amazon 
Pay in 2016. It is useful when someone is purchasing products from Amazon. It 
offers several discounts and cashbacks. Amazon Pay launched person-to-person 
payments on android, allowing its users to make instant bank-to-bank transfers 
while leveraging the Unified Payments Interface (UPI) platform on the Amazon 
App. 
o Majority of the respondents said that digital transactions have considerably 

increased during lockdown period because of Covid 19 pandemic. 
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o The most preferred e wallet among the respondents belonging to both the areas 
is Google pay i.e. G-Pay because of its instant transfer facility and Unified 
Payment Interface. 

CONCLUSION 
The digital movement in India is in full-fledge and making our lives much easier. Its 
significance most understood during the times of Covid-19 pandemic. The nation is 
slowly moving towards a cashless economy. The entry of NPCI (National Payment 
Corporation of India) owned Unified Payment Interface (UPI) is another major 
contributor to the payments space in India. Digital payments are entirely through online 
and are convenient, instant and time saving. Digital payments surged during the 
lockdown, indicating a new trend in consumer behaviour among youth and older 
citizens alike. Payment companies saw record new signups and increased volumes on 
online channels as the pandemic disrupted traditional payment methods. It is evident 
that the adoption of digital and contactless payments will grow. It is imperative that 
industries and governments work together to maximise the adoption od digital 
commerce. The RBI, NPCI along with government bodies, banks, financial institutions, 
and regulatory authorities, are already teaming up to quicken the process of digital 
payment adoption in the country. Though different economies are at different stages 
across the world, the Covid 19 has definitely cleared the road for digital payment 
methods in India. 
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Abstract 
 
The fondness of ornaments has always been linked with a woman than a man. Also, this fondness 
has been for times immemorial universal. Interestingly this liking for ornaments is natural in 
today’s world. That was initially inspired by nature and omens and gradually that took a turn to 
beautify the appearance of the custodian be it a male or female. Ultimately this ornaments of 
beautification than became the inherent desire of a woman to look beautiful not only in her 
reflection, and her eyes but more importantly in the eyes of the world. And if they happen to have 
feelings for one specific person; the entire reasoning behind beautification becomes a matter of 
life and death. Thus, they utilised the shedding the ornaments to depict the dishearten emotion. 
Those ornaments that then become the last adorn and first to drop and adds up the real beauty to 
the hairs and face of a woman. Hence this paper will highlight the various head-dresses that are 
worn by ladies of the Mewar region and the Kangra Valley. Also, the head-dresses that are found 
in painted narratives of these two schools of miniature style, As well as the psychological and 
scientific reasoning behind adorning them. 
 
Keywords: Head ornaments, Rajput style ornaments, Pahari traditional jewellery, Miniature 
paintings. 
 
Introduction 
 
Indian women have always been portrayed wearing jewellery be it in vlogs, blogs, articles, 
photographs and paintings in today’s world; as a follow up of a tradition and perception from the 
past. That mentioned the ladies in the murals, sculptures, paintings, texts and manuscripts with 
due regards to their appearance and a mode to beautify their appearance.  In the absence of 
precious metals like gold and silver, her passion for ornaments was fulfilled through pearls, conch 
shells and other nature offered various objects. By jewellery with time her beauty was enhanced 
from head to toe that is made for each limb and part of her body, probably for the revealing parts. 
For the people in India have utilised their limitless energy and creativity in carving and forming 
the jewellery that joyfully passionately celebrates the human body. Wearing them is much visible, 
and so the material of it, the overwhelming feeling it offers once piece of jewellery is adorned and 
also how gracefully and effortlessly it beautify the part of the body that wouldn’t grab the 
attention when left bear. Furthermore, how it satisfies the longing to groom the body that hadn’t 
drawn attention in recent time. 
 
It can be further believed that the ornaments worn by lady epitomise the ideal beauty and mystery 
inbuilt in nature. Thus preferable head has consistently been the priority in supporting ornaments 
in one or the other way. As a reason, they’ve been made in respect of societal belief, customs, 
spirituality as well as psychologically. For the Indian belief states, any part of the body is adorned 
by jewellery becomes beautiful.  
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To begin observing the regional ornaments will be stated that required the constant support of the 
head and have beautified the image and appearance of beauty from the time it was written about 
for the first time. Convincingly from Vedic period; that described beauty and explanation behind 
enhancing the beauty with adornments like emotions, apparels and jewellery. As well as how 
these ornaments acted as a metaphorical language of communication between the custodian and 
viewer. In addition to that, the detail about the style of ornaments worn by woman varied that it is 
crucial to study them according to their specific categories. For the description of ornaments 
travelled gracefully from works of literature to sculptures in various mediums and murals of the 
Ajanta to mesmerising ranges of miniature paintings.  
 
Within miniature styles, the Mewar School of miniatures displays gracefully variation in ornament 
paintings from the early years to later years. The styles worn by the ladies in the head weren’t 
much different in early and developed variation in later years of paintings when the foreign 
culture beautified the technique of representation of adornments. Paper will further explain the 
tradition of love for ornaments in whole, the indigenous culture, beauty parameters and religion 
that made the impact successful on the art. Furthermore, the variation of ornaments that have been 
traced in the Kangra School of miniature will be part of it as well. For the reason painted 
narratives showcased the amalgam of cultures of Rajasthan, Mughal as well as Pahari style. 
Besides that, the variation is observed in the symbolic metaphorical meaning to headdresses of the 
School.  
 
Tradition of Ornaments in India 
 
To further understand what the variation and evolution was brought by the head ornaments in 
these two schools of painted narratives it is essential to witness the journey of the ornaments that 
were modified with time to reach the most refined form of miniature paintings the world 
celebrates today. For it is said somewhere;   
 
She appears like a flash of lightning: Crowns of gold with rubies and diamonds sets, and 
countless pearls, many a row of pearls is gleaming, many an Anklet tinkling, many a wreath of 
gems on her neck, diamonds and rubies threaded fair! A slender waist is decked with bells, heart-
ensnaring the ring in her nose! Heavy tresses braided well where strings of jewels are woven 
within. Beautiful rubies swing in her ears, bracelets yield delight: here there is worn a silken 
robe, there are folds that make it fair. 
 
Jewellery, on the whole, had been an essential component of the cultures and civilization; women 
for ages have attempted to create some for them using barks and branches leaves and petals from 
flowers, flowers, on the whole, buds, animal teeth to wear as neckpieces and head ornaments. The 
diversity in the style in life was visible with the progress of civilization. With invention and 
excavation of precious metals and stones and semi-precious stones that latter not only utilised to 
make adornments to enhance the beauty of the custodian but also, for the protection from evil’s 
eye and spiritual intentions. Various forms and colour and ability to restrain changes caused by 
nature added the growth in manufacturing and creativity to it, ultimately giving it a more attractive 
appearance. Ornaments since then hasn’t looked back on the journey to advancement. Thus, the 
design of ornaments varied according to geographical, astrological, religious, social, political, 
economic, cultural, artistic, time spiritual and tantric cult demands. 
 
 In detail if analysed the creativity and variation in ornaments varied by Geographical factor 
covering natural themes of flora, fauna, shells, water waves, rocks, sun, clouds, stars etc that gave 
initial inspiration for the ornaments. So has the Astrological factor that states: precious and semi 
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precious stones Nakshaktra, zodiac signs etc., the Religious factor that covers the significance of 
deities, mythological aspects, and The Social factor that’s states variation on behalf of various 
festival, fairs and lifestyles. Political factors like royal status, patronage, dynasty system etc, 
economic factors like cost, its availability and demand. Furthermore, the Cultural factor, like 
impact of foreign culture, inspiration and at last Artist factor that speaks of availability of skilful 
craftsman and designer. 
 
Keeping in mind all of the above factors, Women have been portrayed in the time Indus Valley 
civilization dressed simple yet adorning ornaments like, with headbands, hairpins to tie hairs, 
hammered gold belt like bands around the forehead as the headband- Shringaarpatti found on two 
slave girls dancing made of Bronze in Mohenjodaro, Also, they had neckpieces usually with 
pendants, bangles and armlets. Whereas, In the Vedic Era, women wore jewellery for status and 
symbolic significance. Not much could be traced about headbands in specific. By the time 
Mauryan period sculptures of Female in form of Yakshi is shown wearing Sheeshmaang. Head 
ornaments of Kausambhi states the use of Tilak in the middle of the forehead. Sanchi Yakshi’s are 
carved well ornamented from head to toe. There the headband around the forehead is well visible. 
While analysing women in murals of Ajanta caves women are painted wearing crown. Displaying 
for the first time the standard and status of women, perhaps she is some noble or royal lady. As 
the reason, maids are seen in the caps and lesser ornaments and much simple ornaments. However 
there are paintings of dancing ladies too wearing crown, but the other ornaments plays crucial role 
here to differ them from royal figures. For the ornaments they wore are more exaggerated and 
dramatic and deprived of precious and semi precious stones. Perhaps the space assumed to be 
replaced by the enamels. Similar to Ajanta, the temple of Khajuraho as well portrays well 
jewelled women. She is carved gracefully wearing the head dresses like Sisiphool, Maangphool. 
The epitome beauty and ornamentation is visible here. Furthermore, the art here had taken the 
ornamentation to the level where the adornments like apparels seems fading away and jewellery 
has become mode of attraction and also mode of indulgence in the mood of eroticism. Women 
here hadn’t just been portrayed in a single realm but she had been carved as per three domains. 
Subsequently their way of display in adornments varied. The majorly visible head ornaments were 
made of gold and silver even then, in shape of stud wore in the middle at the end of parting of the 
hair and much similar to the head ornament as Bends/Borla/Rakhdi.in certain sculptures women 
are also carved wearing the three pendants hanging on the partings of the hair attached with 
hooks. The names of other head dresses are Keshabandha, Dhammila and Alaka. 
 
Nevertheless when Jain style of art surfaced it especially depicted the crown on women as major 
ornamentation, revealing their respect towards them. Further in the Mewar school that began with 
Apabhransha style claimed the initial work in early years. Yet it became the most talk about and 
praised in mid and later years.  
 
Types of Ornaments of Rajasthan in Mewar Region  
 
The goldsmiths and artists of the region portrayed women as beautiful and attractive with all 
possible skills. They further modified their appearance with apparels and ornaments. The 
ornaments that were found in painted naaratives were; ornaments of head also known as head 
dresses; that includes Maangtika, Shringaarpatti, Damani, Sheeshphool, Bor, Rakhadi, 
RidiJhalka, Keshapasa and Kalangi. While the ornaments of ear had the list covers; Karnaphool, 
Jhumka, Karnabali, Bunde, Karna latkanand Pipal Patra. On the other hand the ornaments of 
nose had Besar, Nath, Nathani, Jhoolani, Kantaand Long.Similarly the list of the various 
ornaments is assigned to each part of the body. Neck has the largest variety here; Kanthi, 
Champakali, Kanthahaar, Chandanhaar, Hansali, Tabiz, Timania, Panchmania, Matarmala, 
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Jaumala, Tilada, gold necklace and flora garland.  Bajubandh,Bijayath, Bajanti, Tadda, Tassel 
are assigned for arms. Chuda, chudi, kade, Gokharu, Paunchi, KanganmBangari, Nogarito writs. 
Mudrika, Sovanpanfor palms, Kardhaniand Tagadifor waists and lastly Payal, Kada, Amla, 
Nevata, Jahnjhar, Nupur, Pangpan, Santh, Bicchia, AnwatandLacchefor feet. 
 
Ornamentation in Mewar School of Miniature Paintings 
 
Tradition of Mewar style of paintings depicts inspiration were surely drawn from murals of 
Ajanta. The artists, who swarmed in the region from Gujrat, coordinated with folk artist of Mewar 
region to blend and create the entire new form of style. The figures paintings of early years of this 
noble style of Mewar depicted features of face with long nose and wide eyes like features. Though 
colour palate of the style was in absolute limit. Ornaments at this account were made with limited 
to shapes and variation regardless to gender in figures. So the apparels had the limited variation in 
gender as well as status of the figures in the narratives. 
 
  However, this folk oriented style one can say, with time underwent the necessary changes the 
time had in store for it. It was the sixteenth century when the first time much visible changes were 
noted in the style. By the features of the face that spoke of rigidness was modified to the subtle 
and gentle appearance. Oversized eyes disappeared rather wider eyes became charming in its way. 
Colour palate got diversified this time. Figures on this account displayed emotions. Adornments 
like ornaments and apparels at this point were more detailed and showcased variation by status in 
women as well as men. The enhancement was yet to happen for the figures still appeared a little 
artificial even after certain noticeable improvement.  
 
Nevertheless with all the limitless efforts the hardworking artists of Mewar region had put in, the 
style had displayed women with variety of ornaments on them that have gracefully hidden the 
weak point of the drawings. In an addition the variety of the ornaments did gave the much detail 
about the Rajputi ornaments as well as its undeniable rich culture. Ornaments on the whole its 
own list of variety separately for every part of the body, besides that the culture hadn’t made 
much variation only for women but the variation in ornaments for men is also found here.  
 
For the reason the paper is speaking of ornaments of women and specifically about head 
ornaments. The discussion goes to the point that redirects to mention about the ornaments that 
were painted in the sixteenth century AD in the Mewar style of painted narratives. On this pursuit 
the Supasanacharyam had assisted well to mention the list here. The list goes from head to toe 
covering ornaments like; Bor/Borla, Rakhdi, Maangtika, Sheeshphool, Karnaphool, Nath, 
nacklaces, bangles, Bajubandhwith tassles, Kardhani andpayal. Thus making the fact evident then 
highlights in spite of all the political upheavals the school had by then acquired a style of its own. 
The treaty between Mughals and Rajputs of Mewar during the reign of Maharana Amar Singh II 
gave adaptation of Mughal art in the Rajput miniature paintings that evidently showcased the 
climax and raised eye brows out of surprise of many by the end of the sixteenth century.  
 
This kind of change was then noticed in the series of Nayika bheda. From here on the 
diversification became one crucial part of style and accepted by the region well.  Majorly in the 
category of ornaments the ornaments were diversified enough that it was easier to study each 
according their categories. As they could easily be grouped according to body parts in which they 
were adorned. Abedhyawas worn in nose, Bandhaniya and Prakshepyaworn in head, hands and 
legs. And Bandhaniyaand Aropyaareworn in head and neck. However certain ornaments like 
those worn under the clothes are called Niveshya. 
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Post much of the advancement caused by the foreign culture the Mewar miniatures displayed the 
traditions of keenness and passion for jewellery. Its culture, beauty parameters and religion beliefs 
made their impact so deep on this art. Further nature’s beauty had already made the impression on 
the artist of this school really well regardless to their field of art be it painters, goldsmiths or 
sculptors. As an outcome the artist chose best of patterns from nature’s basket to carve and 
construct them in their pieces of work. That is why the jewellery reflected the impression and 
flora and fauna really well. 
 
Kardhaniand Tagadifor waists and lastly Payal, Kada, Amla, Nevata, Jahnjhar, Nupur, Pangpan, 
Santh, Bicchia, AnwatandLacchefor feet. 
 
Head Dress in Mewar Miniature Artwork 
 
Nonetheless, head ornaments stays first to catch the eye as for it beautifies the expressions and 
facial features with utmost grace. Another assumed reason could be that, it stands in the row 
among sixteen ornaments. Solahsingaar as it is recognised in the society also corresponds to 
sixteen faces of moon. Furthermore moon is correlated to woman’s menstral cycle. Also a woman 
of age sixteen is seen as females at pinnacle of their beauty and charm on the whole perfection. 
Thus, number 16 has its own value in the lives of Indian women and big respect in the Hindu 
culture. Another encountered value of head ornament is that, it is said, that certain head dress 
among the list of head dresses are recognised as ornament worn by married ladies. Recalling basic 
information the Mewar monarchs were Hindus, so they followed Hinduism and customs of it with 
absolute regard. As a result the head ornament was of great use and respect in matter of societal 
belief here. For this reason most of the head ornaments likeMaangtika, Shringaarpatti, Damani, 
Sheeshphool, Bor, Rakhadiare made with logic as covered above, as well as spiritual significance.  
The spiritual significance in this pursuit states two significance, head ornament like Tika, 
BorRakhadi; that falls on the energy point that is regarded as Ajana Chakra as well as third eye 
that operates the sixth sense of the person and also stands for preservation. 
 
 Furthermore, through its adornment, woman indicates, wearing this head dress that she is a 
preservator of the order of the human race. Second one state the reason behind the societal belief -
“Certain head dress among the list of head dresses are recognised as ornament worn by 
married ladies” – as the chakra is visualised one with two significant petals and its presiding 
deity is Ardhnareshwar (for he had third eye prominent), the half male-female elements of nature, 
at all levels, including physical. So, the head dress is specifically linked with ladies who are about 
to take vows of matrimony, that is adolescents and wedded ladies about to unite and uniting with 
their respective partners. As well holding within herself the calibre to carry on with descendants, 
she is becoming or became part of.  
 
It won’t be a shocking revelation now, to hear that Rajasthan ascribes about thirty two ornaments 
under this category. For now the various reasons are revealed above. Among them majorly coined 
ornaments in narratives all through the time were: 
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THE IMPACT OF CHALLENGES TO SERVE DIGITAL LIBRARY SERVICES 

ON PUBLIC LIBRARIES 
 

Sandip Ghosh 
 
Abstract:  
 
Public libraries currently face a number of challenges when it comes to providing digital 
library services. These problems need to be addressed by specifying their origins, 
activities and ways to solve them. Because, these problems have a special impact on the 
management of public libraries and becomes obstacles. Therefore, it is imperative to 
address those adverse effects and determine their solutions, which will help sustain the 
future existence of public libraries. 
 
Keyword: Public Library; Digital Library Service; Challenges; Digital Age; ICT 
 
Introduction:  
 
Public libraries have been forced to redesign themselves in the face of the abundance 
and demand for information of the present age. They have radically changed the way 
they collect and disseminate resources. They have been instrumental in providing digital 
library resources and digital library services with the help of computers and ICT. It has 
made itself a reality by adapting to the needs and lifestyles of the current generation of 
users. But with the improvement in this way some difficulties they are facing. 
Therefore, in the current situation, there is a need to analyze all these problems, monitor 
their effects and recover from them. 
 
Thought of Topic: 
 
 In each case, they have seized it, despite obstacles we can scarcely imagine. And it is 
natural that there will be a lot of problems in providing digital services by public 
libraries. In order to keep pace with the new era, a huge task of providing digital 
resources and digital services has to be carried out, while the risks of the most subtle 
types of user needs have to be tackled. And it is associated with various problems 
related to collection and development and service delivery. Thus, there is a need to 
improve the public library by properly interpreting these problems and analyzing their 
effects. 
 
Literature Review: 
 In the new information era digital libraries has faced many challenges for providing 
their digital library resources. First of all, these are related with collection and 
development of resources and other thing related with service. These are economical, 
copyright, technical, cost etc. (1) (14) 
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Users of public libraries are also address as a problematic sector for sustainability of 
public libraries. Educational status, lifestyle etc. are the parameters of quality and 
quantity of information needed by the users. (3) 
 
Digital library is not more than the general library but it is different in the sense that it is 
managed by technical support system like computer, printer, internet, www, search 
engine etc. So, it is fact that this technical support system will be the barriers for 
managing the library service indeed. Because, these all are the machinery and became 
obsolete time after time. (7)      
 
Therefore, Economical, technical and manmade challenges are the main barrier for 
public libraries which prevent them from becoming a digitized one. 
In the next millennium digital library will be only one information source. Human life is 
so fast, very competitive one. Therefore, information consumption time must be fast and 
readymade one. Everything should have to be transferred through internet and 
computerized form. (6) (12). 
 
All digital resources are of soft form. Transfer through net and computer to computer. 
So their security and preservation should have to be much tied. Use of password, access 
limit, and time limitation will be generated against each soft document. And it will be a 
challenge for public library in their digitized form. (4) 
 
Digital library is not a open to all type library concern. It is also regulated by some rules 
and regulations. All documents are not for open access. Some permission, limitation and 
obligations are there to use them. These kinds of policies are the main difficulties to run 
digital libraries indeed. (2) 
 
Therefore, in the 21st century public libraries should have to gain their digitized format 
by providing digital library resources but limited to overcome some problems which 
arises in future. 
 
Objectives: 
 
 The main point of this paper is to highlight the various obstacles in the way of 
providing digital services by public libraries. Be aware of the origins of these barriers, 
workplace awareness, and the extent to which they are having an adverse effect on the 
development of public libraries. Above all, find solutions to these problems. 
 
1) Highlights the challenges of public libraries to serve digital services. 
2) Analysis the impact of these challenges on public libraries and discover the path of 

recovery.  
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Scope:  
Determining the way out from various problems of public libraries through actual 
analysis of the source and function of the problem of providing digital services which is 
the only tool for improvement and existence of public libraries indeed. 
 
Methodology:  
 
The first is to thoroughly analyze, understand, and determine the scope of the various 
challenges to identify key issues in the management of the public library. Secondly, it 
should analyze some of the immediate steps to solve the problem as a whole, to provide 
for the improvement of the public library. 
 
Details of Paper:  
 
Public libraries are moving towards modernization to provide digital library services. 
They are trying to proper use of modern devices, internet, computer etc. and giving 
users the opportunity to use it. However, there are some obstacles in the way of 
conducting this huge undertaking which is making it difficult for public libraries to go 
digital. The source, activity, and scope of these problems are described in detail below. 
 
1) Technical- The technology that has led public libraries to provide digital services is 

again becoming an obstacle in its own right. Because, every device, instrument, 
software has a life-span, like floppy disk is now extinct, in the case of library 
software KOHA has taken the place of SOUL. As a result, the extinction of 
technology remains a problem. 

2) Economical- Public libraries are now heavily dependent on digital resources like, E-
book, E-Journal, E-database etc. All of these document collections cost a lot of 
money. Subscriptions or sharing have to pay a lot of money per year, resulting in a 
financial problem for collection and development. Again, users have to pay a 
certain amount of fee to use the website, internet, database to provide the service, 
which not all users can afford. As a result, this financial dependence indirectly 
causes problems in providing services to all users. 

3) Administrative- Public libraries face some administrative problems in both 
document collection and service delivery. The amount of money allocated in the 
government budget for running the public library has started decreasing day by day. 
So there has been a decline in the amount of digital collections, which is indirectly 
affecting digital services. Also, various policies, rules and regulations are forcing 
the user to withdraw from the public library. 

4) Copy Right- One of the biggest obstacles in the way of digital resource collection is 
the copyright of documents. As a result of this copyright, public libraries are unable 
to open their digital information to the user. As a result, on the one hand, the 
amount of information collected is eroded and on the other hand, it is removed from 
the user. 
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5) Expertise- With the digitization of the public library, there is a need for a large 
number of technical support staff and professionals. But the shortage of trains and 
technically strong personnel has created a new problem. 

6) User Community- Users' educational qualifications, culture, lifestyle, etc. indirectly 
create problems for the delivery of digital services. These topics control the level of 
digital service delivery in the user community that the public library is belonging in. 

7) Structure & System- In some cases, the public library's own management system 
also causes problems in providing digital services like high fees collection for use 
of internet, website, search engine etc; limitation to use of resources by giving 
protection e.g. password, time limit etc. 

Impact: Public libraries are going through difficulties due to the impact of these 
problems.  
1) Collection and Development- Inadequate funding has hampered the collection of 

public libraries with adequate and equitable resources of the user. In particular, A-
Journal and International documents become obstacles in the way. Again, copyright 
also prevents the user from using the document. 

2) Infrastructure- Financial problems become an obstacle to development in the 
infrastructure. Cannot install computer, internet access, software etc. Again, staff 
inefficiency is an obstacle to development. 

3) Rules & Regulation- Administrative challenges stand in the way of setting user-
friendly rules and regulations for public libraries. Government and political 
influences do not allow the library to be open to all. 

4) Universality- User community’s own obligations like their education, lifestyle etc. 
and the own barriers of public library’s indirectly prevent them from becoming a 
public one.  

Solution: If left unchecked, public libraries may suffer from existence in the future. So 
the following solutions must move them forward. 
1) Promote Collection- Collections need to be increased along with financial 

problems. For this, resource sharing, inter-library loans or public libraries will have 
to go ahead by forming a joint consortium. 

2) Revenue Generation- Public libraries can sell information services to internal and 
external users of various organizations. Again, it can generate revenue by providing 
consultancy services and advertising facilities. 

3) E-Governance- Public libraries can provide important information to the people of 
the country by providing Govt. Policies, Plans, Procedures, Rules and Regulations. 
And at the same time can solve administrative problems. 

4) Expand Services- Services can be provided at the national level by extending 
beyond the local user community. Again, universality can be achieved by relaxing 
one's own rules and regulations and creating new users. 

Conclusion:  
There are many challenges to be faced in managing any organization of any activity. 
Public libraries are no exception. The public library is a pioneer in the betterment of 
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society. So, in order to move society forward, public libraries must also move forward. 
Public libraries should not be stopped with problems. It is to be hoped that public 
libraries will heal and strengthen themselves by finding solutions to all problems by 
indulging in the ‘Survival of the Fittest’ mantra. 
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Abstract 
 
The term public debt refers to all types of borrowings by governments and even local 
bodies from central and commercial banks, business organization and Individuals. The 
main source of finance may be from internal and external. Internal debt refers to the 
public loans floated within the country, while external debt refers to the obligations of 
country to foreign governments or foreign nationals or international institutions. As per 
article 292 of the constitution the listed sources of public debt are dated government 
securities (G-secs), treasury bills (T-bills), external assistance, Short term borrowings. 
In India the public debt has been raised during the pre-independence and thereafter it 
was borrowed for defensive and productive purpose. The steady increase in the public 
expenditure has raised and have been influencing in India. The public debt was Rs.68.8 
trillion as at of March 2018. Out of which the internal debt constituting 93.0 percent of 
public debt and external debt constituted 7.0 percent of the total public debt. In recent 
years heavy public debt and large interest payments have crippled the economy. The 
public debt was 41.0 percent of GDP at 2018-19 as against 40.3 percent of GDP at the 
end of 2017-18 indicating a mild reversal of trend from 2015-16. The public debt – 
GDP ratio was showing falling trend during 2003-04 to 2007-08 but it increased 
thereafter till 2009-10.Since the Government heavily depends on Public borrowing to 
meet its productive expenditure and hence the study of public debt becomes important 
to understand the financial health of the government. This paper focuses an attempt to 
empirical review on the growth and burden of public debt of India during the period of 
2007-2008 to 2018-2019 from the comparative data which is available from secondary 
sources. 
Keywords: Public Debt, GDP, Public expenditure, Debt-GDP ratio, G-secs, T-bills. 
 
Introduction 
 Public Debt is defined as the total outstanding borrowings of the central government 
exchequer. It represents the stock of borrowing as opposed to the annual increase in 
total borrowing, represented by the government deficit. In a broader sense all kinds of 
obligations of a government including the currency obligations are included in public 
debt. According to Philip.E.Taylor, public debt is a debt in the form of promises by the 
Treasury to pay to the holders of these promises a principal sum and in most instances 
interest on that principal.In recent years Government’s Expenditure is increasing faster 
than their ability to raise resources because now their activities are not so restricted as 
only to maintain law and order and protect the country against external aggression. 
Therefore when expenditure exceeds revenue, deficits arises in the budget of the 
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government. This deficit can be bridged by increasing the revenue from taxation or by 
borrowing from public or by deficit financing which depreciates the value of the money 
in the hands of the people. It is evident that there are certain limits beyond which 
taxation rates cannot be raised without adverse effects on the investment level and 
production and consequently on the rate of economic growth. Hence the method of 
public borrowings or increasing public debt has been preferred by all the states alike 
developed or developing for raising their financial resources.  
Classification of Public Debt 
Internal Debt: It comprises market borrowings or market loans raised in the open 
market. Compensation and other bonds, and 15 years, Annuity certificates, etc or 
otherwise, this is formerly represented as permanent of funded debt. Thus the loans 
raised in the open market are known as Market Loans under new classification. They 
were formerly known as funded debt or permanent debt. Internal debt also includes 
treasury bills issued by the government of India to the Reserve Bank, State Government, 
Commercial banks. It includes special securities issued to the Reserve Bank and other 
loans. Besides such loans as non-negotiable, non interest bearing securities issued to 
international financial institution. These loans were formerly represented as temporary 
loans or floating loans.  
External Debt: External debt includes loans taken by the Government of India against 
the non-negotiable, non interest bearing securities issued to international financial 
institutions like the International Monetary Fund, International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development, International Development Association, International Fund for 
Agricultural Development and Asian Development Bank. Besides, the Government of 
India has also raised loans in friendly countries outside India. External debt also 
includes loans taken from the IMF Trust Fund. 
Other Outstanding Liabilities: The Government of India is liable to repay its 
outstanding liabilities, against the various Small Schemes, Public Provident Fund and 
State Provident Fund Contributions and Income Tax Annuity Deposit Schemes, 
Depreciation and other interest bearing reserve funds of departments like railways, post 
and telegraphs; and certain other deposits like deposits of Income Tax, Super tax, 
deposits of Local Funds and Civil Deposits, etc. All these are outstanding liabilities on 
the Government of India they were formerly known as Unfunded Debt. 

Table: 1 Growth of Public Debt in India 

Year Internal 
Debt 

External 
Debt 

Total Public 
Debt Year Internal 

Debt 
External 

Debt 
Total Public 

Debt 

2007 2623955 751402 3375357 2013 5877834 2224734 8102568 
2008 2953603 897290 3850893 2014 6622990 2682214 9305204 
2009 3401965 1142125 4544090 2015 7620358 2971542 10591900 
2010 3863484 1178638 5042122 2016 8484781 3217563 11702344 
2011 4553490 1419407 5972897 2017 9490519 3055095 12545613 
2012 5220401 1844167 7064568 2018 10700058 3441960 14142018 
Source: Based on data from Handbook of RBI 
The total public debt of India has increased from Rs.33,75, 357 crore in 2007-08 to 
Rs.1,41,42,018 crore in 2018-19. Thus the burden of public debt has increased about 
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92.1 percent of internal debt and 7.9 percent of external debt as on 2011-2012. The total 
internal debt of the country is estimated as 107,00,058 crore at the end of 2018-19.  
 
The share of public debt has gone largely on account of an increase in the ratio of 
internal debt. It is also absolutely necessary for a developing economy to rely to a large 
extent on foreign assistance in the economic development. Such aid becomes necessary, 
mainly to provide foreign exchange for purchasing capital equipment and industrial raw 
material from outside and for supplementing the capital and industrial raw material from 
outside and for supplementing the capital supply from domestic sources. The total 
external debt of India increased from Rs. 7,51,402 crore in 2007-08 to Rs.34,41,960 
crore in 2018-19. In order to cover the investment gap and the balance of payment the 
Government of India has borrowed externally on a large scale. 
 

 
 
Public Debt and National Income 
 
The magnitude of the public debt and the national income should be taken into 
consideration for assessing the burden of public indebtedness, as it is an important 
indicator of manageability of public debt. Internal debt is always been vital part of a 
government borrowing. It stimulates the investment and private savings as well as 
strengthening domestic financial markets, since it provides depth and liquidity to the 
markets. India’s domestic debt comprises permanent debt, floating debt and unfunded 
debt. The below table shows the position of internal public debt in relation to national 
income: 
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Table: 2  
 

Year Internal 
Debt 

National 
Income 
(GNP) 

Internal 
Public 
Debt as 

% of 
GNP 

Year Internal 
Debt 

National 
Income 
(GNP) 

Internal 
Public 
Debt as 

% of 
GNP 

2007 2623955 4560910 57.53% 2013 5877834 11093638 52.98% 
2008 2953603 5249163 56.27% 2014 6622990 12320529 53.76% 
2009 3401965 6095230 55.81% 2015 7620358 13612095 55.98% 
2010 3863484 7241026 53.36% 2016 8484781 15185986 55.87% 
2011 4553490 8659505 52.58% 2017 9490519 16910192 56.12% 
2012 5220401 9827250 53.12% 2018 10700058 18816538 56.87% 

 
Source: Based on data from Handbook of RBI 
 
The ratio of internal public debt to national income (GNP) was 57.53 percent in 2007-
08. It decreased to about 52.58 percent in 2011-12. It is estimated at about 53.12 percent 
in 2012-13. This ratio is 56.87 percent of GNP in 2018-19. Since the growth of the 
economy increased through investment the burden of the public debt has also increased. 
And for heavy investment public debt is an important source of finance.  
 
As public debt is greater than the rate of growth of national income, the magnitude of 
the burden of debt servicing may be said to be high. In India, the ratio of Internal Public 
Debt to National Income is comparatively small, but the rate of growth of public debt is 
higher than the rate of growth of National Income. Hence the burden of public debt may 
be said to be heavy and it is increasing rapidly. 
 
Interest Payment on Internal Public Debt and the National Income 
 
The financial burden imposed upon the economy is measured by the annual interest 
payment required. It is the annual interest payment which is required to pay the debt-
servicing charges in lieu of debt upon the government. It is also known as ‘debt 
servicing burden’. If the ratio of interest payments to national income is taken into 
consideration it becomes more meaningful as it provides a simple index level of the 
level of tax rates required to bear the burden of debt by the community.  
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Table: 3 
 

Year Interest 
Payment 

of 
Internal 

Debt 

National 
Income 
(GNP) 

Interest 
Payment 
as % in 

GNP 

Year Interest 
Payment 

of 
Internal 

Debt 

National 
Income 
(GNP) 

Interest 
Payment 
as % in 

GNP 

2007 270861 4560910 5.94% 2013 543151 11093638 4.90% 
2008 295159 5249163 5.62% 2014 592859 12320529 4.81% 
2009 325900 6095230 5.35% 2015 655906 13612095 4.82% 
2010 358842 7241026 4.96% 2016 732017 15185986 4.82% 
2011 409967 8659505 4.73% 2017 821698 16910192 4.86% 
2012 463642 9827250 4.72% 2018 903025 18816538 4.80% 

Source: Based on data from Handbook of RBI 
It means the burden of internal debt has decreased from 5.94 percent in 2007-08 to 4.80 
percent in 2018-19. It was estimated at 4.96 percent in 2010-11 and 4.86 percent in 
2017-18. Therefore the tax burden was about 5.94 percent to 4.80 percent to meet the 
debt servicing charges. Interest cost of this order does not appear to be very 
burdensome. But it is simply because of the artificially low rate of interest since the 
loans raised by the government in the market are at lower rate of interest rates than the 
rates offered in other lines of investments. 
 
Burden of External Debt 
It is absolutely necessary for a developing economy to rely, to a large extent on foreign 
assistance for the economic development. Such aid becomes necessary mainly to 
provide foreign exchange for purchasing capital equipment and industrial raw material 
from outside and for supplementing the capital and industrial raw material from outside 
and for supplementing the capital supply from domestic sources. India also found the 
need of substantive foreign assistance when the country decided a policy of planned 
economic development. Thus in order to cover the investment gap and the balance of 
payment gap, the Government of India has borrowed externally on a large scale. 

 
Table: 4 

Year 
Debt 

Service 
Ratio (%) 

Debt GDP 
Ratio (%) Year 

Debt 
Service 
Ratio 
(%) 

Debt GDP 
Ratio (%) 

2007 4.7 17.7 2013 5.9 22.4 
2008 4.8 18.3 2014 5.9 23.9 
2009 4.4 20.7 2015 7.6 23.8 
2010 5.8 18.5 2016 8.8 23.4 
2011 4.4 18.6 2017 8.3 19.9 
2012 6.0 21.1 2018 7.5 20.1 

Source: Ministry of Finance, Government of India and Reserve Bank of India 
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External debt of India has also been increasing rapidly. As a result of increase in 
External Debt, external debt-servicing payments are also increasing. The increasing 
payments as a result of external debt-servicing may create certain problems, since the 
payment of External debt has its own complexities. Gross debt service payments 
increased by about 65.0 percent in 2011-12. Increase in debt service payments was 
mainly on account of higher servicing cost on external commercial borrowings. In 2017-
18 debt service payments were marginally lower due to slight lower repayments for 
external commercial borrowings and NRI deposits, despite marginal increase in 
payments on account of external assistance. Debt service ratio registered a decline on 
2011-12 and thereafter remained around the same level till 2014-15.It increased in 
2015-16 and 2016-17. In 2017-2018 debt service ratio fell marginally to 8.3 percent 
from 8.8 percent in the previous year due to higher current account receipts with exports 
picking up coupled with marginal fall in gross debt service payments.  
 
Conclusion 
 
India’s public debt position is increasing in the recent year owing to host of internal and 
external factors. In the present paper an attempt has been made to review the empirical 
relationship between Public Debt and economic Growth in India. Since the major 
portion of public debt constitutes internal debt it is related with the National Income 
indicator GNP. From the estimates it was very much clear that there has been 
continuous rise in public debt. The study focuses on year to year growth on sources of 
public debt. The increase in Internal and external debt will lead to economic growth as 
now-a-days public debt is regarded as income of the country. It is a method through 
which government may finance public services without reducing the real wealth of the 
country. Government generally prefers to borrow within the country so the interest that 
they have to pay might not go to foreign countries and adversely affect their balance of 
payment position. Besides government may resort to external debt when it is 
indispensable for the economic development of the country. 
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ABSRTACT: 
 The salaried persons constitute a sizeable class of taxpayers who contribute to the public 
exchequer about 12 percent of the total revenue collection by way of income tax. It is 
therefore, essential for this class of tax payers to know their tax obligations in the right 
perspective and the measures of the tax planning available to them so that they can 
make the best use of their earnings by reducing the incidence of tax. The current study is 
an effort to evaluate the tax planning measures adopted by the salaried income tax 
assessees of Thrissur District in the light of tax administration measures being 
implemented by the Government. The study also evaluates the extend of awareness of 
employees on tax laws and tax planning measures. Mainly primary data has been used 
for this study. It has been collected using structured questionnaire. The sample size is 
50. Secondary data for the study were collected from various reports, journals, etc. The 
data were analysed by using various statistical measures like mean, standard deviation, 
chi-square test and percentage analysis. Results of the study show that majority of them 
make expenditure like interest on housing loan and tuition fee of the children as a 
measure of tax planning and they invest in PPF and LIC as a premier tax saving 
measure. 
 
Key words: Tax planning, Salaried persons, Tax Management 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Tax planning may be defined as an arrangement of one’s financial affairs in such a way 
that without violating in any way the legal provisions, full advantage is taken of all 
exemptions, deductions, concessions, rebates, allowances and other reliefs and benefits 
permitted under the Act so that the burden of taxation, as far as possible, is the least. 
Tax planning is neither tax evasion nor tax avoidance. Tax exemptions, deductions, 
rebates and reliefs have been provided by the legislature to achieve certain social and 
economic goals to encourage savings and investment for the economic development of 
the country. Thus, if a person takes the advantage of the deductions and rebates, he not 
only reduces his tax liability, but also helps in achieving the objectives of legislature, 
which is lawful, social and ethical. A sound method of tax planning should be carefully 
chartered after considering that whatever is done is not only strictly within the 
framework of law but also in consonance with legislative intensions and should sensible 
to any reasonable person. 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 The salaried persons constitute a sizeable class of taxpayers who contribute to the public 
exchequer about 12 percent of the total revenue collection by way of income tax. It is 
therefore, essential for this class of tax payers to know their tax obligations in the right 
perspective and the measures of the tax planning available to them so that they can 
make the best use of their earnings by reducing the incidence of tax. Thorough and up-
to-date knowledge of the tax laws is necessary to avail the benefits provided under the 
provisions of the Act. Tax planning is possible through appropriate savings and wise 
investment decisions. The current study is an effort to evaluate the tax planning 
measures adopted by the salaried income tax assesses of Thrissur District in the light of 
tax administration measures being implemented by the Government. This study also 
evaluates the extend of awareness of assessees on tax laws and tax planning measures.  
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
1. To analyse the awareness of the salaried class persons on tax planning. 
2. To test the level of awareness of the salaried of the salaried class on various tax 

planning measures available under the Income Tax Act. 
3. To test the relationship between personal factors of assesses and their level of 

awareness on tax planning.  
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Data collection: Mainly primary data has been used for this study. It has been collected 
using structured questionnaire. The sample size is 50. Secondary data for the study were 
collected from various reports, journals, etc.  
Data analysis: The data were analysed by using various statistical measures like mean, 
standard deviation, chi-squire test and percentage analysis.  
Data presentation: Data is presented through tables and charts. 
Hypothesis: H0= There is no significant relationship between personal factors and level 
of awareness on tax planning measures among salaried persons.  
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

Table 3.1 
Awareness about Tax planning 

Awareness No. of Persons Percentage 
Aware 22 44% 

Not Aware 28 56% 
Total 50 100% 

From the above table, it can be ascertained that 22 percent of respondents are aware 
about tax planning and 28 percent of them are not aware about tax planning.  

Table 3.2 
Measures Taken for Tax Planning 

Measures No. of Persons Percentage 
Deposits 18 36% 

Through Tuition Fee, 
Interest on Housing Loan 

28 56% 

Donations 4 8% 
Total 50 100% 
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From the above table, it is clear that 36 percent of respondents make deposits as part of 
their tax planning. 56 percent are doing tax planning through expenditures like tuition 
fee of children, interest on housing loan and 8 percent make donations for this purpose. 
Ranking Method 

Table 3.3 
Deposits Preferred by the Persons to get Tax Advantage 

Types of 
Deposits 

Rank 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
Weights 

Mean Rank 
Weights 

(x) 
5 4 3 2 1 

PF f 21 15 9 5 0 50 4.04 I 
fx 105 60 27 10 0 202 

LIC f 11 12 7 13 7 50 3.14 II 
fx 55 48 21 26 7 157 

MF f 9 11 13 9 8 50 3.08 III 
fx 45 44 39 18 8 154 

Others f 4 5 17 13 11 50 2.56 IV 
fx 20 20 51 26 11 128 

NSC f 5 7 4 10 24 50 2.18 V 
fx 25 28 12 20 24 109 

From the above table, it is clear that majority of the respondents prefer PF as a deposit 
for tax planning. The second most preferred type of deposit for tax planning is LIC. MF 
and NSC has given third and fifth rank respectively according to their preference. 
Mean and Standard Deviation Technique 
This method has been used for identifying the level of awareness of respondents on tax 
planning. For this purpose, a list of components relating to tax planning has been given 
to the respondents and they are asked to give a tick mark against the components if they 
are aware about it. On the basis of the number of components they have selected they 
are grouped into three categories namely persons with high, medium and low level of 
awareness on tax planning. 

Table 3.4 
Level of Awareness on Tax Planning 

Components No. of Persons Level of Awareness Percentage 
0-7 12 Low 24% 
8-15 5 Medium  

62% 16-23 8 Medium 
24-31 18 Medium 
32-39 7 High 14% 

 
Mean= ∑fd/N=19.98 
SD=√∑fd2/N-(∑fd/n)2=11.24 
High awareness=Mean+SD=19.98+11.24=31.22. 32 and above 
Low awareness=Mean-SD=19.98-11.24=7.12. 7 and below 
Medium awareness=between 7 and 32. 
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From the above table, it is clear that 14% of respondents have high level of awareness 
on tax planning. 62% have medium level of awareness and 24% have only low level of 
awareness. 
Chi- Square Test 
Chi- squire test is a statistical test, which test the significance of difference observed 
frequencies and the corresponding theoretical frequencies of a distribution, without any 
assumption about the distribution of the population. The formula for computing chi-
square test is: 
  χ 2 = (O-E)2/E 

Table 3.5 
Age and Level of Awareness on Tax Planning 

 
H0 = There is no significant relationship between the age and the level of awareness. 
H1 = There is significant relationship between the age and the level of awareness. 
Degree of freedom:6 
Level of significance:5% 
Table value: 12.592 
Calculated value= 2.15 
Since calculated value is less than table value, we accept the null hypothesis and reject 
the alternative hypothesis. 
 

Table 3.6 
Gender and Level of Awareness  

 
H0 = There is no significant relationship between the gender and the level of awareness. 
H1 = There is significant relationship between the gender and the level of awareness. 
Degree of freedom:2 
Level of significance:5% 
Table value: 5.991 
Calculated value= 2.05 

 Level of Awareness Total No. of 
Persons High Medium Low 

20-30 1 7 3 11 
30-40 3 11 6 20 
40-50 1 6 3 10 
50-60 2 7 0 9 
Total 7 31 12 50 

 Level of Awareness Total No. of 
Persons High Medium Low 

Male 4 12 5 21 
Female 3 19 7 29 
Total 7 31 12 50 
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Since calculated value is less than table value, we accept the null hypothesis and reject 
the alternative hypothesis. 

Table 3.7 
Educational Qualification and Level of Awareness  

 
 Level of Awareness Total No. of 

Persons High Medium Low 
Upto UG 1 7 5 13 

PG 5 15 4 24 
Professional 

Degree  
1 9 3 13 

Total 7 31 12 50 
 
H0 = There is no significant relationship between the educational qualification and the 
level of awareness. 
H1 = There is significant relationship between the educational qualification and the level 
of awareness. 
Degree of freedom:4 
Level of significance:5% 
Table value: 9.49 
Calculated value= 7.38 
Since calculated value is less than table value, we accept the null hypothesis and reject 
the alternative hypothesis. 

Table 3.8 
Type of Employment and Level of Awareness  

 
 Level of Awareness Total No. of 

Persons High Medium Low 
Bank  3 11 6 20 

Teaching  3 10 2 15 
Post office 0 4 2 6 

Others  1 6 2 9 
Total 7 31 12 50 

 
H0 = There is no significant relationship between the type of employment and the level 
of awareness. 
H1 = There is significant relationship between the type of employment and the level of 
awareness. 
Degree of freedom:6 
Level of significance:5% 
Table value: 12.59 
Calculated value= 1.22 
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Since calculated value is less than table value, we accept the null hypothesis and reject 
the alternative hypothesis. 
 

Table 3.9 
Monthly Income and Level of Awareness  

 
 Level of Awareness Total No. of 

Persons High Medium Low 
20000-30000 2 6 2 10 
30000-40000 3 10 2 15 
40000-50000 1 6 3 10 

50000 and 
above 

1 9 5 15 

Total 7 31 12 50 
 
H0 = There is no significant relationship between the monthly income and the level of 
awareness. 
H1 = There is significant relationship between the monthly income and the level of 
awareness. 
Degree of freedom:6 
Level of significance:5% 
Table value: 12.59 
Calculated value= 9.43 
Since calculated value is less than table value, we accept the null hypothesis and reject 
the alternative hypothesis. 
 

Table 3.10 
Calculated Value and Table Value derived from the Chi-Square Test 

Personal 
Factors 

Calculated 
Value 

Table Value Degree of 
Freedom 

Result  

Age 2.15 12.59 6 Accepted 
Gender 2.05 5.99 2 Accepted 

Educational 
Qualification 

7.38 9.49 4 Accepted 

Type of 
Employment 

1.22 12.59 6 Accepted 

Monthly Income 9.43 12.59 6 Accepted 
 
From the above table, it is clear that the personal factors of the respondents and their 
level of awareness on tax planning are independent and there is no any significant 
relation between them. 
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FINDINGS 
1. Majority of the persons do their tax planning through expenditures like payment of 

tuition fee of children, interest on housing loan, etc. Deposits are also preferred by 
them. 

2. Among different type of deposits, majority of the respondents prefer PF as a deposit 
for tax planning. The second most preferred type of deposit for tax planning is LIC.  

3. Majority of the respondents have only medium level of awareness on the 
components of tax planning. Only 14% of them have high level of awareness. 

4. The level of awareness and personal factors like age, gender, educational 
qualification, type of employment and monthly income of respondents are 
independent of each other.  

SUGGESTIONS 
1. Proper awareness regarding tax planning must be given to the general public 

through seminars, leaflets, newspapers, advertisement, etc. 
2. The salaried persons are interested in making expenditures, solely as a tax planning 

measure. If they concentrate on donations it would be beneficial to the country. 
3. Majority of the respondents choose PPF and LIC as a premier tax saving deposit. It 

would be beneficial to provide awareness about other tax saving deposits.  
CONCLUSION 
     Tax planning plays a vital role in all assesses. Because taxation is considered as a 
complex matter affecting financial planning of each individual income tax assesses. The 
study on tax planning awareness among salaried persons was mainly conducted in 
Thrissur. From this study it is clear that majority of the respondents have only medium 
level awareness on tax planning and only few of the respondents have high level 
awareness. Personal factors like age, gender etc. and level of awareness on tax planning 
are independent of each other. Most of the respondents prefer PPF and LIC to avail tax 
benefit.  
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Abstract: 

In the present scenario, Internet has changed the life of many people. It has become 
the powerful weapon for all the activities that are to be carried within a few seconds and 
minutes. From this technology driven process banks has also befitted the most by 
introducing Internet Banking to the era of Banks where customers can use their services 
efficiently and effectively. This has helped me today to know about the actual users of 
Internet Banking in today’s scenario. Both primary and secondary data has been 
collected and used for the survey.Internetand on line banking is the system that provides 
the customers with a facility to conduct the financial and non financial transactions at 
any place and at any time provided they must have a bank account.Internet banking 
helps users to transfer money from one account to another account and pay bills through 
online transactions by using the services offered through internet banking.A person who 
is having any electronic devices like mobile, laptops, tablets, computers, etc. with 
internet connection can use the services of internet banking and must be an account 
holder , he should have at least a bank account of any bank. This research paper 
especially dealt with the customer perception and satisfaction towards internet banking 
in visakhapatnam city. The findings and outcomes may not be applicable to other parts 
of the country. 

Introduction: 

A bank is financial institution that accepts deposits from the public and creates 
credit.A bank may be defined as an institution that accepts deposits, makes loans, pays 
checks, and provides financial services. A bank is a financial intermediary for the 
safeguarding, transferring, exchanging, or lending of money. A primary role of banks is 
connecting those with funds, such as investors and depositors, to those seeking funds, 
such asBanking is an industry that handles cash, credit and other financial transactions. 
It also provides other financial services such as wealth management, currency 
exchanges, and safe deposit boxes. The history of banking began when empires needed 
a way to pay for foreign goods and services, with the medium of something in 
exchange. Coins of varying have been used as a medium of exchange but then the coins 
must be placed in a safe place. So at ancient times temples were used as the safest place 
to store their money.The fact that most temples were also the financial centers of their 
cities is the major reason that they were ransacked during wars.  In order to manage an 
empire for instance, even the earliest ones, some form of banking was required to 
manage trade and keep the flow of goods and services moving both within the empire 
and to other empires. 
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Once currency emerged, this made this exchange of value much easier and efficient, and 
now one could simply trade things like coins or gold for other goods. You can’t have 
any form of currency without banking to manage it, and even the mere issuing of it 
requires management by banks of some sort. In ancient times, temples typically 
performed this function, and in addition to storing money for others, and providing 
security to depositors, there is evidence to suggest that these temples also lent out 
money, although their function was primarily to store assets. We now had the makings 
of the first retail banking system, from which banks as we know today evolved 
from.The Romans were the first culture to institutionalize banking, taking it from the 
temples to formal banks, backed by the full power of the law. The law was certainly on 
the side of the bankers in the early days, with non payment of debts a crime, as well as 
debts being passed along to one’s descendants, sometimes for several 
generations.Banking has come a long way from the days of agricultural goods as 
deposits in ancient times, and is now very tightly regulated and organized, inspiring a lot 
of confidence, something that is absolutely necessary where banks are concerned.More 
stable economic relations were brought about with a change in social-economic 
conditions from a reliance on hunting and gathering of foods to agricultural practice, 
during periods beginning sometime after 12,000 BC, at approximately 10,000 years ago 
in the Fertile Crescent, in northern China about 9,500 years ago, about 5,500 years ago 
in Mexico and approximately 4,500 years ago in the eastern parts of the United States 
Internet Banking: 

Internet Banking helps the customers to easily have control on their accounts and 
can be helpful to easily access their respective accounts with the help of a secured 
username and a secured password.Internet Banking permits us to enjoy our savings by 
reducing the transactions costs which was incurred during manual transactions.  Banks 
usually charge less for Internet Banking services.The early version of what was 
considered online banking began in 1981. New York City was the first place in the U.S. 
to test out the innovative way of doing business by providing remote services as four of 
its major banks — Citibank, Chase Manhattan, Chemical Bank and Manufacturers 
Hanover — made home-banking access available to their customers. In 1913 The Bank 
of Scotland offered customers the first UK internet banking service called Home link. 
People had to connect to the internet through their TVs and telephones to pay bills and 
transfer money. What is now known as online banking was formed during this time.In a 
2010 survey on consumer billing and payment trends, Fiserv, a financial services 
technology company, found that online and mobile banking were growing at a faster 
pace than the internet. Online banking has continued to evolve as more innovations and 
conveniences have been offered. Bank of Internet USA has introduced a number of new 
and technologically advanced products and services since its inception, including 
mobile internet banking apps for the most popular mobile devices, mobile check 
deposit, Pop money for money transfer via text or email and EMV-chip debit cards. 

I. Internet Banking in India: 

In India, since 1997, when the ICICI Bank first offered internet banking services, 
today, most new-generation banks offer the same to their customers. In fact, all major banks 
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provide e-banking services to their customers.Internet Banking is the fastest delivery 
channel that enables bank customers, through safe and appropriate systems to gain 
access and control on the products and services offered by the banks to the customers 
through their respective accounts. It helps the customers to use a varied range of 
products and services offered by the banks at one portal. The transactions can be 
anything from bill payments to getting the account details information like the account 
balance, transactions history, etc., Internet Banking helps the customers to get access 
through their accounts at any time and at any place by using the respective bank’s portal. 
All the information related to bank account balance, payments, interest rates and also 
information like location and area of the bank, bank products and the advantages and 
their features, information about loans, deposits, fixed deposits, interest rates, etc. are 
being provided by the information system. 

II. SWOT analysis of Internet Banking: 

The following are the strength, Weakness opportunists and threats of Internet 
Banking in India: 

a. Strengths: 

 Aggression towards development of the existing standards of banks   
 Strong regulatory impact by central bank to all the banks 
 Presence of intellectual capital to face the change in implementation with good 

quality 
 Fully computerized and techno savvy 
 A person can access his account from anywhere he is 
 A person can do banking transactions like funds transfer to any account, book 

ticket, bill pay at any time of the day 
b. Weakness: 
 High bank service charges 
 All the bank charges highly to the customers for the services provided through  

internet banking 
   Poor technology infrastructure 
 Ineffective risk measures 
 Easy Access of internet banking account by wrong people through email ids 
 When the server is down the whole process is handicapped 
c. Opportunities: 
 Increasing risk management expertise 
 Advancement of technologies, strong asset base would help in bigger growth 
 Safety of using internet banking is robust, so more internet banking users in future 
 The international scope of internet banking provides new growth perspectives and 

internet business is a catalyst for new technologies and new business processes. 

d. Threats: 

 Banks provides all services through electronic computerized machines and this 
creates problems to the less educated people  
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 Inability to meet the additional capital requirements 
 Huge investment in technologies 
 Internet banking will be replaced by mobile banking 

III. Literature Review: 

Rakesh H M & Ramya T J (2014), In their research paper titled “A Study on Factors 
Influencing Consumer Adoption of Internet Banking in India” tried to examine the 
factors that influence internet banking adoption.Using PLS, a model is successfully 
proved and it is found that internet banking is influenced by its perceived reliability, 
Perceived ease of use and Perceived usefulness. In the marketing process of internet 
banking services marketing expert should emphasize these benefits its adoption 
provides and awareness can also be improved to attract consumers’ attention to internet 
banking services. Vijay M. Kumbhar (2011), In his research paper “Factors Affecting 
the Customer satisfaction In E-Banking: Some evidences Form Indian Banks”. This 
study evaluates major factors (i.e. service quality, brand perception and perceived value) 
affecting on customers’ satisfaction in e-banking service settings.This study also 
evaluates influence of service quality on brand perception, perceived value and 
satisfaction in e-banking. Required data was collected through customers’ survey.For 
conducting customers’ survey liker scale based questionnaire was developed after 
review of literature and discussions with bank managers as well as experts in customer 
service and marketing. Collected data was analyzed using principle component (PCA) 
using SPSS 19.0.A result indicates that, Perceived Value, Brand Perception, Cost 
Effectiveness ,Easy to Use, Convenience, Problem Handling, Security/Assurance and 
Responsiveness are important factors in customers satisfaction in e-banking it explains 
48.30 per cent of variance. Amruth Raj Nippatlapalli (2013), In his research paper “A 
Study on Customer Satisfaction of Commercial Banks: Case Study on State Bank of 
India”. This paper present Customer satisfaction, a term frequently used in marketing, is 
a measure of how products and services supplied by a company meet or surpass 
customer expectation.Customer satisfaction is defined as "the number of customers, or 
percentage of total customers, whose reported experience with a firm, its products, or its 
services (ratings) exceeds specified satisfaction goals."Banking in India originated in 
the last decades of the 18th century. The first banks were The General Bank of India, 
NOW which started in 1786, and Bank of Hindustan, which started in 1790; both are 
now defunct.The oldest bank in existence in India is the State Bank of India, which 
originated in the Bank of Calcutta in June 1806, which almost immediately became the 
Bank of Bengal. This was one of the three presidency banks, the other two being the 
Bank of Bombay and the Bank of Madras, all three of which were established under 
charters from the British East India Company. For many years the Presidency banks 
acted as quasi-central banks, as did their successors. The three banks merged in 1921 to 
form the Imperial Bank of India.Akinici et al. (2004), He studied on,” Adoption of 
internet banking among sophisticated consumer segments in an advanced developing 
country”, and developed an understanding of consumers' attitudes and adoption of 
Internet banking among sophisticated consumers.The research methodology utilized 
random sample of academicians, demographic, attitudinal, and behavioral 
characteristics of Internet banking (IB) users and non-users for investigation. The 
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analyses revealed significant differences between the demographic profiles and attitudes 
of users and non-users. IB users were further investigated, and three sub-segments were 
defined according to a set of bank selection criteria.Finally, based on the similarities 
between various Web-based bank services, four homogeneous categories of services 
were defined. 

IV. Objectives of the study 

 To study the perception and satisfaction of Internet Banking among the customers 
in and around Visakhapatnam city. 

 To study about the impact of demographic factors like age, gender, occupation, 
income levels, etc. on the preference towards Internet Banking in and around 
Visakhapatnam city . 

 To identify the reasons for preferring Internet Banking. 
 To study and suggest to enhance satisfaction levels of customers. 

 
V. Research Methodology: 

A research Design is a blueprint or basic framework-for conducting the research of 
a project. It mentions the details of the procedures that are necessary for obtaining the 
information needed to formulate a structure and or to solve a research problem. 
Research Problem can be answered using qualitative and quantitative methods. 
 
Qualitative methods are done by doing interview processes. Interviews are done to 
describe, interpret and also helps to gain an in- depth knowledge into the specific 
concepts.These can be done by Interviews on focus groups and by observation and also 
by using existing data.Quantitative methods are done by using survey methods. These 
are best for measuring, categorizing based on similar characteristics and behavioral 
patterns and making ranking from the gained survey and defining results out of it.Some 
researchers also use both qualitative and quantitative methods for their research work. 
a. Sampling Technique Used:For the study of customer preference on Internet Banking 
the non- probability sampling technique has been used and quantitative method is being 
used  for the collection of data. 
b. Sample size:Sample size is the measurement of the number of individual sample 
observations that are used in a survey or experiment. In this research process, sample 
size of 182 respondents has been considered to fetch the data. 
c. Data Collection Instrument: Questionnaire has been prepared and has been asked to 
fill the questionnaire.  
d. Primary Data: The main sources of data were collected from primary data. It is the 
first hand information that has collected through questionnaire. The primary data has 
been collected from respondents who belong to various age  groups, and different 
education and employment qualifications. The primary data was collected through the 
survey method with the help of structured  questionnaire. The questionnaire consists 
of various questions related to the  Internet Banking awareness and usage. 
e.Secondary Data: The secondary data of the study was collected through Internet, 
Journals, Blogs and Research papers. 
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VIII. Data analysis: 
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XI. Major findings: 
From the study of Internet Banking we can draw some major findings. They are:- 

 Majority of the respondents were of the age 21-30 and comprises of 45% of the 
respondents.Next majority of respondents were of age group 41- above which 
comprises of 26%. The other respondents are of the age group 31-40 who are of 
23%. The least number of respondents were of the age group 15-20 who are not 
sure about the complete features of Internet Banking. 

 Majority of respondents are MALE which constitutes of 69% and then comes 
FEMALE which comprises of  31%. Most of the Male people usually prefer to use 
Internet Banking as they might have thought it is the easiest way to use the services 
of the banks. 

 Majority of the people who were part of this survey are Students and Private 
Employees.Students are of 34% and then Private Employees are of 29%.Next 
majority of respondents are  Govt. Employees which constitutes of 18% and then 
some of the respondents are having their own business which comprises of 17%. 

 Majority of the respondents is 3,00,000. Next comes the majority of the 
respondents income is 5,00,000. The next category of the respondents income is 
2,00,000. And then next comes 16%respondents whose income levels are higher  
above 5,00,000.14% respondents are preferring not to say their income levels. 

 Majority of the respondents have a bank account. They are aware of the banking 
system. But still 2% of them are not aware of bank accounts. 

 Majority of the respondents, i.e., 56% respondents usually prefer public sector 
bank as the safest mode to invest.  But still 44% of still believe on private sector 
banks  

 There is a strong competition between public sector and private sector banks. Here 
we can see that the majority of respondents prefer SBI as the most trusted public 
sector bank with the percent of 30%.Next the majority of respondents are from  
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Yes

No
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ICICI BANK with 26% and the other majority of respondents are using HDFC 
bank with 23%.Many of the respondents are having accounts with other banks like 
Indian Bank and Union Bank of India with  each 4% of respondents.Some of the 
other respondents are having bank accounts with other banks like Allahabad Bank, 
Punjab National Bank, Andhra Bank, Bank of Baroda, Axis Bank, etc. 

 Respondents are mostly aware of Internet Banking, i. e., 92% of respondents are 
aware of Internet Banking. And the rest 8% people may not have complete idea 
about what internet banking is. 

 Here the main factors of the bank which can be considered the most important are 
given by respondents based on their choices. Most of the respondents feel that the 
main factor must be the quality of service that a bank provides to 
it’scustomers.Almost 71 respondents feel that the quality of service which the bank 
offers is considered as a main factor. And nearly 49 respondents feel that with the 
quality of service offered by banks there are also other important factors which are 
taken into consideration. Those are Technology and Reputation of the Bank and 
Area or location of the Bank. 

 40% of respondents use banking services for transaction and checking account 
balance.  There are also other banking services which the customers use with the 
transaction and checking account balance. They are Online Fund transfer and 
ATM’s and Debit cards.17% of respondents use online fund transfer services and 
ATM’s and Debit Cards.13% of respondents use banking services for shopping 
purchases and 12% of respondents use banking services for Fixed Deposit and 
Loans of 1% 

 Majority of the respondents know about the Internet Banking.Least respondents are 
confused whether they know or don’t know about Internet BankingVery less 
respondents are unaware of Internet Banking. 

 34% of respondents use Internet Banking  More than once in a week.28% of 
respondents use Internet Banking once in a week23% of respondents use Internet 
Banking once in a Month15% of respondents use Internet Banking Daily. 

 Most of the respondents are aware of internet banking and they feel that Internet 
Banking is more convenient than Manual Banking.Majority of the respondent’s 
choice feel that Internet Banking is much more useful as a compared to Manual 
Banking.Some of them are not sure about the facilities of Internet Banking which 
they feel that may be Internet Banking is more convenient than Manual 
Banking.Very least number of respondents feel that Manual Banking is more 
convenient than Internet Banking. 

 Majority of the respondents are satisfied with the services that are being provided 
by the banks.57% of the respondents are satisfied with the services that the 
respective banks are providing to the customers.25% of the respondents are neither 
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satisfied nor dissatisfied with the services that are being offered by the banks.21% 
of the respondents are very satisfied with the services and very least number of 
people neither dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the services of the banks. 

 Most of the respondents prefer Internet Banking because it provides services at our 
convenience.  30% of the respondents preferred Internet Banking as it provides 
convenient services.28% of respondents preferred that Internet Banking is 
preferred because it provides 24 hr services. The user can have access to his 
account whenever needed at any time and at any place.25% respondents feel that 
Internet Banking is usually preferred because of its speed and efficiency. 

 Many of the respondents nearly 120 respondents feel that their transactions are 
secured enough while using Internet Banking.But we can also see that some of the 
respondents do not have any idea whether their transactions are secured enough or 
not. They are feeling may be their transactions are safe but not sure.Very few 
respondents feel that their transactions are not secured enough. They lack trust on 
their banks. 

 60% of the respondents are satisfied with the usage of Internet Banking. Banks 
have met the expectation levels of these customers.Here we can also see that many 
of the respondents are very satisfied with the service of Internet Banking and at the 
same time they are also very dissatisfied with the service of Internet Banking.Very 
few respondents are either satisfied or dissatisfied with the usage of Internet 
Banking. 

 Many of the respondents are satisfied and they trust Internet Banking and proceed 
with the services that the bank provides to their customers.Next majority of 
respondents are neutral about their choice on the level of trust of their respective 
banks, around 25% of the respondents are either satisfied or dissatisfied with the 
level of trust on the services of Internet Banking.13% of the respondents feel that 
they are highly satisfied with the Internet Banking and these customers tend to be 
loyal customers for the company.5% of the respondents rate the level of trust on 
Internet Banking as 1 which means these set of people are highly dissatisfied with 
the Internet Banking and 3% of respondents feel that they are dissatisfied in using 
Internet Banking. 

 Respondents who are satisfied and who feel comfortable and secured to use the 
services of Internet Banking might recommend the use of Internet Banking for 
Future use to other customers.But still many of them are confused about to 
recommend or not to recommend Internet Banking . Around 13% of the 
respondents either recommend or do not recommend this for future use.About 3% 
are still dissatisfied with the services and are not likely to recommend Internet 
Banking for future purposes. 
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X. Suggestions: 
From the following survey we can see that 
1. Most of the respondents are of age group 21 years to 40 years. So there is a vast 

scope to improve the services in banking sector to attract more number of 
customers. 

2. Some of them are even scared of Internet Banking because they think the 
transactions are not secured enough. So, banks have to focus on this drawback to 
improve the safety measures. 

3. Major services like ATM facilities have to be increased and also the website portal 
should be working effectively so that people can use Internet Banking more 
effectively. 

4. Offers should be provided to the users like cash backs so that more number of 
customers can be attracted. 
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Abstract: 
 
Children establish more than 400 million of the one billion or more populace of India. 
The twenty-first century has proclaimed various significant arrangement furthermore, 
authoritative activities just as noteworthy Court intercessions relating to youngster 
insurance. The law, arrangement and organizations for youngster insurance have 
experienced a critical change from a requirements based to the 'rights-' furthermore, 
'advancement ' based methodology. The rights-based methodology incorporates 
youngsters as rights-holders and States as essential obligation bearers. This paper 
expects to give a wide diagram of the law, approach and legitimate organizations of 
youngster security in India and analyzes the current lawful issues in a rights based point 
of view. The paper talks about and studies the laws, examinations the court patterns, and 
gives recommendations for law change identifying with a kid's right to endurance, 
advancement, insurance and cooperation in India. It starts with the very meaning of 'kid' 
in Indian laws that have been utilized in different enactments as a term signifying 
relationship, limit, and exceptional insurance. Different issues remembering kids for the 
adolescent equity framework and in struggle with law, their case to immaturity, the base 
age of criminal obligation, competency of youngster witnesses, kids out of luck of care 
and security, and the different institutional and non-institutional administrations 
accessible for them are managed. 
 
Keywords: Child abuse, neglect, poverty, violence 
 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The UN Convention of Rights of Child (UN CRC) (1989) is the most widely endorsed 
child rights instrument worldwide, which defines children as all persons aged 18 years 
and under.1 
In the UN CRC, Article 19.1, Child Protection has been defined as “States Parties shall 
take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to 
protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect 
or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in 
the care of parent(s), legal guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the 
child.2 

                                                
1UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (with optional protocols). www.unicef.org/crc. 
2UNCommittee on the Rights of the Child, 56th session GeneralComment No.13 (2011) Article 19: The right 
of the child to freedom from all forms of violence. 
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The World Health Organisation (WHO) has defined ‘Child Abuse’ as a violation of 
basic human rights of a child, constituting all forms of physical, emotional ill treatment, 
sexual harm, neglect or negligent treatment, commercial or other exploitation, resulting 
in actual harm or potential harm to the child’s health, survival, development or dignity 
in the context of a relationship of responsibility, trust or power. ‘Child Neglect’ is stated 
to occur when there is failure of a parent/guardian to provide for the development of the 
child, when a parent/guardian is in a position to do so (where resources available to the 
family or care giver; distinguished from poverty). Mostly neglect occurs in one or more 
area such as: health, education, emotional development, nutrition and shelter. ‘Child 
maltreatment’ sometimes referred to as child abuse and neglect, includes all forms of 
physical and emotional ill- treatment, sexual abuse, neglect, and exploitation that results 
in actual or potential harm to the child’s health, development or dignity. Within this 
broad definition, five subtypes can be distinguished—physical abuse; sexual abuse; 
neglect and negligent treatment; emotional abuse; and exploitation.3 Failure to ensure 
child right to protection adversely affects all rights. Besides, Child protection is critical 
to the achievement of Millennium Development goals (MDG). These MDGs can’t be 
achieved unless child protection is an integral part of program & strategies to protect 
children from child labour, street children, child abuse, child marriage, violence in 
school and various forms of exploitation. 
Child Abuse & Neglect (CAN) is a worldwide social and public health problem, which 
exerts a multitude of short and long term effects on children. The consequence of 
children’s exposure to child maltreatment includes elevated levels of post-traumatic 
stress disorder, aggression, emotional and mental health concerns, such as anxiety and 
depression. A well designed epidemiologic, Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) 
Study revealed a high risk of heart disease in adult survivors of maltreated children, 
after correcting for age, race, education, smoking & diabetes.  
Several developed countries of the world have well-developed child protection systems, 
primarily focused on mandatory reporting, identification and investigations of affected 
children, and often taking coercive action. The burden of high level of notifications and 
investigations is not only on the families, but also on the system, which has to increase 
its resources.5 In these contexts, the problems of child abuse and neglect in India need 
serious and wider consideration, particularly among the underprivileged rural and urban 
communities, where child protection systems are not developed—or do not reach. 
RESEARCH PROBLEM 
As discussed above, there is a large child population in India and a large percentage of 
this population is vulnerable to abuse, exploitation and neglect. There is also inadequate 
information about the extent of child abuse in the country. The only information 
available annually is the crime data maintained by NCRB. A look at the data maintained 
by NCRB shows that:  
1. There is a record of only those crimes which can be registered under the IPC or other 
criminal Acts. Corporal punishment, use of children for creation of pornography, 
exposure etc. are not reflected in NCRB data as they are not offences under the IPC.  

                                                
3World Health Organization. Child Maltreatment. http://www.who.int/topics/child_abuse/en/. 
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2. There is a gross under-reporting of crimes against children, which in itself is 
indicative of the low priority accorded to children by parents, caregivers and the police. 
Recently reported cases, in which the police did not even lodge First Information 
Reports (FIR) of missing children is indicative of this. 
HYPOTHESIS 
This paper suggests that there is a need accurate data of child abuse and stricter laws and 
monitoring methods for the protection of children and their rights. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objective of this paper is to review the methods and laws relating to the protection 
against the child abuse and neglect in India. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This project is based on Doctrinal Research 
Internet reference has been primarily helpful in giving this project a firm structure. 
Websites, dictionaries and articles have been referred. 
CHAPTER II 
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
There is no single known reason for kid abuse. Nor is there any single portrayal that 
catches all families where youngsters are survivors of misuse and disregard. Youngster 
abuse happens across financial, strict, social, racial, and ethnic gatherings. While no 
particular causes conclusively have been distinguished that lead a parent or other 
guardian to manhandle or disregard a kid, inquire about has perceived various hazard 
factors or traits ordinarily connected with abuse. 
Hazard factors related with kid abuse can be gathered in four areas: 
 Parent or parental figure factors 
 Family factors 
 Child factors 
 Environmental factors  

Parent or caregiver factors 
1. Individual Characteristics: A person's hazard variables may incorporate 

psychological well-being issues, unfriendly reaction to stress, and injury history.  
2. Substance Abuse: Studies have indicated that somewhere in the range of one and 

66% of youngster abuse cases include substance use somewhat. 
3. Teen Parents: Studies of physical maltreatment, specifically, reveal to us that 

higher paces of youngster misuse happen when guardians are in their adolescent 
years. 

4. Additional variables adding to the hazard factors recorded above incorporate 
lower financial status, absence of social help, and high-feelings of anxiety.  

YOUNGSTERS RISK FACTORS:  
1. The youngster's age, wellbeing—physical, mental, and passionate—and social 

improvement may build defenselessness to manhandle and disregard. Given their 
size, early advancement status, and requirement for steady consideration, babies and 
small kids are progressively defenseless against particular sorts of abuse, including 
damaging head injury and physical or clinical disregard.  
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CHILD REARING METHODS AND HOUSEHOLD RISK FACTORS:  
 
1. The mentalities of the guardians, family structure, and way to deal with bringing up 

the child(ren) are on the whole likely dangers for misuse and disregard.  
2. Domestic savagery is a successive supporter of kid abuse. In 30% to 60% of 

families where spousal maltreatment in included, abuse of the youngster 
additionally happens.  

NETWORK AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISK FACTORS:  
1. The youngster's local conditions, for example, low financial status, nearness of 

brutality in his/her region, and social mentalities, can put the kid at more serious 
hazard for abuse. 

2. Poverty can add to the likelihood of misuse and disregard. In the event that this 
condition is added to other hazard factors, including misery, substance misuse, and 
social seclusion, the odds of abuse increment. 

Different components happening at the same time—parent and youngster attributes, 
family circumstances, network savagery and conditions—increment the hazard too. 
Youngster misuse isn't constrained to one race/ethnic gathering, sex or age gathering, or 
social or monetary status. Extra hazard factors incorporate a past filled with misuse or 
disregard as a youngster, physical or psychological sickness, family emergency or 
stress, joblessness, family seclusion, and insufficient child rearing aptitudes. 
A mishandled kid may show indications of blame, disgrace or disarray. In the event that 
the maltreatment includes a parent, relative, or family companion, it is likely he/she will 
be reluctant to inform anybody regarding the abuse and build up a recognizable dread or 
distress when around guardians, grown-up guardians or family companions. It is 
indispensable to be watching out for such warnings. 
 
CHAPTER III 
OUTCOMES OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT: 
The outcomes of kid abuse can be significant and may persevere through long after the 
maltreatment or disregard happens. The impacts can show up in youth, pre-adulthood, 
or adulthood, and may influence different parts of a person's turn of events (e.g., 
physical, intellectual, mental, and conduct). These impacts extend in outcome from 
minor physical wounds, low confidence, consideration issue, and poor companion 
relations to serious cerebrum harm, incredibly fierce conduct, and demise.4 
Notwithstanding numerous difficulties, it is as yet conceivable to recognize impacts that 
have been all the more regularly connected with people who have encountered misuse 
and disregard. These impacts are talked about in the segments that follow as they 
identify with three covering regions:  
 Health and physical impacts  
 Intellectual and psychological turn of events  
 Emotional, mental, and social outcomes  

                                                
4National Research Council. (1993). 
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WELLBEING AND PHYSICAL EFFECTS: 
Wellbeing and physical impacts can incorporate the prompt impacts of wounds, 
consumes, cuts, and broken bones and furthermore longer-term impacts of cerebrum 
harm, hemorrhages, and changeless incapacities. Negative impacts on physical 
improvement can result from physical injury (e.g., hits to the head or body, brutal 
shaking, burning with boiling water, or suffocation) and from disregard (e.g., 
insufficient nourishment, absence of sufficient engine incitement, or retaining clinical 
medicines). Explicit physical impacts as they identify with the early mental health of 
newborn children are featured in the accompanying areas, alongside some broad 
medical issues related with abuse.  
PHYSICAL EFFECTS ON INFANTS 
Babies and little youngsters are especially powerless against the physical impacts of 
abuse. Shaking a newborn child may bring about wounding, dying, and growing in the 
cerebrum. The wellbeing results of "shaken child disorder" can extend from 
regurgitating or peevishness to progressively serious impacts, for example, blackouts, 
respiratory pain, seizures, and passing.5 Other potential outcomes incorporate halfway 
loss of vision or visual impairment, learning inabilities, mental impediment, cerebral 
paralysis, or loss of motion. The passing of the youngster is the final product in 
extraordinary cases. Non-natural inability to flourish can bring about proceeded with 
development impediment just as subjective and mental issues. Indeed, even with 
treatment, the drawn out results can incorporate proceeded with developmentproblems, 
diminished cognitive abilities, retardation, and socio-emotional deficits such as poor 
impulse control. 
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
Current research differs on findings related to the consequences of maltreatment on 
cognitive development, verbal abilities, and problem-solving skills. Some studies find 
evidence of lowered intellectual and cognitive functioning in abused children as 
compared to children who had not been abused, and other studies find no differences. 
Research has consistently found that maltreatment increases the risk of lower academic 
achievement and problematic school performance. Abused and neglected children in 
these studies received lower grades and test scores than did no maltreated children. 
EMOTIONAL, PSYCHOSOCIAL, AND BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPMENT  
Emotional and psychosocial problems identified among individuals who were 
maltreated as children include: 
 Low self-esteem 
 Depression and anxiety 
 Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
 Attachment difficulties 
 Eating disorders 
 Poor peer relations 
 Self-injurious behavior (e.g., suicide attempts)6 

                                                
5Conway, E. E. (1998). Non accidental head injury in infants: The shaken baby syndrome revisited. Pediatric 
Annals,27(10), 677-690 
6Trickett, P. K., & Putnam, F. W. (1993). Impact of child 
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CHAPTER IV 
PREVENTION AGAINST CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
To break the pattern of abuse, networks the nation over must proceed to create and 
actualize procedures that keep misuse or disregard from occurring. While specialists 
concur that the reasons for youngster misuse and disregard are unpredictable, it is 
conceivable to create avoidance activities that address realized hazard factors. This part 
gives a diagram of avoidance as a procedure, separates the different kinds of 
anticipation exercises, depicts significant counteraction program models, and presents 
the jobs of different areas in counteraction endeavors. 
TYPES OF PREVENTION ACTS 
Kid misuse and disregard avoidance exercises by and large happen at three essential 
levels:  
Essential or Universal Prevention  
Essential anticipation incorporates exercises or administrations accessible to the overall 
population. As often as possible such exercises mean to bring issues to light among 
network individuals, the general population, specialist co-ops, and chiefs about the 
degree and issues related with youngster abuse. For instance: 
• Public mindfulness crusades educating residents how and where to report presumed 
youngster misuse and disregard;  
• Public help declarations on the radio or TV urging guardians to utilize peaceful types 
of order.  
Optional or Selective Prevention  
Optional counteraction exercises centerendeavors and assets around youngsters and 
families known to be at higher hazard for abuse. A few hazard factors, for example, 
substance misuse, youthful maternal age, formative incapacities, and neediness are 
related with kid abuse. Projects may guide administrations to networks or 
neighborhoods that have a high rate of one or a few hazard factors. Instances of optional 
anticipation programs incorporate the accompanying:  
• Parent instruction programs situated in secondary schools for high schooler moms;  
• Substance misuse treatment programs for guardians with small kids;  
• Respite care for families who have youngsters with uncommon necessities;  
• Family asset focuses offering data and referral administrations to families living in low 
salary neighborhoods. For instance, nearby medical clinics or network associations may 
offer pre-birth care and child rearing classes to new or hopeful guardians. Nearby 
offices may give home appearance administrations to in danger families with babies and 
small kids.  
Tertiary or Indicated Prevention  
Tertiary avoidance exercises centerendeavors around families in which abuse has just 
happened. The objective of these projects is to keep abuse from repeating and to 
diminish the negative outcomes related with abuse. These counteraction projects may 
incorporate administrations, for example,  

                                                                                                                   
sexual abuse on females: Toward a developmental, Psychobiological integration. Journal of the American 
Academy of Child andAdolescent Psychiatry, 38(12), 1490-1496; Zuravin, S. J., &Fontanella, C. (1999).Child 
Abuse and Neglect, 15(4). 
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• Intensive family protection administrations with prepared psychological wellness 
advisors accessible to families 24 hours out of each day for half a month;  
• Parent coach programs with stable, no oppressive families going about as "good 
examples" and offering help to families in emergency;  
• Mental wellbeing administrations for kids and families influenced by abuse to improve 
family correspondence and working.  
A mix of essential, auxiliary, and tertiary counteraction administrations are important 
for any network to give a full continuum of administrations to hinder the overwhelming 
impacts of kid abuse.  
SIGNIFICANT PREVENTION METHODS 
Numerous mainstream avoidance methods are designed:  
• Public mindfulness exercises  
• Family training programs  
• Skills-based educational plans for youngsters  
• Home appearance program 
CHAPTER V 
JOB OF GOVERNMENT  
A definitive duty to ensure its country's kids lies with the Government. By confirmation 
of International instruments, for example, UN CRC and UN General remarks #13, the 
Government's ought to submit fitting authoritative, regulatory, social and instructive 
measures to forestall and shield kids from abuse. In 1992, India acknowledged the 
commitments of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). Over the most 
recent two decades, the administration has made a few strides towards publically 
advance youngsters' privileges. These incorporate the Juvenile Justice (Care and 
Protection) Act 2000 (revised in 2006), Prohibition of Child Marriage Act (2006), the 
arrangement of the National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (2005), a 
National Plan of Action for youngsters (2005), Right to Information (RTI) 2005, the 
Goa Children (change) Act 2005, the Child Labor (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 
1986 (two warnings in 2006 and 2008), extended the rundown of restricted and 
dangerous procedures and occupation), Integrated Child Protection Scheme (2009) and 
progressing different enactments, for example, Right to Education Bill (2009) and 
Prevention of kids from Sexual Offenses (POCSO Act 2012) to secure, advance and 
safeguard kid rights in the country.15 However still, there is a wide hole between 
approach and usage/practice and result, and a huge number of kids fall through the 
holes.  
The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection) Act 2000 (revised in 2006)7 was a key 
positive development by Government of India. It set up a structure for the two 
youngsters needing care and assurance and for kids in contact with the law. Be that as it 
may, further harmonization is required with other existing laws, for example, the 
Prohibition of Child Marriage Act 2006, the Child Labor Prohibition and Regulation 
Act 1986 or the Right to Education Act 2009. Significant logical inconsistencies exist 
among these laws, beginning with the definition and age of the kid. Strife with 

                                                
7The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection) Act 2000 
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individual laws ought to likewise be tended to, guaranteeing all inclusive security of 
kids, paying little mind to the network they have a place with.  
National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR)8 was set up by the 
Government of India in March 2007 by an Act of Parliament, with a wide command and 
extensive forces. The Delhi Commission for insurance of youngster rights was begun in 
July 2008. Comparative bodies at State level have been seeking after different issues 
concerning youngster rights and assurance. Telephonic assistance lines (CHILDLINE 
1098) and Child Welfare Committees (CWC) have been set up, where reports of 
youngster misuse or a kid liable to be taken steps to be hurt can be made and help 
looked for.  
Coordinated Child Protection Scheme (ICPS)9 
The Ministry of Women and Child Development, Government of India has propelled an 
Integrated Child Protection Scheme (ICPS) (2009), which is required to essentially 
contribute to the acknowledgment of State obligation regarding making a framework 
that will productively and successfully secure kids. It is intended to systematize basic 
administrations and reinforce structures, improve limit at all levels, make database and 
information base for youngster security administrations, fortify kid insurance at family 
and network level and guarantee proper between sectoralreaction at all levels and raise 
open mindfulness. The core values perceive that kid insurance is an essential duty of the 
family, upheld by network, government and common society. The report "The 
coordinated youngster security conspire (ICPS). A halfway supported plan of 
Government—Civil society association" gives point by point records of this plan.  
Avoidance of youngsters from Sexual Offenses (POCSO Act 2012)10 
The Protection of Children from Sexual Offenses Act, 2012, explicitly address the issue 
of sexual offenses submitted against kids, which up to this point had been attempted 
under laws that didn't separate among grown-up and kid casualties. The disciplines gave 
in the law are likewise tough and are similar with the gravity of the offense. Under this 
demonstration, different youngster inviting strategies are set up at different phases of the 
legal procedure. Likewise, the Special Court is to finish the preliminary inside a time of 
one year, beyond what many would consider possible. Revealing the name of the 
youngster in the media is a culpable offense, deserving of as long as one year. The law 
accommodates alleviation and recovery of the kid, when the protest is made to the 
Special Juvenile Police Unit (SJPU) or to the nearby police. Quick and sufficient 
consideration and insurance, (for example, conceding the kid into a sanctuary home or 
to the closest emergency clinic inside twenty-four hours of the report) are given. The 
Child Welfare Committee (CWC) is likewise required to be advised inside 24 hours of 
recording the grumbling. Also, it is an order of the National Commission for the 
Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) and State Commissions for the Protection of Child 
Rights (SCPCR) to screen the execution of the Act.  
Telephonic assistance lines (CHILDLINE 1098) and Child Welfare Committees 
(CWC) under the Juvenile Justice Act (2000) have been built up, where reports of kid 

                                                
8National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) 
9Integrated Child Protection Scheme (ICPS) 
10Prevention of children from Sexual Offences (POCSO Act 2012) 
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misuse or a youngster liable to be taken steps to be hurt can be made and help looked 
for.  
PROVISONS RELATING TO CHILDREN UNDER CONSTITUTION OF 
INDIA11 
The Constitution of India perceives the powerless situation of kids and their entitlement 
to security. Following the regulation of defensive segregation, it ensures in Article 15 
unique regard for kids through fundamental and uncommon laws and arrangements that 
defend their privileges. The privilege to balance, insurance of life and individual 
freedom and the privilege against misuse are cherished in Articles 14, 15, 15(3), 19(1) 
(a), 21, 21(A), 23, 24, 39(e) 39(f) and repeat India's duty to the assurance, wellbeing, 
security and prosperity of every one of its kin, including kids.  
Article 14: The State shall not deny to any person equality before the law or the equal 
protection of the laws within the territory of India;12 
Article 15: The State shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only of 
religion, race, caste, sex, place of birth or any of them;13 
Article 15 (3): Nothing in this article shall prevent the State from making any special 
provision for women and children;14 
Article 19(1) (a): All citizens shall have the right (a) to freedom of speech and 
expression;15 
Article 21: Protection of life and personal liberty-No person shall be deprived of his life 
or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law;16 
Article 21A: Free and compulsory education for all children of the age of 6 to 14 
years;17 
Article 23: Prohibition of traffic in human beings and forced labour- 
(1) Traffic in human beings and beggars and other similar forms of forced labour are 
prohibited and any contravention of this provision shall be an offence punishable in 
accordance with law;18 
CHAPTER VI 
Suggestions  
There are a few significant territories for activity that should be tended to by 
governments, analysts, medicinal services and social laborers, the instructing and lawful 
callings, nongovernmental associations and different gatherings with an enthusiasm for 
forestalling kid misuse and disregard.  
Better evaluation and checking  
Governments should screen instances of youngster misuse and disregard and the damage 
they cause. Such observing may comprise of gathering case reports, directing occasional 
overviews or utilizing other proper strategies, and might be helped by scholarly 

                                                
11 Constitution of India, 1950 
12 Article 14, Constitution of India, 1950 
13 Article 15, Constitution of India, 1950 
14 Article 15(3) Constitution of India, 1950 
15 Article 19 (1) (a) Constitution of India, 1950 
16 Article 21, Constitution of India, 1950 
17 Article 21A, Constitution of India, 1950 
18 Article 23, Constitution of India, 1950 
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foundations, the medicinal services framework and nongovernmental associations. 
Since in numerous nations experts are not prepared in the subject and in light of the fact 
that administration programs are commonly inadequate with regards to, dependence on 
legitimate reports will likely not be adequate in many spots to bring up open worry 
about youngster misuse and disregard. Rather, intermittent populace based reviews of 
the general population are probably going to be required.  
Better reaction frameworks  
It is fundamental that frameworks for reacting to youngster misuse and disregard are set 
up and are operational. In the Philippines, for instance, private and open medical clinics 
give the primary line of reaction to youngster misuse, trailed by the national criminal 
equity framework (152). Obviously, it is indispensable that kids ought to get master and 
delicately directed administrations at all stages. Examinations, clinical assessments, 
clinical and psychological wellness care, family intercessions and lawful 
administrations all should be totally alright for the youngsters and families concerned. 
In nations where there is a custom of private kids' guide social orders offering these 
types of assistance, it might be important to screen just the youngster's consideration. It 
is significant, however, for governments to ensure the quality and accessibility of 
administrations, and to give them if no other supplier is accessible.  
Strategy improvement  
Governments should help neighborhood organizations to actualize powerful assurance 
administrations for youngsters. New approaches might be required:  
— To guarantee a very much prepared workforce;  
— To create reactions utilizing a scope of controls;  
— To give elective consideration positions to youngsters; 
— To guarantee access to wellbeing assets;  
— To give assets to families.  
 
A significant arrangement territory that should be tended to is the manner in which the 
equity framework works with respect to survivors of youngster misuse and disregard. A 
few nations have placed assets into improving adolescent courts, discovering 
approaches to limit the requirement for declaration from kids, and guaranteeing that 
when a kid gives proof in court, there are strong individuals present.  
Better information  
Absence of good information on the degree and outcomes of misuse and disregard has 
kept down the improvement of suitable reactions in many pieces of the world. Without 
great nearby information, it is likewise hard to build up an appropriate attention to kid 
misuse and disregard and mastery in tending to the issue inside the medicinal services, 
lawful and social assistance callings. While a deliberate investigation of youngster 
misuse and disregard inside every nation is fundamental, specialists ought to be urged to 
utilize the estimating methods as of now effectively utilized somewhere else, with the 
goal that culturally diverse examinations can seriously be made and the purposes for 
varieties between nations inspected.  
CONCLUSION: 
In India, youngster rights, assurance and abuse (road youngsters, kid work, dealing and 
so forth.) are personally connected to poor financial conditions in an enormous populace 
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base. Endurance, early youngster medicinal services, sustenance, instruction, 
advancement furthermore, youngster insurance are most vital kid rights. Unskilled 
guardians are oblivious of their youngster’s rights. They should be made mindful of 
youngster rights, must request and battle to acquire them. Multidisciplinary youngster 
experts should work together and screen the administration endeavors in security of kid 
rights. They ought to have the option to gather accessible national kid wellbeing 
pointers, address key issues and worries in their locale, include youngsters in inquire 
about and encourage their interest in tasks and strategy improvement. There is a dire 
need to allocate duty what's more, responsibility to Government, chose delegates, 
arrangement creators, proximate network what's more, instruction and strengthening of 
families. Regardless, a kid must not endure, if the guardians can't give mind and secure. 
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PUBLICATIONS OF NACLIN CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS                                                  

DURING 2015-2019: A BIBLIOMETRIC STUDY 
 

Harpreet Kaur 
Librarian, PCM S.D College for Women,Jalandhar 

 
Abstract:  
 
The paper represents the bibliometric study of National Convention on knowledge, 
Library and Information Networking (NACLIN) during 2015-2019, for the time of five 
years. The study considers different specifications such as themes and sub-themes of the 
conference, authorship pattern, and state wise distribution of Indian Authors. 
 
Key Words: Bibliometrics, Library Networks, DELNET, NACLIN, Conference 
Proceedings 
 
Introuction: Introduction of Biliometrics, library Networks, Delnet and   NACLIN are 
as given below:- 
Bibliometrics: The term Bibliometric was given by “Allan Pritchard” in his article 
named “Statistical Bibliography or Biblimetrics” in 1969. Bibliometric technique is 
often used in the field of Library and Information Science. It uses quatatively method to 
study articles, books, journals and conferences. Librarians are like as executives of the 
related organizations, who takes the decision by going through various elements 
identified with numerical data in the library like library collection, references, 
Circulations amount, non book material etc. librarian can explained data numerically 
like mathematician calculated the statistical data. 
 Library Networks: When member libraries and Information centers transfer their 
resources using Computers and Information Technology. Library Networks are using to 
promote sharing of information resources among participating libraries and fulfill the 
requirements of the users. The concept Library Network came into existence after 1985, 
when the planning Commission submitted its report on NAPLIS to Ministry of Human 
Resources Development during seventh Five Year Plan. To based on the report of 
University Grant Commission which is prepared by Associations of Indian Libraries. 
The DSIR (Dept. of Science and Research) govt. of India initiated library automation 
and Networking to prompte the consolidate approach. Library Networks in India are 
ADINET, BONET, CALIBNET, DELNET, ERNET, MALIBNET and PUNENET. 
DELNET: Delnet is the major resource sharing network in India. Its initial name was 
Delhi Library Network later Developing Library Network. DELNET was initiated in 
Jan 1988 and it was registered as a Society in 1992. At the beginning it was run by the 
support of NISSAT Dept. Of Scientific and Industrial Research, Govt. of India. 
Latterly, it was supported by National Informatic Centre, Dept. of Information and 
Technology and Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India. The DELNET has basic objective 
is to promote resources sharing among member libraries. Its purpose is to collect, Store 
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and disseminate of Information, make efforts to development the Collection and also 
reduce the redundant duplication. 
 
NACLIN: National Convention on Knowledge, Library and Information Networking 
held every year by DELNET. NACLIN Conventions are one of the renowned 
conference lists. In the NACLIN conference Research articles publishes in the form of 
Journal. Only peer-reviewed papers are accepted for the publication. Librarians, Library 
staff, LIS professionals, Knowledge seekers, Government officials, Content 
management experts, Professional staff of IT Companies are can attend the Conference. 
 
Review of related Literature: Thanuskodi,S.(2011) In the study 974 articles were 
published in the journal. The maximum articles were published in 2005 and joint 
authors have maximum contributions in the publishing of articles. Almost authors were 
belongs to India rather than foreign countries.                Roy, Sanku Bilas and Basak, 
Moutusi (2013) Since 2005 ten volumes have been selected for the study. In these 
articles most of the papers were published in the journal on information retrieval, 
information science, Cataloguing and classification, knowledge and information 
management, information and communication technology. In the journal United 
Kingdom has maximum contribution and most citations were cited by own concerned 
authors. Thanuskodi,S.(2011) There are 138 articles were published in journal during 
the study. Most of the contributions in the articles from single authors. The maximum 
articles published in the journal were related in the field of library automation. The 
maximum contribution in the publishing from India rather than other countries and 
maximum contribution were given by universities.     Shukla, Akhandanand and 
Lalthlengliana, Oliver (2019) The main aim of CALIBER conventions is to know the 
trends that were adopted in all over world. In the conventions the highest contribution 
from India because CALIBER has came into existence from India to find the state wise 
contribution of India. The study has been conducted. It covered 28 states and union 
territories of India. The maximum contribution of authors are belongs to Karnataka, 
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Delhi, Kerala, west Bengal and Uttar Pradesh. At least ten 
citations have been cited by the authors. 
 
Objectives: 

 To find out the Themes and sub-themes of conference proceedings 
 To ascertain the contribution patterns by the authors 
 To identify the state wise distribution of Authors 

 
Research Methodology: The NACLIN conventions of DELNET have been selected 
during 2015-2019. The data has been collected using DELNET website. MS-Word has 
been used as statistical tool and technique to tabulated, organized and analyzed the 
obtained data. 
 
Scope and Limitations: The Scope of the study is it covers the Publications of 
NACLIN conference proceedings during 2015-2019: A Bibliometric Study and its 
limitation is only NACLIN Conventions during 2015-2019. 
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Data Analysis and Interpretation: 
                                     Table 1: Year, Date and Place wise distribution 

S.No Convention no. and year Date Place 

1. 18th  NACLIN 2015 Nov.24-26, 2015 Gulbarga University Library, 
Gulbarga  

2. 19th NACLIN 2016 Oct.26-28, 2016 Tezpur University,Assam 

3. 20th NACLIN 2017 Nov.28-30, 2017 Indian International Centre, New 
Delhi 

4. 21th NACLIN 2018  Oct.4-6, 2018 Mother Teresa Auditorium, 
GITAM, Vishakhapatnam 

5. 22th NACLIN 2019 Sep.18-20, 2019 Hotel ShouryaGarh Resort, 
Udaipur, Rajasthan 

 
The above table shows that the NACLIN conventions were held in different 

places in different years. 
 
                   Table 2: Distribution according to Main Theme of Conventions 
S.No. Year Theme Articles 

1. 2015 Reinventing Libraries for the future: Innovations, Trends and 
Technology 

26 

2. 2016 Smart Libraries and Inspired librarians: Managing new Technologies, 
Digital Content and services 

27 

3. 2017 A Digital Universe of Infinite Possibilities for libraries 33 

4. 2018 Managing Strategies and Technologies for Advancing Scope and 
Services of Libraries 

30 

5. 2019 Emerging Innovations, Trends and Technologies for libraries of the 
future 

26 

In the above table it shows the Main themes of the NACLIN Conference proceedings         
and major paper are published in 2017 followed by 2018 and 2016. 
 

Table 3: Distribution according to Sub-Themes 
Year             Sub-Theme                       No. of Articles % 

 
 
 
 
 
2015 

Digital Libraries 1 3.84 

Harnessing Web Resources 5 19.23 

Library Technologies and Trends 6 23.07 

Library Resource Sharing, 
networking and consortia 

4 15.38 
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Copy right and IPR 4 15.38 

Academic and Public Libraries 2 7.69 

Human Resource Management 2 7.69 

 
 
 
 
 
 
2016 
 
 
 
 
 

Library Users 2 7.40 

Innovative library services 3 11.11 

Digital Technology in Practice 4 14.81 

Management of e-content - - 

Copyright and IPR 5 18.51 

Library Resources, Networking and 
Consortia 

2 7.40 

Managing Human Resourcing 4 14.81 

Transforming libraries: National 
and International perspectives 

8 29.62 

Public libraries 3 11.11 

Innovative library services to users 6 18.18 

Social Obligations of Lis 
professionals 

1 3.03 

National/State policies on libraries 
and public libraries 

6 18.18 

Copyright and IPR - - 

Library Resource sharing, 
Networking and Consortia 

4 12.12 

Special Libraries - - 

LIS Education - - 

Managing Human Resources 5 15.15 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Digital Technology and Trends 3 10 

Management of Quality Content 9 30 

Data Security and Standard - - 

Innovative library services to users 
and public libraries/community 
engagement 

6 20 
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2018 Copyright and IPR 3 10 

Library resources sharing, 
Networking and consortia 

2 6.66 

Special library concerns for 2018 4 13.33 

LIS Education - - 

Managing Human Resources 3 10 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2019 

Knowledge Management in libraries - - 

Innovative library services 7 26.92 

Copyright & Plagiarism 3 11.53 

Content Management 4 15.38 

Big Data 3 11.53 

Public Libraries/Community 
engagement 

4 15.38 

Human Resource Management & 
LIS Education 

4 15.38 

Resource Sharing and Document 
Delivery 

- - 

Open Access - - 

Libraries of the Future 1 3.84 

   

 
In this table various Sub-themes of NACLIN conventions are given according 

to the given    year i.e. 2015-2019 and their percentage according to their Sub themes. 
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In the above table it shows that Single author has more distribution in 
the publications in all year conferences rather than two and three authors. More 
than three authors have been minimum contributions, in 2015, 2016, 2017 no 
paper has been published by more than three authors. 

Table 5: State wise distribution of Indian Authors 

 
In the table shows that the major contribution of authors from Karnataka State 

in 2015 followed by Delhi in 2019. The minimum contribution of Himachal Pradesh 
and Goa i.e. one author from both states during five year study. 
 
Conclusion:  
 
Bibliometric is quantitatively study and generally used in the library science field that 
used by Librarian in libraries. NACLIN Conference proceedings are held every year at 
different places. In conference proceedings many authors published their original 
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research papers. In the study Main themes and its Sub themes are given. The 
contributions of the authors are given to state wise and their authorship. Number of 
articles are published in 2017 and contribution of single author in 2017(84.84%), two 
authors in 2016(44.44%), three authors in 2019(15.38%) and more than three authors in 
2019(11.53%). Maximum authors are related to Karnataka State in 2015 and minimum 
authors from Himachal Pradesh and Goa states. 
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Abstract: South Gujarat is recognized for its high density forest covered in Gujarat. 
Local community around the forest is mainly depending upon the local forest products 
and sharing many resources with wildlife lives therein, which seldom result in the 
human wildlife confrontation. The present study has been carried out to know plant 
resources used by humans at the Shoolpaneshwer wildlife sanctuary, in result of 36 
plant species with 31 generabelonging 19 families have been found in area where 
human have manly depended on resources like food, medicine, fire wood, agricultural 
equipment and others for Ethnobotanical point of view. 
 
Key words: Ethnobotany,Aboriginal, Forest, Wildlife. 
 
Introduction 
Ethnobotany enlightens the use of plants and plant parts by indigenous tribe. The tribal 
populations are mainly inhibited on hilly forest areas of Gujarat. The word 
‘ethnobotany’ derived from basic subject botany in biology was first used by J. W. 
Hashberger in 1895 to designate plants used by the aboriginals. In 1874, Stephen Power 
invented the term ‘aboriginals’ to describe the study of “all form of the vegetation 
which the aboriginals used for medicines, food, textile, fabrics, ornaments etc. Since 
Harshberger, the definition of ethnobotany has changed and grown with the formation 
and evolution of the field. Thus, ethnobotany has been well-defined as the study of 
relationship which occurs between people of primitive societies, and their environment 
(Schultes, 1962). 
 
 
However, regards ethnobotany as total natural and traditional relationship and the 
communication between man and his neighbouring vegetation. India is one of the ironic 
countries in ethnobotanical acquaintance due to presence of multi-ethnic group of 
ancient lineage and very diverse vegetation. It is remarkable that ethno medicines of the 
tribals are much similar to the ancient Ayurveda system, Unani system and 
CharakSamhita. There are over 50 million tribals belonging to about 550 tribal 
communities, mostly living in the forest, hills and naturally isolated regions. They 
termed “Adivasi” and vanvasi forest inhabitant etc. 
The use of plants for the control of diseases is in exercise since long time. Tribal 
peoples are significant for their precious and unique knowledge of plant wealth and for 
continuous research of new sources of herbal drugs and other aspects of plants. 
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The tribal are believed in worship and other mythology and use wild plants in a variety 
of ways and usually in raw state. The principal uses of plants for the tribals are for food, 
native medicine and diversity of domestic articles. They are also used for fuel, dye, 
tannin, fibre, timber, oils, agricultural or hunting tools, weapons and witchcraft and 
magic.  In ethnobotanical knowledge India is one of the richest countries due to 
presence of cultured group of ancient heritage and very diverse vegetation. Since long 
time they have been using of plants for practice the control of diseases in humans and 
animals. Tribal people are indispensable for their precious and distinctive knowledge of 
plant wealth and for constant research of new sources of herbal remedies and other 
aspects of plants. 
The forest areas along the eastern boundary of Gujarat, spared over eight districts viz. 
Dang, Valsad, Surat, Bharuch, Vadodara, Panchmahals, Sabarkantha and Banaskantha, 
are predominantly inhibited by tribal population. According to the 1991 censes, the 
tribal population is 61, 61,775, which accounts for 14.92% of the total population of the 
state. Main tribal communities are Bhil Garassa, Dhanka, Tadvi, Dhodi, Chaudhari, 
Gamit, Gavit, Kokani, Koli, Kunbi, Paradhi, Rabari, Rathwa, Siddi, Vaghari, etc. (Bedi, 
1978; Joshi, 1983). The total population of tribal communities recorded more than 30% 
in all over the Gujarat. Bharuch District, in which the study area forms a part, about 
43.90% population comprises tribals, who manly live in the hilly forest areas. Nandod, 
Jhagadia, Dediapada, Sagbara and Valiya are the main tribal areas.  
The Shoolpaneshwer Wildlife Sanctuary has 20,000 people; most of them are tribals 
belonging to Tadvi, Vasava, Bhil etc. (PradeepKumar, G.&PrathapSenan, G., 2003). 
The tribals of this Sanctuary manly depend on forest and forest products for their 

livelihood. 
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Study AreaGeographical location and climate The Shoolpaneshwar Wildlife Sanctuary 
is an important protected area of Gujarat State, India, established in 1989, encompassing 
an area of 607 sq. km. along the north-eastern border of Bharuch district. The area lies 
between 210 03’ N to 210 59’ N latitude and 730 05’ E to 740 10’ E longitude at an 
altitude of 800 to 900 msl. Dense forest of the sanctuary constitutes catchment of two 
major irrigation dams viz. SardarSarovar and Karjan dams. Hills of the sanctuary are 
part of the Satpudas, where they merge with the Vindhayan. The physical aspect is 
dominated by the Rajpipla hills. Dhaman Mal, the highest peak located in the eastern 
portion is of about 882 m. The general slope of the area is towards the west. 
Geologically, the basaltic rocks of the area belonging to Deccan trap interspersed with 
inter-montana valleys of upper cretaceous to lower eocene age shown in google map. 
 
People of villages 
 
The human habitation was studied in 19 villages of SWLS. There were a total of 2572 
households with a population of 14,960. Villages are in the form of hamlets and houses 
are often scattered along with the cultivation. Most of the people belong to Tadvi and 
Vasava tribes, which inhabit different parts of the sanctuary with an intricate lifestyle 
wholly dependent on the forest resources. The traditional livelihood system of these 
tribes consisted of shifting cultivation, settled cultivation, and hunting and gathering of 
varied forest resources. Herds of domestic animals include cows, buffaloes, goats and 
sheeps. Agriculture practices and cattle grazing are the most important activities. The 
economy of local villagers is mainly based on collection of minor forest produce (MFP). 
After first monsoon showers, when seed germination takes place, the tribals collect 
forest produce such as tubers, leaves, fruits, bulbs etc. Sometimes, they also collect 
timber, bamboo and grass or work as farm labourers. In summer months, the villagers 
collect honey, gum, 'Timru' leaves, fruits of 'Baheda' and 'Amla'. They also collect 
'Mahuva' flowers and fruits.The main communities of this of this people are categorized 
as Tadavi, Bhil, Garasia among the tribal in the Shoolpaneshwer wildlife sanctuary.  
 
Methodology 
 
Information about the use of plants are secret treasure of the aborigines tribes and they 
do not easily part with it unless very close contact with them. The information on the 
use of plants has been collected during field visit during (July- 2017 to February -2020) 
plant resources used by sloth bear and humans in study area. The collection of data of 
plant resources,live contact and personal interview was made with local healers and well 
experienced peoples of the study area to make a list of ethnobotanical plants, all 
possible literature including floras, were referred for this study. 
 
Important plant species and ethnobotanical uses by local people  
Some important 36 plant species of 31 genera belonging to 19 familieswith scientific 
name, local name, family name, habit and ethnobotanical uses are in table given below. 
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Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
1. AccaiachundraRoxb (Ex 

Rott.) 
Kher Mimosaceae Tree 

 Ethnobotanical uses Stem wood is used in making ‘katha’It is used 
for mouth ulcer. 

 
No
s. 

Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 

2. Acacia nilotica (L.) Del. Bavaldesi Mimosaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses To making Agriculture implements, tanning and 

fuel. Leaves and bark decoction is used in 
diarrhoea, dysentery and diabetes. Twig used as 
‘tooth brush’ (Datwan). 

Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
3. Achyranthesaspera L. Anghedi Amaranthaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Leaf and stem are crushed for apply on Scorpion 

bite and wound. 
 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
4. Adina cordifoliaRoxb. Haldu Rubiaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem is used in construction, furniture and 

agriculture implements.Leaf and stem are used 
forskin, liver disease,wound and vomiting. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
5. Agave americana L. Ketki Agavaceae Herb 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem is used in making cloth & rope. Sap is 

antiseptic, diuretic, leaf use for toothache. 
 
No
s. 

Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 

6. Albizialabbeck(L) Bth. Kalosiris Mimosaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem is used to making furniture, leaf is used for 

fodder.Leaves and flower are used for 
antibacterial, boils, cough and eye problem. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
7. Albiziaprocera(Roxb) Bth. Kelai Mimosaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem wood is used to making rice pounder and 

Carts, leaves are used for fish poison, Tanning 
and dyeing.Bark is decoction for cure 
rheumatism.  Leaf is used for pregnancy and 
stomach ache. 
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Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
8. AnogeissuslatifoliaRoxb. Dhavado Combrataceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem wood is to making cart axle.Bark is used 

for charcoal, tannin and alsoused for anaemic 
and urinary discharge. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local 

name 
Family 
name 

Habit 

9. Bambusaarundinacea(Retz.)Willd. Kanti Vans Poaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem are used to making house, 

agriculture, toys, mats and baskets. 
 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
10. Bauhinia racemosa Lam. Asotri Fabaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Leaf is used for making biddies. 
 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
11. Bombaxcieba L. Shimalo Bombacaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem is used in making matches and 

matchboxes, Cotton is used to make pillows 
andmattresses, leaves juice is blood purifier, 
root paste apply on acne, skin blemish and 
burns. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
12. Cassia fistula L. Kalosiris Caesalpiniaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Uses: Flower and fruit is used to eaten by wild 

animal and humans, pod is used in 
constipation. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
13. Beuteamonosperma Lam. Khakhro, Kesudo Papilionaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Leaves are used for making plates and flower is 

used natural dye extracted in Holi, also applied 
externally on the body to prevent sunstroke, leaf is 
used in Boils, skin, ulcers and piles. 

 
Nos. Scientific 

name 
Local name Family name Habit 

14. Carissa congesta Wt. Karamada Apocynaceae Shrub 
 Ethnobotanical uses Flower is used making vegetable; fruits are used to 

eating and selling. 
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Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
15. CordiadichotomaForst. Motagunda Ehretiaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Fruit, flower is used to making pickles, raw gum 

is used to eaten, leaves and stem bark are used in 
dyspepsia, fever and burning sensation. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local 

name 
Family name Habit 

16. DiospyrosmelanoxylonRoxb. Timaru Ebenaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem wood is used in constructions, leaf is 

used to making biddies, and fruit is eaten and 
selling, seeds can be used in mental 
disorders, dry flower used in skin and urinary 
disease. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
17. Eucalyptus globules 

Labill 
Nilgiri Myrtaceae Tree 

 Ethnobotanical uses Stem wood is used in making timber and fuel, leaf 
is used for making paper pulp and aromatic oil, is 
also used in cold and rheumatism. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
18. Ficusbenghalensis L. Vad Moraceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Plant usedin religious purpose.Early bud is  to 

eaten by animal 
 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
19. Ficusreligiosa L. Pipalo Moraceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Plant usedin religious purpose. Early bud used to 

eat by animal, bark used to cure jaundice, crushed 
leaf is to cure asthma and cough. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
20. GmelinaarboreaL. Sevan Verbinaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem is to making furniture, doors, and 

toys.Leaves are used for fodder, ornamental. 
Leaves are used for headache. Root and bark are 
claimed to cure stomachic, piles and fever. 
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Nos. Scientific 
name 

Local name Family name Habit 

21. Helicteresisora L. Atai, 
Maradasing 

Sterculiaceae Shrub 

 Ethnobotanical uses Stem bark is used to making rope, and also used in 
diarrhoea. Seed extract is to cure dysentery and 
stomach pain. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
22. Madhucaindica J. F. 

Gmel 
Mahudo Sapotaceae Tree 

 Ethnobotanical uses Stem wood is used in building. Flower buds are 
edible and dry is to make liquored. Bark is used to 
easy delivery. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
23. MangiferaindicaL. Ambo Anacardiaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem is used in constructions. Ripen fruits are 

edible, raw fruits is to make pickle. Leaves are 
used in Ceremonies. Fruit juice is restorative tonic 
and relives heat stroke. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
24. Meliaazadirachta L. Bakanlimado Meliaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem wood is used in constructions and fuel. Bark 

is used in fever, diuretic, cold, swelling and pest 
control. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
25. Ensetesuperbum(Roxb.) 

Cheesman 
Jungalikela Musaceae Tree 

 Ethnobotanical uses Ripen a fruit is edible, energy booster and 
also used in constipation. Leaves are used in 
religious ceremony. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
26. Pongamiapinnata L. Karanj Papilionaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Twing is used as Toothbrush, dried is used to make 

powder for toothache and also effective in 
gonorrhoea, ulcer and skin diseases. 
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Nos. Scientific name Local 
name 

Family name Habit 

27. PterocarpusmarsupiumRoxb. Biyo Sterculiaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem wood is used to making home 

implements and agriculture, Cart 
wheels.Leaves used fodder and skin disease. 
Bark used in diabetic and toothache. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
28. SterculiaurensRoxb. Kadayo Sterculiaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem is used as fuel and bark is used to obtain 

gum is also used in throat infections. 
 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
29. Tectonagrandis L. Sag Verbenaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem is used in constructions, furniture,agriculture 

implements and making carts. 
 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
30. TerminaliaarjunaRoxb. Arjunsadad Combretaceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem wood is used to making agriculture tools 

and carts. Bark is used to making tannin and also 
used in cough and cardiovascular disease. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
31. TerminaliabellericaRoxb. Behada Combrataceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem bark is used in making ‘Triphala churn’ 

and tannin. Flower is used in packing. Fruit is 
used in hair growth and swollen skin. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
32. Terminaliachebula Retz. Harde Combrataceae Tree 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem bark is used in making ‘Triphala churn’ 

Flower is used in packing and tannin. Stem bark is 
used in asthma and scorpion stings. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local 

name 
Family name Habit 

33. Tinosporacordifolia (Thunb) 
Miers 

Galo Menispermaceae Climber 

 Ethnobotanical uses Leaf and stem are crushed for apply on 
antibacterial, antifungal, cough 
andantidiabetic. 
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Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
34. Vitexnegundo L. Nagol Verbenaceae Shrub 
 Ethnobotanical uses Leaf and stem is used in cholera, lever disease, skin 

disease and diarrhoea. 
 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
35. Wrightiatinctoria R. Br. Dudhali Apocynaceae Herb 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem is used to making carving, toys andtanning. 

Stem bark is used to cure diarrhoea, piles, 
ringworm and skin disease. 

 
Nos. Scientific name Local name Family name Habit 
36. Zizyphsmauritiana Lam. Bor Rhamnaceae Shrub 
 Ethnobotanical uses Stem is used to making farm tools, handles and 

spokes. Fruits are edible. Root is used to cure 
indigestion. 
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Abstract: 
 
 The world economy has been experiencing structural adjustments affecting produ-ction, 
resource utilisation and wealth creation especially for the past 30 years. Important 
elements in the evolution of the global system are the expansion of trade, capital flows 
particularly direct investments and a wave of new technologies. The logic of economic 
globalisation driven growth has privileged some regions and cities. In general, the 
developed world and some developing and newly industrialised economies have 
benefited, while many developing countries have been marginalised. The priorities of 
Urban Governance may differ across countries and cities, with structure and 
organisation influenced by the historical, social and political context. National 
governments allocate responsibilities to the various levels of government, designating 
territorial jurisdictions, establishing electoral arrangements, designing internal 
management structures and creating appropriate accountability mechanisms.  
 

The most important spatial dimension of this accelerating change so far has 
been the growth and proliferation of cities. We may define cities as settled communities 
large enough to generate a commercial and a service economy in addition to food 
production. Since cities began to form in some parts of the world over five thousand 
years ago, urban populations have grown faster than the overall world population. 
National policies can incentivise certain actions, helping guide urbanisation and urban 
growth trajectories in sustainable and inclusive ways. This involves the creation of 
national frameworks that articulate an urban vision outlining how to arrange resources 
and institutions in an era of changing dynamics of Globalisation. 

 
 In the present Paper, the researcher tried to analyse the concept of Globalisation and 
Urbanisation and Issues and challenges of Urban Governance in a changing phase of 
Globalisation in 21st Century.  
 
Introduction:  

The dramatic changes of the last 30 years have shaken up the entire world and 
produced profound changes and transformations in governments, political systems, 
governance, public administration, and civic society– state relations. Many old and 
traditional ways of thinking have been replaced by new ways of thinking, ideas, and 
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perceptions regarding philosophy and management of governance, economy, and 
international relations. Similarly, many institutional changes have altered traditional 
structural forms and the substance of governance and administration through 
Urbanisation and Globalisation. Transportation and other facilities increased the 
attraction of cities for new industries, and growing populations created demand for 
services. 

 
The argument for Good Urban Governance is clear. Most of humanity will 

soon live in cities, and the trend of urbanization is irreversible. Cities hold tremendous 
potential as engines of economic and social development, creating jobs and generating 
ideas through economies of scale and creative and innovative civic cultures. Cities 
today, however, can also generate and intensify social exclusion, denying the benefits of 
urban life to the poor, to women, to youth, and to religious or ethnic minorities and 
other marginalized groups. It is Habitat's experience, derived from over 20 years of 
work with cities, that the key ingredient to realizing the Inclusive City is neither money 
nor technology, nor even expertise (although these are important), but good urban 
governance.  

 
Urban governance refers to how government (local, regional and national) and 

stakeholders decide how to plan, finance and manage urban areas. It involves a 
continuous process of negotiation and contestation over the allocation of social and 
material resources and political power. It is, therefore, profoundly political, influenced 
by the creation and operation of political institutions, government capacity to make and 
implement decisions and the extent to which these decisions recognise and respond to 
the interests of the poor. It encompasses a host of economic and social forces, 
institutions and relationships. These include labour markets, goods and services; 
household, kin and social relationships; and basic infrastructure, land, services and 
public safety.(Devas et al., 2004) 

Globalisation: 
 

The term ‘globalisation’ is widely used to describe a variety of economic, 
cultural, social, and political changes that have shaped the world over the past few 
years, from the much celebrated revolution in information technology to the diminishing 
of national and geo-political boundaries in an ever-expanding, transnational movement 
of goods, services, and capital. Globalisation is both a result and a force of 
modernisation and capitalist expansion, entailing the integration of all economic activity 
(local, national, and regional) into a ‘global’ market place: that is, a market place that 
transcends geo-political borders and is not subject to regulation by nation states. The 
practical manifestations of this integration are the dismantling of national barriers to 
external trade and finance, deregulation of the economy, export-driven economic 
growth, removal of controls on the transnational mobility of finance capital, expansion 
of portfolio capital, privatisation, and the restructuring of local and national economies 
to facilitate free-market capitalism. This is not to say that the cultural and social 
dimensions of globalisation are unimportant, but that contemporary culture and society 
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are increasingly shaped by neo-liberal economic measures that supposedly enhance 
‘economic freedom’ and ‘consumer choice’. Most significant among these measures are 
the liberalisation of trade and finance, deregulation, and privatisation, which have been 
nailed down over the past three decades by the Washington Consensus, the 
unprecedented rise of corporate power, the formation of the World Trade Organisation 
(WTO), and burgeoning bilateral and regional free-trade and investment agreements. 

 
The proponents of globalisation claim that it will create convergences of 

income, access to knowledge and technology, consumption power, living standards, and 
political ideals. By integrating local and national economies into a global economy that 
is unfettered by protectionism, economic growth will increase, wealth will be created, 
and more people in the world will be able to enjoy the advantages and fruits of 
modernisation, technological progress, and civilisation. Its critics, on the other hand, 
argue that globalisation is hegemonic, antagonistic to the poor and vulnerable, and is 
debilitating local and national economies, communities, and the environment. 
Globalisation is also a deeply political phenomenon. It is shaped by complex 
negotiations and interactions between institutions of transnational capital (such as 
corporations), nation states, and international institutions charged with bringing 
coherence and order in an increasingly interdependent world.  

 
It is enabled through the facility of neo-liberal policies. An integral companion 

to globalisation is liberal democracy, which cloaks neo-liberal policy prescriptions in 
the language of individualised rights, liberties, and choice. The roots of globalisation 
can certainly be traced back to the colonisation of Asia, Africa, and the America by the 
dominant economic powers of Europe. However, the expansion of capitalism as a 
globalising force has not been uniform in successive eras since then, impelled by the 
search for new markets and new sources of wealth, and fanned by the industrial 
revolution; colonialism resulted in the establishment of international commodity 
markets and mercantilist trade.  
 
Urbanisation:  
 

There is no international consensus on how to determine the boundaries of 
urban areas or identify when a settlement is ‘urban’, as evidenced by the diversity of 
national urban definition summaries in the publications of the United Nations 
Population Division (2014).The rapid urbanization continues to shape the global 
economy, finding ways to provide the right infrastructure and services in cities will be a 
crucial problem to solve for communities and organizations around the world. Urban 
growth is closely related to the three dimensions of sustainable development: social, 
economic, and environmental. To ensure that the benefits of urbanization are shared and 
that no one is left behind, policies to manage urban growth need to ensure access to 
infrastructure and social services for all, focusing on the needs of the urban poor and 
other vulnerable groups for housing, education, health care, decent work and a safe 
environment.  
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Cities are places where entrepreneurship and technological innovation with a 
diverse and well-educated labour force and a high concentration of businesses. Urban 
areas also serve as hubs for development, where the proximity of commerce, 
government and transportation provide the infrastructure necessary for sharing 
knowledge and information. Urban dwellers are often younger, more literate and more 
highly educated, are more likely to have access to decent work, adequate housing and 
social services, and can enjoy enhanced opportunities for cultural and political 
participation as well as gender equality. Economies of scale in urban areas and 
technological innovation can facilitate the sustainable provision of infrastructure such as 
roads, piped water and electricity, as well as basic services such as education and health 
care, all of which are essential to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals for the 
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (United Nations 2015).  

With more than half of the Worlds people living in urban areas, Urbanization 
slowly changing the spatial distribution of the world’s population and is one of the four 
demographic mega-trends, with the growth of the global population, population ageing, 
and international migration. It has been predicting that the future growth of the human 
population can be accounted for almost entirely by a growing number of Cities. By mid-
century, roughly two thirds of the world’s population will be living in urban areas. In 
many regions, the share of population living in cities, as well as the number and size of 
cities, will continue to grow, driven by a combination of factors, including a surplus of 
births over deaths in urban areas, migration from rural to urban areas and from abroad as 
well as the urbanization of formerly rural areas. Urbanization is also transforming the 
lives of those living in the rural areas around cities. Cities are major gateways and 
destinations for internal and international migrants and migration needs to be integrated 
into the strategic planning and management of cities and urban systems.  

Trends and Predictions of Urbanisation: 
 

It is often claimed, particularly in crisis narratives designed to present 
urbanisation as a major threat, that contemporary urbanisation and urban population 
growth rates are unprecedented. Sub-Saharan Africa in particular is often singled out as 
having urbanisation rates that are especially high and increasing, when they are neither. 
As described below, average world urban growth rates have actually been declining 
since the 1950s, and those for sub-Saharan Africa since at least the 1970s (United 
Nations Population Division 2014). Urbanisation rates are highest in Asia, and global 
rates have been declining over the past half century. Urbanisation rates and urban 
growth rates are both predicted to continue their descent. The number of people being 
added to urban areas is unprecedented, however. Despite the decline in growth rates, 
which has important policy implications, the estimated annual increase in the number of 
urban people in the world is just peaking at nearly 80 million, and will only decline 
slowly in the coming decades. Indeed, the demographic momentum is such that a major 
shift in population from rural to urban areas is still anticipated. 

 
The United Nation’s urban population projection for 2010–2050 has an 

additional 944 million urban dwellers in Africa and 1,449 million in Asia (United 
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Nations Population Division 2014). These combine to about two thirds of the urban 
population of the world in 2010, almost all population growth in the 2010–2050 period 
is expected to occur in urban areas. Accommodating this many more urban dwellers 
efficiently and equitably in a planet where global limits need to be addressed will be 
difficult, particularly if it is not planned for. What the UN terms more developed regions 
comprise Europe, Northern America, Australia/New Zealand and Japan. Less developed 
regions comprise all regions of Africa, Asia (excluding Japan), Latin America and the 
Caribbean, plus Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia. (Urbanization Concepts and 
Trends, 2014) 

The Speed of Urbanization: 
Recent decades, the world has been urbanizing rapidly. In 1950, only 30 per 

cent of the world’s population lived in urban areas, a proportion that grew to 55 per cent 
by 2018. The global urbanization rate masks important differences in urbanization 
levels across geographic regions. Northern America is the most urbanized region, with 
82 per cent of its population residing in urban areas, whereas Asia is approximately 50 
per cent urban, and Africa remains mostly rural with 43 per cent of its population living 
in urban areas in 2018 (United Nations, 2018). 

The speed of urbanization in sub-Saharan Africa between 1950 and 2015 was 
higher than for the more developed regions between 1850 and 1915. In 1950, the 
percentage urban in sub-Saharan Africa was about 11 per cent, equal to the urbanization 
level of the more developed regions in 1850. Over the following 65 years, the 
percentage urban rose more rapidly in sub-Saharan Africa, reaching 39 per cent in 2015, 
while the more developed regions reached a percentage urban of only 34 per cent in 
1915. The pace of urbanization in other less developed regions can be compared with 
that of the more developed regions in similar terms. Compared to the experience of the 
more developed regions, the speed of urbanization has been higher in some less 
developed regions since 1950, except for Northern Africa and South-Central Asia. 
Urbanization has been relatively rapid in sub-Saharan Africa, Eastern Asia, Western 
Asia and Latin America and the Caribbean. Eastern Asia is the region that had 
experienced the most rapid urbanization, especially over the last 20 years. The share of 
the urban population in Eastern Asia more than tripled in 65 years, rising from 18 to 60 
per cent between 1950 and 2015, while a similar change in the more developed regions 
required about 80 years, between 1875 and 1955. Starting at almost identical levels in 
1950, trajectories of urbanization have been very similar for China and Indonesia. In 
contrast, despite having comparable levels in 1950, Brazil and Egypt followed very 
different trajectories thereafter, with Brazil experiencing rapid urbanization while the 
trend in Egypt has been flat since the 1970s, a reflection of the official definition of 
cities not accounting for the recent urbanization of rural settlements. Due to a slow 
process of reclassification of rural areas as urban, urbanization in India has progressed 
more slowly compared to other countries at similar levels of the percentage urban. In 
contrast, starting from a very low level of urbanization in 1950, Ethiopia has undergone 
relatively rapid urbanization compared both to the historical experience of the more 
developed regions and to other developing countries at similar levels of urbanization.  
(UN, 2018) 
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From the Table 1.1 it is observed that, Between 1950 and 2018, the urban 
population of the world grew more than four-fold, from an estimated 0.8 billion to an 
estimated 4.2 billion. The average annual rate of change of the urban population during 
this period, estimated at 2.54 per cent, was more than 50 per cent higher than that of the 
world’s population as a whole (1.62 per cent). Thus, between 1950 and 2018 the world’s 
population was urbanizing rapidly, with the proportion urban rising from 30 per cent in 
1950 to 55 per cent in 2018. The rate of urbanization between 1950 and 2018, defined 
as the average annual rate of change of the percentage urban was 0.92 per cent per year 
on average. As a result of this rapid urbanization, in 2007 the population of the world 
became more urban than rural for the first time. The urbanization process is expected to 
continue for decades and an ever-increasing majority of humankind will likely be living 
in urban areas.  

Although the world’s population is expected to continue to urbanize, the pace 
of urbanization is expected to slow in the future, with both the absolute size of the urban 
population and the proportion urban likely to grow less rapidly. Thus, during 2018-2030 
the urban population of the world is projected to increase at an average annual rate of 
1.7 per cent, much lower than in 1950-1970 (3.0 per cent), 1970-1990 (2.6 per cent) or 
in 1990-2018 (2.2 per cent). For the period 2030-2050, the average annual urban growth 
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rate is expected to be even lower at 1.3 per cent. The proportion urban is also expected 
to rise at a slower pace: 0.7 per cent during 2018-2030 and 0.6 per cent during 2030-
2050.  By 2050 the population of the world is projected to be 68 per cent urban, with 
urban dwellers numbering 6.7 billion.  If the projections prove to be true, then all the 
expected world population growth during 2018-2050 will be in urban areas. That is, 
during this period the urban population is expected to rise by 2.5 billion persons, from 
4.2 billion to 6.7 billion, while the total world population is projected to grow by 
somewhat less, 2.1 billion, from 7.6 billion in 2018 to 9.8 billion in 2050. 
A Global Initiative towards Urbanisation: 

Two years ago, at the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit, all 
193 member countries of the UN unanimously agreed, at the highest political level, on 
the importance of sustainable urbanisation as one of the keystones of the 2030 
Sustainable Development agenda (United Nations, 2015). Even the UN system, which is 
better known for its glacial pace of change, is starting to shift from a fragmented 
twentieth-century orientation to an integrated, multi-level and multi-stakeholder, 
contemporary response to the global processes of urbanisation. Sustainable urbanisation 
and addressing the local-to-global urban agenda are increasingly being seen as 
necessary conditions to enable the successful implementation of the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), and to ensure that ‘no person’ and ‘no place is left behind’. 
This goes beyond a narrow focus on ‘urban’ SDG 11, ‘sustainable cities and 
communities’, which emphasises housing, planning and mobility; embracing the 
delivery of most other SDGs such as ending poverty, reducing inequality, providing 
basic universal services of education, health, energy and water; and protecting the local 
and global environment.(Revi, 2016) 

The UN may be well placed to play a pivotal role in using sustainable 
urbanisation to enhance peace, security and sustainable developmental opportunities for 
all citizens of its member countries and their sub-national governments. Marking a 
significant departure from the past is the emergent role of local authorities, which have 
often been marginal to these processes despite usually being responsible for day-to-day 
service delivery and development implementation. Sustainable cities could provide an 
opportunity for the global South to ‘leapfrog’ by enabling modes of urbanisation that are 
based on a highly productive, resource conserving, low-carbon economy; community- 
and informal sector-led processes; equitable economic growth and livelihood creation; 
as well as social and institutional innovation. 

The implementation of the urban dimension of the SDGs (SDG 11 and beyond, 
i.e., the Urban SDGs) through the integrated delivery of multiple SDGs by sub-national 
governments is the bedrock on which successful national implementation will rest. 
Many countries are yet to discover the full power of local partnerships (between sub-
national governments, enterprises, civil society, universities, philanthropies and 
communities) in SDG delivery. The synergy and economies of scale that can be enabled 
by this national government-facilitated SDG localisation could be an emerging area of 
global institutional innovation. The long overhang of the 2008 economic crisis, 
especially in terms of employment, governance and financing challenges, needs an 
SDG-centric sustainable infrastructure, building and housing thrust in the next decade. 
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Issues and Challenges of Urbanisation in the Context of Globalisation: 
 For urban governments, this has meant a loss of control over urban economies, and 

new activities and responses. Several distinct changes pertaining to urban 
governance can be identified. Haider, (1992), Short and Kim (1999) described this 
as “the transformation in urban governance from the welfare-state model towards 
the economic development model”. In an increasingly competitive world, city 
governments, both elected members and officials, have had to become more 
entrepreneurial, a role which potentially conflicts with local welfarism. 

 Secondly, and as part of this competition, homogenising global culture is 
accompanied 
by simultaneous attempts to develop a city’s local, distinctive culture to attract 
business investment. Culture itself has been increasingly commoditised in an 
attempt to attract tourism and inward investment. Thirdly, cities have viewed 
national governments as less able to help them and less relevant to their fortunes, 
reconnecting account of changing urban–regional inter-relationships in a global 
world. Thus, cities have attempted to ‘delink’ or ‘decouple’ themselves from their 
national economies, sometimes outperforming the national state (Lever, 1997). 

 At the same time as globalisation impinges upon cities, other changes in the 
political, social and spatial spheres either involve or have implications for, the role 
and activities of urban governments. The universalistic welfare state has been 
successively eroded by neo-liberal reforms so that entitlements are less widely 
available and the benefits and services provided less adequate and less all-
embracing in their coverage. Urban infrastructure provision is also less universal 
and less standardised; nowhere is this more evident than in the case of urban 
utilities and telematics, which combine shifts in the private, public and global 
spheres to affect fundamentally production and consumption in cities (Graham and 
Marvin, 1995). 

 Governing cities has also been made more difficult by the growing complexity of 
social life. The connection between people and places is more diffuse than in past 
periods (Healey, 1997) so that the city can be seen as “a locus of overlapping webs 
of relations on diverse spatial scales”. The perceived loss of governance control, it 
is argued that public policies can be no more than experiments inserted into the 
‘relational ensemble’ of the city. There is more social differentiation within the city, 
and new lifestyles are being tried and adopted: people live in different ways; travel 
in different directions; shop at different times. Governing the shared space of the 
city when old conformities and certainties about lifestyles are gone is challenging. 

 As Healey et al. (1995) explain, like people, urban governments exist within webs 
of relations involving higher tiers of government which seek to shape what they do. 
As we shall see, urban governments also have relations with lower levels of 
governance at the locality and neighbour-hood levels. Although these are often 
fostered by urban governments, if they have been established and function 
successfully, urban governments should feel the force of that social capital which 
they have been helping to generate within local communities, in the form of new 
demands for services, resources and opportunities. 
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The Habitat Agenda: 
The 1996 Habitat II Conference, dubbed “City Summit,” drew the world’s 

attention to the massive demographic shift taking place. In 1950, the number of people 
living in urban areas was 750 million. In the year 2000, that figure is estimated to be 2.8 
billion, 47 per cent of humanity. By 2015, some 4 billion people will live in cities, 54 
per cent of world population. 4 Humanity’s future is decidedly urban. Having examined 
both the opportunities and the challenges of urbanization, the Habitat Agenda, the 
global plan of action for human settlements, concluded that cities “properly planned and 
managed, hold the promise for human development and the protection of the world’s 
natural resources through their ability to support large numbers of people while limiting 
their impact on the natural environment.”5 In adopting the Habitat Agenda, member 
states recognized the importance of good governance and committed themselves to 
fostering "transparent, responsible, accountable, just, effective and efficient governance 
of towns, cities and metropolitan areas". 6 They also called on UNCHS (Habitat) to 
promote human settlements management, "aiming at achieving transparent, 
representative and accountable governance through institutional development, capacity-
building and partnership".  

The goal of the Global Campaign for Good Urban Governance is to reduce 
urban poverty through good urban governance. Its objectives are the increased capacity 
of local governments and other stakeholders to practice good urban governance and 
raised awareness of and advocacy for good urban governance around the world. The 
campaign can be thought of as a series of coordinated actions designed to achieve the 
goal and objectives. The strategy for achieving this is to advocate and, most 
importantly, operationalize, agreed-upon norms of good urban governance through 
inclusive strategic planning and decision-making processes. The theme of the campaign 
is the “Inclusive City” because it is both the vision and the strategy for achieving it.  

Inclusive City: 
The theme of the Campaign for Good Urban Governance is the “Inclusive 

City” because inclusive decision-making is at the heart of Good Global Urban 
Governance. The Campaign will promote inclusive decision-making processes as a 
practical strategy for translating the norms of good urban governance into practice. It is 
at the local level that universal norms for good governance meet the messy reality of 
competing interests and priorities. The means and methods used to balance, reconcile 
and trade-off competing interests, must be inclusive to ensure the greatest likelihood for 
sustainability. Thus the “Inclusive City” represents both the final vision and the process 
used to create it. 

The governance campaign will promote various policies and practices, 
depending on context, to strengthen inclusiveness. Again, these are likely to vary from 
region to region and from city to city. A rights-based approach, which emphasizes the 
right to development and provides a framework for developing a multi-sectoral 
approach to poverty reduction based on the full complement of civil, cultural, economic, 
political and social rights, underpins all the other approaches.26 In some cities, the 
welfare approach, which stresses the importance of providing individuals and groups 
with the goods they need in order to effectively participate in society, such as land and 
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infrastructure, may be most appropriate. In others, the human development approach, 
which aims at empowering groups and individuals to strengthen their ability and 
willingness to participate in society, may be key. The environmental approach, stressing 
the precautionary principle and concern for future generations, may be the desired entry 
point to the good urban governance debate. The institutional approach, which is 
concerned with the roles of actors and the institutional frameworks that determine the 
formal and informal incentives for inclusion, is likely to be of particular importance in 
all regions.(The Global Campaign for Urban Governance, 2000) 
 
Implementing the Sustainable Urbanisation Agenda: 

The implementation of the sustainable urbanisation agenda will be led by tens 
of thousands of local and regional governments and local partnerships, with support, 
financing and facilitation from national governments. Localisation of the 2030 
Development Agenda will require the definition and operationalisation of a new 
paradigm in intergovernmental governance, fiscal and financial relations within many 
countries, based on the principle of multi-level governance. The institutional capacity to 
deliver this integrated Urban SDG agenda is limited in many national governments and 
weak in most local and regional governments across much of the world. The scale and 
pace of resourcing required for sustainable infrastructure, buildings and housing to 
achieve the urban SDG agenda potentially accounts for two-thirds of the projected 
global SDG investment budgets. Though apparently ‘affordable’ in terms of share of 
gross world product, this trillion-dollar investment portfolio cannot be delivered via 
traditional development assistance. 

The relation between urbanization and income across countries is striking, but 
it does not shed much light on what countries should expect as they urbanize. Historical 
data provide some insights into the evolution of urbanization and per capita income over 
time. In the United States, urbanization rates and per capita income moved together until 
about 1940, when urbanization reached close to 60 percent; thereafter per capita income 
expanded much more rapidly. Presumably, in the initial phases, when urbanization rates 
and per capita income increase at roughly the same rates, productivity increases reflect 
shifting resources from lower productivity rural activities. In later phases rapid 
productivity gains reflect mainly improvements within industries and services (Romer 
1986; Lucas1988; Quigley 1998). 

Several recent international negotiations and agreements have potentially far-
reaching implications for global urban governance. These include: 
1) The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030 (March 2015) 
2) The Addis Ababa Action Agenda (July 2015) 
3) The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (September 2015) 
4) The Paris Climate Agreement (December 2015) 
5)  The World Humanitarian Summit (May 2016) and – last but not least 
6)  The soon to be agreed New Urban Agenda (October 2016). 

The implications of these agreements for global urban governance are not yet 
clear. The Agenda 2030, for example, has a specific goal for sustainable cities and 
human settlements (SDG 11), but also contains various other targets and indicators 
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related to other goals with a strong urban dimension. This raises questions regarding the 
extent to which the SDGs have to be implemented in, and with, cities and other urban 
actors. More broadly, the successful implementation of the urban dimension of the 
SDGs and other international agreements requires (UN) institutions that can: support 
implementation at the global, regional, and national levels; coordinate implementation 
within the UN system; and monitor and review implementation. 
 
The New Urban Agenda: 

The New Urban Agenda adopted at the Habitat III Conference (Quito, Ecuador, 
17-20/10/2016) provided the last roadmap for cities in an increasingly urbanized world. 
It stressed that the way cities and human settlements are planned and financed will 
determine whether urbanization helps to bring an end to poverty, improve well-being, 
foster resilience, and protect the environment. Moreover, this new agreement underlined 
housing as a global challenge and one of the central development issues for emerging 
and developing countries as a result of population growth and fast-expanding cities (one 
quarter of the world's population is living in slums). In the megacities, the provision of 
affordable housing is a key challenge and will impact the mobility of workers. The New 
Urban Agenda also has strong links with the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development, 
with particular focus on goal number 11: "Make cities and human settlements inclusive, 
safe, resilient and sustainable". The New Urban Agenda strives for "cities and human 
settlements that fulfil their social function, including the social and ecological function 
of land, with a view to progressively achieve the full realization of the right to adequate 
housing". 10 The 20th century urban model had unexpected consequences. Going 
forward, the future of cities will result in new urban forms, patterns of behaviour and 
resource use. More compact and better- connected, low carbon cities could save as much 
as USD 3 trillion in urban infrastructure spending over the next 15 years. The start of 
this century has proved to be a transition phase, and cities must prepare for the shift 
towards being resource-constrained sustainable cities where the issue of food 
production, the consumption system and sustainable energy production within cities will 
be pivotal. (The Future of Urbanization and Megacities, 2013) 

Conclusion: 
As the World Population is increasing the Urbanization is moving in rapid 

speed. With the increase of the population it has been a major challenge to the World 
countries to meet the demand in providing the necessary facilities for the urban 
population. The Global thinking and principles are changing with the modernization and 
with the technological revolution. With the advent of the Globalization and its sub- 
principles privatisation and liberalisation have also brought psychological changes in the 
people and also the Bureaucrats. The urban governance has shifted from the welfare-
state model towards the economic development model. The projections of future trends 
of population show the need for more infrastructural facilities, employment 
opportunities and better service delivery. Even though the per capita incomes are 
increasing but they are not sufficient to meet the demand. If the governments would not 
have a proper strategy to reduce Poverty, Unemployment and solutions for new issues 
arise from urbanization the future of urban areas or cities will be in danger. The United 
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Nations has developed a special programme for the countries in the urbanisation era 
which will make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable. 
Successful implementation of this programme will require building new multi-level 
partnerships, redirecting financial resources and strengthening local mandates and 
capacities. 
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CORROSION TESTING TECHNIQUES- A REVIEW 
 

G. R. Bhagure 
Department of Chemistry,Satish Pradhan Dnyanasadhana College, Thane 

 
 Abstract:  

The aim of the present article is to carry out compressive review of corrosion 
testing techniques which were and which are presently used for many purpose. The 
purpose can be selection of material, to avoid economic loss, human accident, and 
future consequences. The corrosion test method can be used to avoid indirect and direct 
loss. Corrosion testing methods useful for Engineers, industrialists, metal producers, 
suppliers and municipalities. Because of corrosion problem the life of the equipment or 
plant is very much reduced due to corrosion.14 test methods have been revised in this 
paper. Weight loss method is a simplest method. 
 
Key words: Weight Loss Method, Electrochemical Test, Potentiodynymic Polarization, 
Electrical Resistance Monitoring. 
 
Introduction: 

Corrosion can be defined as the interaction between a metal and its 
environment which results in changes in the properties of the metal. Due to corrosion 
metal undergoes physico-chemical and mechanical changes. There are certain cases 
where the interaction between the metal and the environment is an electrochemical 
reaction where thermodynamic and kinetic considerations are need to be considered. 
Corrosion testing is required for scientific study as well as for selection of material in 
specific environment that is to be incorporated in the system for specific use.  
 The extent and progress of corrosion can be evaluated in a number of ways which 
include weight change, change in the mechanical strength, decrease in conductance, and 
increase in electrical resistance of a metal, depth of pitting, consumption of oxygen, 
evolution of hydrogen etc. The choice of the technique depends upon the particular type 
of corrosion being investigated. Some of the commonly used techniques are revived in 
this article. 

The aim of the present article is to carry out compressive review of corrosion 
testing techniques which were and which are presently used for many purpose. The 
purpose can be selection of material, to avoid economic loss, human accident, and 
future consequences. Moreover, the literature review is intended to focus future research 
towards the use of the most promising test methods and eliminate overlap with 
previously published research. 
1. Weight Loss Method 
 The loss in the weight of the metal during the corrosion process is determined by 
immersion test or electrochemical test method. 
i) Immersion Test method: 

 In this method metal specimen under study is cut to specific size, this is called 
as corrosion coupons. It is cleaned using solvent, dried in oven, cooled and weighed. 
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After this the coupon is placed in solution or process occurring in a machine for a 
particular period of time. After this it’s removed, cleaned, dried and weighed again. 
Detail standard operating procedure with all technical aspects is reported in Standard 
developed by ASTM G31-121. 
 The corrosion rate can be calculated by using the following formula; 

  ( ) =
∆

  
where Δm (mg) is the specimen weight before and after immersion in the tested 
solution, the values of corrosion weight losses (mg/cm2.h) of  metal specimen or 
coupon placed in solutions 
S is the area of the mild steel specimen (cm2) and t is the exposure time (h). 
This is a very common technique used for corrosion and corrosion inhibition study; 
many research workers took advantage of this technique as this technique does not 
require sophisticated instruments. 
During last 20 years Most of the research worker /scientist synthesized electron rich 
molecules like heterocyclic compounds, Schiff bases and these molecules were studied 
as corrosion inhibitors by this technique3,4,5,6. Recently the trend of natural inhibitors is 
also growing interest in the corrosion study. To test the ability of this compounds weight 
loss method is used for corrosion Inhibition study7, 8,9,10. 
Advantage 
i)   This technique is useful in corrosion as well as corrosion inhibition study. 
ii) This technique is helpful for selection of Inhibitors in a particular environment for the 
protection of metal.  
iii)  The weight loss measurement is an efficient technique for corrosion rate 
measurement  
iv) It requires very simple apparatus and limited chemicals to perform the test 
Disadvantage: 
It is destructive technique and It requires long exposure times. 
ii) Electrochemical Test 
Most of the corrosion mechanism   occurs due to electrochemical process, in which 
oxidation and reduction reactions. As corrosion occurs, electrons are released by the 
metal (oxidation) and gained by elements (reduction) in the corroding solution11,12.  

A current of known density is applied in the system and the metal is made an 
anode. The loss in weight of the metal is measured after a definite time and then the 
metal piece is removed from the electrolyte. The corrosion products formed on the 
metal surface are removed by suitable chemical means. The loss in weight of the metal 
is determined by weighing before and after the test period. It is desirable to note the loss 
in weight at different time intervals by frequent replacement of the solution. The loss in 
weight in this method is expressed as mg cm-2hr-1 or g cm-2hr-1 or kg m-2 s-1 or mg dm-

2day-1 (mdd). 
2 Kohen’s Test 

This test is applicable only, if the corrosion reaction is exothermic. In this the 
rate of the reaction is proportional to the rise in temperature of the metal specimens 
during the corrosion process; from the temperature change corrosion rte can be 
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evaluated. But there are limitations to this test and it is extremely dependent on the 
surface preparation of the metal specimen. 
3. Polarization Test (Potentiodynymic polarization methods) 
It is a technique in which the potential of the electrode is varied at a selected rate by 
application of a current through the electrolyte. It is probably the most commonly used 
polarization testing method for measuring corrosion resistance and is used for a wide 
variety of functions13. 
The Cathodic and anodic changes takes place during the corrosion are due to liberation 
and acceptance of electrons. This causes the rise in the potential of the anode and drops 
the potential of the cathode. These changes are accelerated by applying currents of 
various densities in the system and recording corresponding potentials of cathode and 
anode. The data provide certain electrochemical parameters for the rapid assessment of 
the initiation and the propagation of the corrosion reaction. This test is carried out by 
galvanostatic and Potentiostatic techniques. 
From the tefel curve the electrochemical parameters such as corrosion potential (Ecorr), 
corrosion current density (i), corrosion rate (W) and percentage inhibition efficiency 
(η%) values can be calculated . 

Corrosion rate (w) =
i  x  t x M 

F  

Percentage inhibition efficiency  η% =
i − i

i x 100 
Where;  
M=  Mol.wt of metal 
F = Faradays constant (96500 C) 
i' and i= corrosion current densities  
a) Galvanostatic Technique 

In this technique, electrode is maintained at a constant current in an electrolyte. 
This technique is used to measure corrosion rate and electrochemical reactions. 
The galvanostatic technique is an electrochemical measuring mode for electrochemical 
analysis or  it can be use for  determination of the kinetics and mechanism of electrode 
reactions based on the control of the current flowing through the system. The control 
apparatus used is called a galvanostatic. 
The galvanostatic method consists of placing a constant current pulse upon an electrode 
and measuring the variation of the resulting current through the solution. It is used for 
measuring the rate of an electrochemical reaction. This technique is used for Tafel 
curves and linear polarization measurements, and its applications include corrosion rate 
measurement. 
In galvanostatic tests, the change is plotted in potential verses time at constant current. A 
constant DC current is applied to the metal of interest while it is immersed in the 
electrolyte. 
In galvanostatic polarization measurements, the current between working and counter 
electrodes is controlled, and the potential between working and reference electrodes is 
automatically adjusted to the value required to maintain the current.  
b) Potentiostatic Technique 
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Here a constant potential is applied to the metal solution interface and its 
electrochemical behavior is measured with time. It gives an idea of passivation or 
repassivation potentials. 
These techniques are quite commonly used in the study of inhibitors for metallic 
corrosion. The natural corrosion of the metal in the aqueous environment can also be 
studied without applying any current in the system and by plotting potential time curve 
for the metal in that medium but it becomes a time taking task. 
Along with this above techniques recently developed potentiodynymic polarization test 
are reported and used for corrosion study in different corrosion forms. 
Along with this recently developed corrosion testing techniques related with 
polarization of electrode are  
i) Cyclic polarization tests:  

These tests are often used to study pitting corrosion. In this the potential is 
swept in a single cycle (or slightly less than one cycle), and the size of the physical 
property  change  is examined along with the differences between the values of the 
starting open circuit corrosion potential and the return passivation potential. The change 
in physical property (holes on metal surface)  is an indication of pitting corrosion, the 
size of loop changes can be related to amount of pitting.  
ii) Cyclic voltammetry: 

 Cyclic voltammetry involves sweeping the potential in a positive direction 
until a predetermined value of current or potential is reached, then the scan is 
immediately `reversed toward more negative values until the original value of potential 
is reached. In some cases, this scan is done repeatedly to determine changes in the 
current-potential curve produced with scanning. 
iii) Potentiostaircase method:  

This technique polarizes an electrode in a series of potential steps where the time 
spent at each potential is constant, while the current is often allowed to stabilize prior to 
changing the potential to the next step. The step increase may be small, in which case, 
the technique resembles a potentiodynymic curve, or it may be large33. 
iv) Electrochemical potentiodynymic reactivation (EPR):  

For the evaluation of susceptibility to intergranular or non-uniform corrosion 
EPR technique are useful. This is one of the most effective method of testing related to 
alloys and stainless steels. Use EPR onsite evaluation of alloy used in machine, bridges 
or any other assembly made from stainless steel (S30400 and S30403 steels).It is 
considered as a non-destructive test for examination15,16,17. 
EPR is a modern technique  and can be employed for; Identification of  alloy and 
stainless steel resistance to intergranular corrosion, To Study precipitation and grain 
boundaries and to examine local changes to the structure and composition of alloys. 
Recently Bhaba Atomic Research Centre came with Electrochemical Potentio-Kinetic 
Reactivation (EPR) Test Technique. This test was developed by BARC  to evaluate 
sensitization in Stainless Steels and Nickel Based Alloys18. 
v) Linear polarization resistance (LPR):  
  It is corrosion rate monitoring method, it can indicate the corrosion resistance 
of materials in aq. environment. This test can be performed both in the static condition 
and under reciprocate motion. 
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The Linear polarization resistance (LPR) monitoring technique is based on 
complex electro-chemical theory14. For purposes of industrial measurement applications 
it is simplified to a very basic concept. In fundamental terms, a small voltage (or 
polarization potential) is applied to an electrode in solution. The current needed to 
maintain a specific voltage shift (typically 10 mV) is directly related to the corrosion on 
the surface of the electrode in the solution.By measuring the current; a corrosion rate 
can be derived.  

The advantage of the LPR monitoring technique is that the measurement of 
corrosion rate is made instantaneously. This is a more powerful tool than either the 
coupon method or the ER method where the fundamental measurement is metal loss and 
where some period of exposure is required to determine corrosion rate. 
4. Electrical Resistance Monitoring  
 The ER probe is comprised of a sensing element that is basically a loop of material 
made from a wire or strip which is used to conduct an electrical signal.  When exposed 
to a corrosive environment, the cross section of the loop (probe) is reduced which 
increases the resistance of the sensing element thus produces a charge in output of the 
ER meter. 
 This is  an "on-line" method of  corrosion  rate monitoring  and  can give information 
about total metal loss for any metallic equipment or metallic structure19. Different 
Organization across the globe associated with metallic components  study and durability 
of metal in corrosive environment have use this technique to know the life and 
predictability about the life of metallic structure20,21,22. It is the only on-line, 
instrumented technique applicable to virtually all types of corrosive environments. The 
ER technique measures the effects of both the electrochemical and the mechanical 
components of corrosion such as erosion or cavitation. It is the only on-line, 
instrumented technique applicable to virtually all types of corrosive environments. 

Electrical resistance monitoring is useful in ; Feed water systems, Oil/gas 
production and transmission systems, Refinery/petrochemical process streams, external 
surfaces of buried pipelines, flue gas stacks, Architectural structures23. 
An ER monitoring system consists of an instrument connected to a probe. The 
instrument may be permanently installed to provide continuous information, or may be 
portable to gather periodic data from a number of locations. The probe is equipped with 
a sensing element having a composition similar to that of the process equipment of 
interest. 

Corrosion Rate can be calculated by following formula; when measuring the 
ER probe, the instrument produces a linearized signal (S) that is proportional to the 
exposed element's total metal loss (M). The true numerical value being a function of the 
element thickness and geometry. In calculating metal loss (M), these geometric and 
dimensional factors are incorporated into the "probe life" (P) and the metal loss is given 
by; 

=
   

1000  
Metal loss is conventionally expressed in mils (0.001 inches), as is element thickness. 
Corrosion rate (C) can be calculated as, 
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  ( ) =
   365  ( −  ) 

 ∆   1000  
T being the lapse time in days between instrument readings S1 and S2. 
5. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
 Forcasting of corrosion in a metallic structure can be tested by electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS).This technique is used from past 25 years as a tool in 
corrosion protection research and has proven to be one of the most useful 
electrochemical characterization techniques presently available24.  
In practice, EIS has become a standardized research tool for corrosion prediction and 
found wide applications in both fundamental and applied laboratory researches. 
EIS is a perturbative characterization of the dynamics of an electrochemical process. 
EIS monitors the electric response of the metal / environment interface to the applied 
AC signal over a frequency spectrum usually in the range of 10 KHz to 50 micro Hz. In 
EIS 29 measurements a small AC potential excitation of different frequencies is applied 
to the electrode at the free corrosion potential to determine Rs as the high frequency 
limit and (Rs + Rp) as the low frequency limit. The polarization resistance, Rp, and the 
corrosion rate can then be calculated. 

EIS is widely used as a standard characterization technique for many material 
systems and applications (corrosion, plating, batteries, fuel cells, etc.) ¾ PC-based 
modern DSP electronics+ software packages now replace lock-in amplifier techniques 
for implementing EIS. 
6. Eudiometric Method 

During corrosion process the cathodic reaction results in the formation of 
gases, normally hydrogen is liberated. The equipment is designed to collect the gases by 
displacement of the electrolyte in the measuring tube. The volume of the gases evolved 
is proportional to the rate of the corrosion. This test provides relative data for the 
determination of the corrosion rate. 
7. Electrochemical noise analysis (ENA) 

Electrochemical noise has been defined by Barker 27, Tyagai28, and 
Fleischman29 as the spontaneous fluctuation of the current passing through an interface 
(or of the potential) under potentiostatic (or galvanostatic) control. 

Many of the electrochemical techniques, among those described earlier, 
measure the electrochemical response of the corrosion system following the application 
of an external disturbance. In the last 50 decades, an original concept has emerged 
where it was possible to use the inherent noise of the electrochemical system as a 
stimulus to measure both potential and current changes25.Broadly, measured 
inconsistently in corrosion experiments, the electrochemical noise was first considered 
an unwanted or undesirable artifact that comes from measuring instruments or pickups 
from the environment. This is why this misleading name was cast. This sort of noise can 
be easily observed during corrosion potential measurements because 
the measured corrosion potential always fluctuates slightly, usually randomly. A random 
fluctuation result from stochastic processes26 and, considering each chemical process is 
stochastic in nature, it generates noise. 

When applied to corrosion studies, electrochemical noise may be redefined as 
the spontaneous fluctuations observed in potential and current at the free corrosion 
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potential. The electrochemical noise can thus be classified into potential noise and 
current noise. There are three major  possible modes for measuring potential and current 
noise in a corrosion system, but the most common mode uses two nominally identical 
working electrodes, WE and as the corroding metal and WE as a counter electrode), and 
a noise-free reference noble electrode, RE. The current flowing between the two 
working electrodes is measured by a zero-resistance ammeter (ZRA), and their potential 
is monitored versus the reference electrode through a voltmeter (V) under free corrosion 
conditions. 

The electrochemical noise measurement technique has been successfully used 
in various corrosion monitoring processes such as pitting, general corrosion and crevice 
corrosion, stress corrosion cracking and erosion- corrosion. 
8. Raman Spectroscopy : 

 Raman spectroscopy can be used to study Corrosion products. From Corrosion 
products analysis we know the ions responsible for corrosion. Many researchers 
reported the application of Raman Spectroscopy as a corrosion testing tool. Similar 
study using Raman spectroscopy was reported by Zin Zhang and et.al 30, wherein 
corrosion product was analyzed   of carbon steel in a simulated solution containing  Cl-

 and SO4
2- were investigated by in situ Raman spectroscopy with a self-designed device. 

The results of Raman test and the SEM/EDS analysis of samples in different immersion 
times indicate same composition of corrosion products. 
9. Scanning Electron Microscopy  

An SEM/EDS system at Laboratory Testing provides extensive corrosion 
testing capabilities. The system is particularly helpful in microanalysis with its high 
resolution imaging capabilities to a magnification of 300,000 x for analyzing small areas 
of interest on samples. The SEM/EDS is also used for analysis of corrosion deposits to 
identify the corrosive agent. Using EDX the elemental composition31,32 i.e. qualitative 
characterization of corrosion product can be possible. 
10. X Ray Diffraction: 

Qualitative characterization of deposited corrosion products can also be 
possible using powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 32.It can be used for identification and 
characterization of corrosion and scaling products.This allows corrosion engineer to 
develop effective corrosion management plan. X-ray diffraction (XRD)  use from long 
time as a standard for phase identification of corrosion and scaling products. XRD 
instruments are typically restricted to laboratories or research institutes and generally 
not deployed onsite. As a result of this it can take weeks before the samples are 
analyzed, but now days recent advances in XRD sample holders and X-ray sources 
make feasible for the development of portable XRD (pXRD) devices. In this newly 
developed XRD technique sample preparation is easy and does not require regular 
calibrations by a technical expert. Using this XRD data corrosion information can be 
obtained in a minute36. 
11. Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry 

Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry can be used to study corrosion 
process occurs in plants or power generation plant where solvent is in association with 
high temperature zone. Because of high temperature solvent molecules are more 
dynamic, these molecules bombard on the solvent containers or inside metallic layer of 
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plant, because of which metal can undergo corrosion. Because of thermal degradation of 
metal component, metals Fe, Cr, Ni, can be released in solvent which can be quantify 
using ICP MS34, 35. Similar type of corrosion study of metal was carried out by Georgios 
Fytianosa  and et.al.32. 
12. Temperature and Humidity Testing 
Electronic items can also undergoes corrosion due to exposure to thermal cycling, fast 
temperature cycling, and extreme temperature and humidity conditions, The potability 
of these products can be tested using temperature and humidity testing. Standard 
operating procedure for temperature and humidity testing is summarized in ASTM 
standard37. 
13. Passivation Test 
Passivation Testing evaluates the surface of corrosion-resistant steel parts by looking at 
surface passivity. The passivation process can remove surface contamination that can 
lead to rust, such as iron particles and exposed sulfides, to maximize the natural 
corrosion resistance of stainless steel. Upon testing, material that has been properly 
passivated will be virtually free of rust. The passivation test may also be useful in 
determining if there is a need for a treatment or protective coating on fabricated steel 
parts38. 

14. Salt spray test 

The salt spray (or salt fog) test is a standardized and popular corrosion test 
method, used to check corrosion resistance of materials and surface coatings. Salt spray 
testing is an accelerated corrosion test that produces a corrosive attack to coated samples 
in order to evaluate (mostly comparatively) the suitability of the coating for use as a 
protective finish. The salt spray test is one of the most widespread and long-established 
corrosion tests. Standard operating procedure for salt spray is given in ASTM standard39. 

 Conclusion 

 Corrosion test plays a very important role to avoid direct and indirect losses 
due to corrosion. Corrosion testing method can help in a number of ways. 14 test 
methods has been reviewed where in some of the techniques require simple 
apparatus/instruments whereas most of the techniques requires sophisticated devices to 
perform test. Apart from this there are no. of test methods have been developed by 
various organization, like NACE, ASTM, other countries association working for 
corrosion monitoring and testing. 
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Abstract  
 
 The current paper deals with the applications relevant properties of seventeen 
commercially available seed oils tested without additives as according to the 
standards.Their lubrication criteria was compared with each other and with that of 
mineral oil and synthetic esters. The basic properties of the oils (Density,viscosity,Pour 
Point, Cloud Point, Flash Point and Fire Point) were determined .A series of chemical 
tests of the seed oils was performed to determine the Acid Value,Saponification and 
Iodine Number. The Thermo Oxidative  Stability of oils was tested. The tribological 
qualities, lubrication and wear protection of the oils were evaluated under abrasive as 
well as adhesive conditions. The comparative study of the tested seed oils showed great 
differences in their oil properties.All the tested seed oil showed feeble points during 
testing, including Mustard seed oil and Sal seed oil,and Mustard Seed Oil and Sal Seed 
Oil which not only have automotive use but also industrial uses. The study confirms that 
certain oils have potential in using selected technical applications. The mineral oil and 
synthetic esters showed superior performance in adhesive conditions but comparable 
behaviour to the other oils under abrasive conditions. 
  
Keywords:- Environmentally Friendly Lubricant, Seed Oils, Friction, Wear Tests, 
Greens, Biodegradable Lubricants 
 
Introduction 
 
The worldwide criteria to use of more environment friendly lubricants is motivated 
mainly by strict legislation to reduce the environmental impact of lubricant[8].The use of 
seed oils is an obvious choice among environment friendly lubricants, because of their 
excellent biodegradability and non- toxicity and the fact that they can be readily 
extracted from renewable resources. Yet despite their obvious advantages of the seventy 
or like one available seed oils, only a few are currently used in technical applications 
such as hydraulics, gears, motoroils, namely Sal Seed Oils and Mustard Seed Oils. 
However other seed oils having technical potential have yet to be come and seen. 
 
Seed Oil tested and the concentration of Mono unsaturated and Poly unsaturated 
fatty acids of each oil  
                                                                 Table 1 

Seed Oil Monounsaturated Fatty Acids% Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids 
% 

Almond Oil 64.5 20 
Castor Oil 91 4 
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Corn Oil 26 52 
Grapeseed Oil 15 67 
Hazelnut Oil 70 10 
Linseed Oil 14 68 

Mustard seed Oil 50 28 
Olive Oil 74 5 
Peanut Oil 43 30 

Pumpkin seed Oil 25 55 
Rapeseed Oil 54 31 
Sal seed Oil 11 55 

Safflower Oil 12 74 
Sesame Oil 41 43 

Soyabeen Oil 20 67 
Sunflower Oil 13 58 

Walnut Oil 25 63 
 
In the  present study seventeen commercially available oils and a mineral oil without 
any additives as well as two synthetic esters,were tested. Among the seed oils 
commercially popular varieties,such as rape seed and sunflower oils,sesame and peanut 
were examined as well as other oils from an industrial stand point. 
A crystal clear view of the behavior of the seed oils particularly with regards to their 
lubricant properties, was obtained by determining parameters related from a list of 
widely known properties. These are density,viscosity,cloud and pour points,flash and 
fire points and oxidative stability. The density was measured to see the range of value of 
the oils under examination and the viscosity was measured to see the range of values of 
the oils under examination and viscosity was determined in order to categorized the seed 
oils as Newtonian, Nonnewtonian or structure- viscous fluids.Information concerning 
the cloud and pour points as well as flash and fire points was included to indicate the 
thermal range with in  which oil can be used as lubricants.  
Functionality and chemical stability of seed oils are also remain constant. These 
qualities have also been influenced by the chemical composition of the oils 
themselves.Seed oils consist mainly of triglycerides and low quantities of mono and 
diglycerides. Triglycerides are complexes where the trivalent alcohol glycerine is 
bonded to three fatty acids with one or more double bonds.The acid value was measured 
to assess the free fatty acid content of the oil.The saponification number was used to 
indicate the ester like bonded fatty acid content.Finally the iodine number was measured 
to ascertain the amount of overall unsaturated fatty acids.The lower the iodine number, 
the lower is the percentage of fatty acid with repeated c- c bonds in the triglyceride 
molecule.This imparts greater oxygen stability as well as protection against 
polymerization. Table 1 gives us a preview of the % content of monounsaturated as well 
as polyunsaturated fatty acids of seventeen seed oils. Seed oils also have a weak point, 
they are prone to oxidation,which reduces their effectiveness.This disadvantage has 
been addressed by the reduction of unsaturated fatty acid content using techniques such 
as genetic manipulation or processing techniques, e.g. putting in additives. A separate 
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series of tests were performed to establish the oxidative stability(ageing) of the oil to be 
assumed as important parameter. 
All the tests in this work was performed under mixed lubrication condition where 
friction involved both solid on solid contact and lubricated reciprocating sliding. As a 
result since the material combinations of ball and disc have an effect upon the tribology 
of the system,different ball materials were used to simulate adhesive and abrasive wear 
regimes,to be taken from the findings of Igartua et al[17,21]. 
Information, related to automotive and industrial suitability of the seed oils was obtained 
by comparing their properties with those of the mineral oil and the synthetic esters. 
 
Experimentational[9] 
Characterization Tests 
Density was measured at 20oC with a pycnometer.The dynamic oil viscosity was 
determined by rotational viscosimetry at 40oC according to DIN 53018.With the help of 
this test we come to know the dependance of dynamic viscosity on shear gradients for 
knowing the structure of the oils.All thermal property suitability tests were conducted 
according to the standards.The cloud point was determined using DIN ISO 3015,Pour 
point according to DIN ISO 3016 and flash and fire points according to DIN ISO 2592 
(Cleveland Open Cup Method). 
Chemical tests were conducted only on seed oil.The acid value was measured according 
to EN ISO 660,Saponification value using DIN 51559(Colour – Indicator Titration) and 
Iodine number using EN ISO 3961. 
In the last,the oxidative stability was assessed on the basis of the changes in oil 
characteristic behavior that appeared after storage at 150oC for 100 h under a continuous  
flow of air. 
 
Tribological Test[1,2,10] 
Tribological testing was conducted through reciprocating tribometer(SRV-III) on the 
basis of standard DIN 51834.In the test a 100Cr6 disc is heated to 50oC and .03 ml of 
the test lubricant is applied to the disc. Then a 100Cr6 ball is placed in contact with the 
disc and a load is applied,during reciprocating motion(stroke 1m.m., frequency 10 
hz),During the first 30 seconds the load is maintained at 50N.After that it is rapidly 
increased to 300 N and maintained there until the end of the test,which automatically 
ended after 2 hr.Upon completion of each test, the diameter of the wear scar on the ball 
is determined with an optical microscope and the width and length of the wear track on 
the disc are measured with a profilometer. With these values the wear volume on the 
ball (Wv,ball) and wear volume of the disc (Wv,disc) as well as the wear volume (Wv,Total) 
of the total (ball + disc) system are calculated using the following equation. 
Wv,Ball = л  

( −  ∗)      ------------     (1) 

∗ = 
 ,

                  ------ ------     (2) 

Wv,Disc = л  ( ) ( ∗ +   , ) ----    (3) 
∗ =  

,
---------------------------  (4) 
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Wu,Total = Wv,Ball+ Wv,Disc--------------------  (5) 
As such, 
 d1 = is the diameter of the wear scar on the ball parallel to the sliding direction(m.m.) 
 d2 = is the diameter of the wear scar on the ball perpendicular to the sliding direction 
(m.m.) 
 d3 = is the length of the disc wear track parallel to the sliding direction (m.m.) 
 d4 = is the width of the wear track on the disc perpendicular to the sliding direction 
(m.m.) 
  r = is the ball radius (m.m.) 
rk*= is the modified ball wear radius (m.m.) 
rs*= is the modified linear wear (m.m.) 
 S = is the stroke (m.m.) 
Wq disc is the wear area in the middle of the disc wear track perpendicular to the sliding 
direction (m.m.2) 
A steel ball (DIN 1.3505, AISI 52100,100Cr6) was chosen as the counter body to 
simulate adhesive mechanism,which an alumina (Al2O3) ball was selected to simulate 
abrasive wear, against a steel (DIN 1.3505, AISI 52100, 100Cr6) disc. 
Results and Discussion 
Oil Properties[4,6] 
Density and Viscosity – The density of most of the oil fall between 0.873 and 0.924 
g/cm3 with exception of the castor oil, where density has been found highest, 0.956 
g/cm3. The mineral oil and diester has the lowest density. 
Density,Flash Point, Fire Point, Cloud Point,PourPoint,AcidValue,Saponification 
Number and Iodine Number of the test oils 
                                                               Table 2 

Seed Oil Ρ (g/cm3) FP(oC) FiP(oC) CP(oC) PP(oC) 
Almond Oil 0.910 327 364 -24 -29 
Castor Oil 0.956 299 357 <0 -27 
Corn Oil 0.915 323 361 -9 -14 

Grapeseed Oil 0.917 323 361 -11 -15 
Hazelnut Oil 0.911 319 359 -6 -13 
Linseed Oil 0.924 319 361 -14 -15 
Mustard Oil 0.911 319 361 -11 -26 

Olive Oil 0.907 317 359 6 -3 
Peanut Oil 0.910 325 363 -3 -12 

Pumpkinseed Oil 0.913 301 359 <0* -6 
Rapeseed Oil 0.913 319 361 -12 -29 

Sal Oil 0.917 324 359 -6 -14 
Safflower Oil 0.916 327 363 -12 -18 
Sesame Oil 0.913 315 361 -2 -5 

Soyabeen Oil 0.916 325 363 -4 -9 
Sunflower Oil 0.917 324 359 -6 -14 

Walnut Oil 0.917 325 359 -6 -12 
Mineral Oil 0.873 226 231 -7 -12 
Diester Oil 0.896 272 280 -23 -28 
Triester Oil 0.915 230 238 -21 -38 

The exceptional place of castor oil applies also to its viscosity (Figure 1) while the 
dynamic viscosity for the other test oils lay between 0.0458 (walnut oil) and 0.0703 Pa 
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s(Sunflower oil) at a shear gradient of D= 124 s-1.Castor oil exhibited a viscosity of η = 
0.230 Pa s at the same shear gradient. All the vegetable oils tested exhibited viscosities 
from the basic demands made on a lubricant,which is to have a kinematic viscosity of 
atleast 25 mm2/s. Also an inverse proportionality was observed between the shear 
gradient and the viscosity for all the oils (Figure 1)and is caused by the distortion and 
adjustment of the molecules of the fluid in a shear gradient.while the resulting decrease 
in viscosity in response to an increase in the shear gradient results in friction,this same 
effect can also lead to wear. 
Figure 1 Dynamic oil viscosity as a function of the shear gradient at 40oC 
( Right hand axis applies only to Castor Oil) 

 
Density,FlashPoint,FirePoint,CloudPoint,PourPoint,AcidValue,Saponification 
Number and Iodine Number of the Test oils 
                                                                 Table 2 

Seed Oil Acid Value (mg 
KOH/1gm Oil) 

Saponification 
Number(mg 

KOH/1gm Oil) 

Iodine 
Number(g/1g Oil) 

Almond Oil 0.3 172 96 s 
Castor Oil 0.8 178 90 n 
Corn Oil 0.3 174 109 s 

Grapeseed Oil 0.7 196 147 d 
Hazelnut Oil 2.0 20.2 81 n 
Linseed Oil 1.2 193 190 d 
Mustard Oil 0.5 195 45 s 

Olive Oil 1.0 184 87 n 
Peanut Oil 0.2 197 103 s 
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Pumpkinseed Oil 5.9 200 98 s 
Rapeseed Oil 1.4 178 113 s 
Sal seed oIl 0.5 193 128 s 

Safflower Oil 0.3 242 153 d 
Sesame Oil 1.9 191 110 s 

Soyabeen Oil 0.2 193 141 d 
Sunflower Oil 0.2 195 128 s 

Walnut Oil 0.3 196 118 s 
Mineral Oil - - - 
Diester Oil - - - 
Triester Oil - - - 

 
d = Drying 
S= Semi Drying 
N= Non Drying 
Flash and Fire Point[18]The fire point of seed oil tested showed a relatively close temp. 
range of 357oC to 364oC, the oils differed more from each other with regard to their 
flash point by Table 2. Castor oil with 299oC has the lowest flash point and almond and 
safflower oil develop an inflammable air- gas mixture at 327oC. However all the seed 
oil tested had flash point above 150oC.This indicate a low tendency for evaporation 
which fulfills yet another basic necessity for possible application as lubricant like wise 
the fire and flash point of the mineral oil as well as the synthetic ester also met typical 
lubricant requirements. 
Cloud and Pour Points The cloud point and pour point varied mostly for different oils. 
As an example olive oil clouded by 6oC with the presence of solid phase clearly 
depicted from the liquid state. On the other hand cloud point of almond oil showed low 
temp. of -24oC, similar to the diester and triester with cloud point of -23oC and -21oC 
respectively. However for most of the lubricant,acceptancebehavior at low temp. is 
defined as an oil solidification point that lies below 0oC. In this work among the seed 
oils, all but the olive oil fulfills this criteria with almond,rapeseed and castor oil 
showing the lowest cloud and pour point temp.and thus the best low temp. behavior of 
all the seed oil tested.Similarly good low temp. behavior was shown by synthetic 
esters,while the behavior of mineral oil was comparable to the other seed oils. 
Chemical Behavior of Seed Oils  
Acid Value, Saponification and Iodine numbersThe acid value should be as low as 
possible as otherwise unrequired chemical reaction such as corrosion can occur between 
components of technical system and the lubricant. From the conducting tests, 
pumpkinseed oil(5.9 mgKOH/1g of oil),Sesame Oil (1.9 mgKOH/1 gm of oil) and 
Hazelnut Oil(2.0 mg KOH/ 1 gm oil) showed high acid values compared to other seed 
oils (From Table2). 
High saponification number were measured for the test seed oil,this points to increase 
ester bonding,indicative of a lower hydrolytic stability. Oils with high saponification 
number at elevated temp. water can readily split the ester groups from the glycerine 
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ester,thereby destroying the molecules.On the basis of their iodine number,oils can be 
divided in to three categories. 
Drying with an 1N of more than 130 
Semidrying with an 1N between 95 and 130 
Non drying with 1N under 95 
Generally it is assumed that drying oils are not suitable as lubricants,because they 
harden as a result of reactions occurring between the polyunsaturated bonds and 
atmospheric Oxygen. 
On the basis of the iodine numbers determined and according to the above mentioned 
system,the oils can be classified in to three groups as shown in Table 2. Generally high 
iodine numbers indicate a high amount of unsaturated bonding.Likewise the non drying 
oils such as Castor,Hazelnut and Olive oils have a concentration of repeatedly 
polyunsaturated fatty acids of only 7-11%, while for the Drying Oils,the content of fatty 
acid lies with in a range of 66 to 74%(From Table 1) The iodine and saponification 
numbers provide the information about oxidative or hydrolytic stability of seed oils but 
can be used to calculate the heating value(Ignition Value) of oil. 
Oxidative Stability[7,16] 
Under high thermal loading, a consistence and positive change was observed for all the 
seed oils except for safflower, sesame, walnut oils,which remained in their fluid 
state.The rest of the oils solidified in to a thick substance.No significant viscosity 
changes has been observed for some of the seed oils before or after the thermal 
loading.However the three exceptions did show a distinct viscosity increase after the 
ageing tests.Walnut Oil showed a 5 fold increase, the sesame an 8 fold increase and the 
safflower exhibited 14 fold higher viscosity compared to their initial 
condition.Surprisingly the semidrying or drying oils passed the ageing test while the non 
drying oils didn’t. 
The mineral oil showed the same performance with no viscosity change. The diester 
showed a 2fold viscosity increase after the ageing test,while the triester showed a 
marked consistency change. 
Tribological Study[11,19] 
The test criteria remained mixed lubrication,where if oil lubrication is not adequate,solid 
– solid contact is encountered. When sample and counterbody consist of the same 
material as in the system[100Cr6 (DIN13505,AISI 52100)] against 100Cr6,local 
adhesive wear(Cold Welding) can occur,which is observed by friction peaks caused by 
material removal due to adhesion.In the situation where sample and counterbody are 
composed of different materials,starved lubrication usually leads to a steady increase in 
the friction coefficient. 
Friction and Wear under Adhesive Wear Condition[15] 
With in the series of experiments with 100Cr6 balls sliding against 100Cr6 discs,distinct 
differences were observed with regard to the lubricity of the different seed oils.Only 
three of the seventeen oils examined,showed a stable close friction coefficient(μ   ̴0.11). 
The remaining oils exhibited unstable friction behavior verses time characterized by 
many friction peaks (Figure 2).Less friction peaks were seen with safflower and olive 
oils(Figure 2),which should lead to lower wear in both system than with the remaining 
twelve oils.This assumption was confirmed by analysis of the total wear volume 
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(Wv,Total) after each of the test(Figure 3).For example Wv,Total of the system lubricated 
with safflower oil had a volume of 12.8 Χ 10-3 

 
Figure 2 Friction coefficient as a function of time for 100Cr6(DIN 13505,AISI 
52100) against 100Cr6 measured at 50oC according to DIN 51834 using a 
reciprocating tribometer( SRV- III) 
 

 
 

mm3while Wv,Totalwith Rapeseed or Castor oil in lubrication system was 17.5 Χ 10-3 
mm3 and 18.3Χ10-3 mm3respectively.Pumpkinseed oil showed the lowest wear 
protection,with a WvTotal of 19.7Χ10-3 mm3 while olive oil exhibited the best wear 
protectionWv,Total = 9.3Χ10-3 mm3.With in this context it is surprising that in this 
tribosystem, the wear with the olive oil was less than that with the other oils such as 
linseed which showed a lower and more stable friction performance. 
 
Figure 3 Ball and disc wear volumes as well as total wear volume for the system 
100Cr6(DIN 1.3505,AISI 52100)ball against 100Cr6 disc measured after friction 
tests at 50oC on a reciprocating tribometer(SRV- III),according to DIN 51834 
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The comparison of the various seed oils notwithstanding  neither the friction nor the 
wear performance were as good as that of the mineral oil or the synthetic ester,which 
showed superior overall performance. Only the friction behavior of linseed oil was 
comparable. The total wear criteria of the triester oil was far better than that of the any 
seed oils,followed by that of the mineral oil and the diester oil. Thus under adhesive 
wear condition,it is clear that without additives the performance of seed oils is not 
comparable to the mineral oil and synthetic esters.  
 
Friction and Wear under Abrasive Wear Conditions[15] 

 
For the combination of material Al2O3 against 100Cr6,no differences were observed in 
the friction coefficient evolution as a function of time.  
 
Figure 4 Total wear volume of the system alumina(Al2O3) ball against 100Cr6(DIN 
1.3505,AISI 52100) disc measured after friction tests at 50oC on a reciprocating 
tribometer(SRV-III),according to DIN 51834 
 
(The volumes shown are mean values and the error bars were determined from the 
difference between the mean and the measured values,since ball wear was 
negligible,total wear represents the wear determined on the disc) 
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All the oils showed steady and low friction values ranging from μ = 0.11 to 0.13. 
However significant differences were observed in the wear behavior.Walnut and linseed 
oils show 2 – 2.5 fold greater wear volumes compared to sesame and castor oils,which 
showed the least abrasive wear damage(Figure 4).It should be mentioned that while in 
this test the sample disc showed considerable wear, no such wear was observed on the 
Al2O3 balls. Thus the total wear volume in these tests was taken as the wear occurring 
only on the disc. A comparison of the results obtained as the material combinations 
100Cr6/ 100Cr6 and Al2O3/100Cr6 shows that the tribological functionality of seed 
oil(Friction decrease,wear protection effect)is strongly dependant upon the material 
combination. 
The abrasive behavior in terms of friction and wear performance of the seed oils was 
comparable to that of the mineral and synthetic oils, as can be viewed through(Figure 
4),while the diester oil still showed the lowest wear of this study,it was not significantly 
less than the sesame,castor,soyabeen and peanut oils.The wear for the cases of triester 
and mineral oils was found to be greater than with these seed oils. 
 
Summary[20] 
In this study, seventeen commercially available seed oils and mineral oils without 
additive and two synthetic ester were investigated with respect to their density, flash and 
fire points,cloud and pour points as well as their oxidative stability[12,13,14]. The acid 
value ,saponification and iodine number of the seed oils were determined.The 
tribological behavior of all the oils was investigated under adhesive and abrasive wear 
condition. The study reveals that the seed oils differ strongly in their properties. All the 
seed oils has been tested, even the industrial rapeseed oil revealed weaknesses,none of 
the oils excelled in all the tests.It was determined that the functionality of the oil depend 
on tribosystem.For the combination[100Cr6(DIN 1.3505,AISI 52100)] against 
100Cr6.Representative of adhesive wear,only the linseed, olive,walnut and safflower 
oils showed acceptable behavior.However the friction and wear performance of the 
mineral oil and the synthetic ester was far superior to any of the seed oils tested.Among 
the seed oils,olive oil lubricated the 100Cr6/100Cr6 system,the best. 
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Under abrasive wear condition (Al2O3/100Cr6),the castor,sesame and soyabeen oils 
provided the best results of the seed oils.An important finding was that,in contrast to the 
clear superiority of the mineral oil and synthetic ester under adhesive wear condition,the 
friction and wear performance of the seed oils was comparable to or better than that of 
the mineral oil or the synthetic esters under abrasive conditions.Interestingly,in these 
tests,rapeseedoil,which is already being used in technical application,was not as good as 
the above named oils. 
This study shows that Olive,Peanut,Sesame and Soyabean Oils can be considered viable 
alternatives to Rapeseed oils,Sesame oils in particular showed good oxidative 
stability[3,5].It is essential to examine the industrial and automotive suitability of these 
oils in more depth looking at a variety of more important factors such as hydrolytic 
stability and compatibility with additives. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

India is a land of values and has its own heritage. If one truly wants to 
understand India, its culture and ethos, an essential knowledge on Sanskrit and self 
knowledge are needed. That language is perfect worthy and finished. This language has 
come to be identified as very closely with Indian spirituality, religion and philosophy. 
From the ancient time onwards India was known by its different names like 
Arshabharatam, Aryavarttam, and Bharatakhandam etc. 

 
Vedas really contain the quintessence of the spiritual thoughts of great seers. A 

singular feature of the ancient civilization is that it has been moulded and shaped in the 
course of its history, more by religious than by any other influences. Religion dominated 
every sphere of the life of the people, called Hindus. Education, especially spiritual 
education was an unavoidable part of religious life in that time. Each individual was the 
chief concern of the Vedic system of education. 

 
  India has always admired the individual who had the strength to renounce worldly life 
and pleasure and followed the path of the acetic and keynote of Indian Philosophy. In 
India from the ancient time onwards more importance has been given to education. 
India never gets into a total annihilation or destruction even today because of its 
spiritual based treasure of culture. Swami Vivekananda also said that India’s pulse beat 
is its spirituality itself. Education is a process where the matured personality teacher acts 
upon the immature personality students thereby bringing forth desirable changes in the 
students. Gandhi also said that Education is the drawing out the best in child and man 
body mind and spirit and he had introduced the value oriented education. Through this 
process of education one can achieve the completeness. The system of Vedic education 
was really based on that. It will make the younger as a suitable being for the society 
where he dwells.  
   The Vedic system of education was divided the human life into four ashramas like 
Brahmacharya, Garhapatya, VanaprastaandSanyasa. These Ashramas correspond to 
the four stages through which an individual was required to pass, in order to develop a 
balanced and complete personality. In which the Sanyasameant a life of complete 
renunciation from worldly ties for the attainment of salvation or self realization, the 
ultimate aim of life 
 
KEY WORDS :Subtle Body, The Soul, Self realisation. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
          ‘Know thyself ‘is the key note of Indian Philosophy. Without knowing oneself 
man’s life is incomplete and fruitless. Nowadays education is seemed as a meaningless 
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insincere fruitless activity in all sense. And also we can see that the product of education 
is also a valueless effect. Becoming an individual with a burden of only physical 
knowledge will make the individual selfish, arrogant, ignorant and unworthy. Because 
of this physical knowledge and outer visions, man can achieve only extrinsic 
developments. Along with these extrinsic developments intrinsic developments also 
must be needed. Then only education will be completed with a true vision of life and 
truth. Neither the study of Vedas nor the performance of Vedic rites nor the sacrifices 
nor austerities can ever produce self realization in a man whose heart is contaminated 
with sensuality. 
  The peculiarities of education in Vedic times were that the conduct or curriculum was 
varied in accordance with the intrinsic needs of different persons. And the classical 
method of learning was in a most intellectual and fruitful way by Sravana - hearing of 
the sound, Manana - reflection of the hearing sound in mind and Nididhyasana - the 
profound and repeated meditation or the constant musings of the reflected. Vedic and 
scriptural knowledge give us a clear division and structure and power of human body in 
a spiritual way. 
A glance at education 
        The word ‘Education means “to draw out” or to “lead out”. Education may be 
thought of as a process or drawing out from within, rather than imposing from without. 
It has mainly two parts, the teaching and learning. Learning is a process to find the 
treasure within and the teaching actually is to enhance it. 
        Education is not merely a means to earning neither a living nor a school of 
citizenship but it is an initiation into the human soul in the pursuit of truth and practice 
of virtue and it is the “DvitiyamJanma” as said by Dr.S.Radhakrishnan.  
To achieve the goals of quality education for all there should be great effort on the field 
of education. Four pillars on learning as proposed by the international commission for 
the twenty first century in its report to UNESCOare as follows. 
1 .Learning to know 
To provide the cognitive tools requires to better comprehend the world and its 
complexities, and to provide an appropriate and adequate foundation for future learning. 
2. Learning to do 

To provide the skills that would enable individuals to effectively participate in the 
global economy and society. 
3. Learning to be  

To produce self analytical and social skills to enable individuals to develop to their 
fullest potential psycho socially, affectively as well as physically, for an all-round 
complete person. 
4. Learning to live together 

To expose individual to the values implicit within human rights,democratic principles 
intercultural understanding and respect and peace at all level of society and human 
relationships to enable individual and societies to live in peace and harmony. 
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   To make apply everything emphasized here one thing is essential. That is the self-
knowledge, the knowledge about one’s own entity, the effect of all actions, prayers, 
soul,life,death,rebirth,moksha,self discipline, faith etc.Vedas are the treasure house of all 
these inevitable items of human life and more than that. Thereshould be a deliberate 
care to inculcate in our basic instruments for learning. That is spirituality through the 
curriculum and syllabi from the starting standards itself. 
 Along with the science, arts, technical and all other subjects some bits of value making 
components should be added, which are rare in our modern education streams. Without 
the values like love, compassion, charity, sacrifice, belief in god, generosity, humility, 
and discipline, so and so, man is like a fruit with only shells and no kernel. Vedas and 
the Upanishads are the source of all these. They surely will make man as actual human 
being. Today men are living without life, sleeping without sleep, dying without die. And 
there is not even a moment to care themselves and their fellows. 
We can see haste and haste everywhere. Man is not bothered about actual time beauty 
and sanctity of life. Different from other countries, we the Indians have our own sacred 
ways means and treasures from the ancient time onwards. It is nothing other than the 
spirituality. 
 There should be a coalition between materiality and spirituality. The balance of life 
actually depends on it. In this earthly life without materiality life become dunce and 
without spirituality it becomes blind. Education is the founding stone of the prosperity 
of a country. Whenever the system of education is going in a wrong way, which will be 
the symptom of the downfall of that country in its social, intellectual, physical, 
aesthetical, moral, mental, cultural and absolutely in all aspects. Whenever this 
synthesis in education happens then there arise the way to heaven. The way to peace and 
harmony become cleared  
Man as a spiritual being 
  The material body of a man with which he performs all actions and experiences all 
emotions .It is generally referred to as the body of a man. In addition to this physical 
body man there is an inner principle of consciousness or the vital principle and is often 
called the soul in him. The physical body is visible to us but at the same time this soul is 
invisible. We can examine different layers of the human body in a spiritual way 
.Because along with the outer knowledge, inner knowledge also is inevitable. 
The five sheaths 
 To lead a worthy life one must understand his inner nature along with the outer world. 
According to spiritual vision, human body consists of different layers named as kosas or 
sheaths. They are as follows, 
    1.   The AnnamayaKosa 
 It is the physical body constitutes the gross body by the combination of flesh, bones, 
blood and other gross ingredients. Food is an essential factor for this body. Whenever 
there reaches no food it began to weak. It will completely perish one day after death of 
the man.  
   2.  The PranamayaKosa 
 It is the sheath of prana or the vital air. This is the motive force to active the 
Annamayakosa. It consists of five pranas namely PranaApanaUdanaSamana and 
Vyana. It is the producer of the feeling of hunger and thirst. 
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3. The ManomayaKosa 
 This is finer than the pranamayakosa and it is the sheath of mind, the seed bed of 
desires, good and bad. It is the mind which compels the sense organs to activity. 
  4. The VijnanamayaKosa 
  It is the layer of intelligence, though it is insentient like the other layers, it appears as 
sentient and intelligent. It is because of the constant contact with the AnandamayaKosa. 
That reflects the inner or real or pure intelligence. In this sheath one experience the  
misery and the happiness etc. 
  5. The AnandamayaKosa 
  It is finer than all other layers and it is the layer of bliss. The main features of this 
sheath are pleasure and rest. This sheath of bliss though close to Atman, the inner real 
core, and is seemed as Atman cannot be Atman as it is a product of ignorance. All these 
layers are capable to activate because of this Atman,the original activator. This Atman 
really is not affected by any of these sheaths. 
  Besides all these five layers there is one ultimate truth. Our physical body has its own 
inertness. It could make active by the contact of an inner self or inner consciousness or 
Atman the life force. 
Principle of consciousness 
  All of us know that man has a physical personality as it is often called the material 
body and has the inner personality or the spiritual personality. As per the spiritual vision 
of Vedas, There is an invisible soul inside the visible nature of man. Through this paper 
I like to present a bird view on human’s spiritual nature. 
   Man has five sense organs and five organs of action, pranas, mind intellect and all 
other internal parts. But one thing is clear that all these are capable to do something only 
by the presence of a life force. There is a life force in each and every individual which is 
the real activator of the body. Eyes, nose, hands, legs,excretoryandreproductory organs 
are mere organs. They will active only until the time of the presence of this inner self or 
Atman inside the body. When this life force disappears from the body it becomes inert. 
So this life force is also known as the principle of consciousness. It is because of the 
presence of this consciousness in the organs we can see forms, hear sounds, smell 
scents, feel touch and can do and experience all the things. 
Brhadaranyaka Upanishad tells us that “the organs of speech hear taste touch, smell and 
visionetc are just organs but the real activator is the Soul or life force or the principle of 
consciousness inside the being1.  The presence of this consciousness inside the body is 
called the state of life and its absence from the body is the condition of death. 
  It is the principle of consciousness present in the body sees the objects through the 
organ of eye. Likewise it is not the organ ear that hears sound, not nose smell scents, not 
tongue taste things not eyes see things but it is the principle of consciousness present 
inside the body is doing all these. It is the real activator of each and every organs and 
process inside the body. So that force is known in that name. It is the real source who 
imparts life to each cell of the body. So we have a Soul inside our body. It has its own 
nature and has a particular abode inside the body. We can see and experience only the 
physical version of this universe. But there is a subtle force of consciousness behind this 
entire physical universe. Likewise there is a subtle soul inside all human beings. This 
soul will never die. Death and birth is only for the body, as Bhagavad Gita says,to Him 
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the weapons cleave not,the fire burns not, the waters wet not and the wind dries not. He 
has neither birth nor death. He is unborn and eternal, permanent and primeval. He is 
never killed when the body is killed2. 
    This soul is not visible even through a powerful microscope and it survives the death 
of the body. Almost all the scriptures like Vedas, Upanishads, Bible, Koranetc. uphold 
the existence of this invisible soul inside the body. The essence of man’s being is the 
soul dwelling inside the body. 
Soul is the lasting element which survives death and that is independent of the physical 
body. On death, the body which has been functioning wonderfully for decades and 
decades becomes totally functionless within a moment. If death is the failure of any 
bodily mechanism, surely science may be able to rectify it. So it is not a bodily 
mechanism but something else. All the organs and their aggregates the body are only the 
means through which the soul accomplishes its enjoyments of worldly objects and 
pleasures.  
Place of Soul inside the body 
 Soul has a particular place inside the body. Throughout the life the soul remains 
constantly inside the body. Upanishads and other scriptures say that it dwells in the 
heart centre or in a cave. “The Atman is in the heart”3,     “The soul, smaller than an 
atom and superior to intellect stays in a cave of livingbeings”4. But the physical organ 
heart doesn’t contain such a cave we know. There is two auricles two ventricles one 
semi lunar valveetc in the heart and there always happening the pumping of the blood at 
the rate of 72 per minute. Here is inside the heart no such cave or pleasant place as 
Upanishads say. So the dwelling place of soul is not in the physical organ heart. 
  The spinal code inside the vertebral column is a fine nerve. Its one end is closed at the 
extreme end and the other end is open at the suture. This spinal code comprises two 
lobes, which are named as Ida the sympathetic nerve and Pingala the para sympathetic 
nerve. They are two nerve fibres, which transmit impulses between brain and the 
organs. In between Ida and Pingala there is a singular thin nerve called the sushumna or 
the spinal cord. It extends right from the sacrum to the suture at the crown. It doesn’t 
transmit any impulses like other nerves. This nerve sushumna has a fine hole throughout 
its length. There is no ordinary circulation of blood or air in this nerve. Sushumnais 
called a nerve because it is not an artery or vein. The capillary hole in sushumna is acts 
as a channel of spiritual powers. Particular locations in that channel are to be meditated. 
These spots for meditation are called centres or chakras or plexus. Each such centre in 
sushumna is meditated upon, as a lotus flower having a specific number of petals and an 
effulgent disc at the middle. The main plexus are Muladhara or inferior hypogastric 
plexus5Svadhistana or superior hypogastric plexus, Manipuraka or coeliac plexus, 
Anahata or cardiac plexus, Visuddhi chakra or cervical plexus, Ajna chakra or the floor 
of the fourth ventricle of medulla oblongata6 having the  number of petals four, six, ten, 
twelve, sixteen and two respectively. At the topmost there is a chakra named Sahasrara 
with thousand petals. The space between Manipuraka and Anahata chakra is suits well 
for the term cave7 and the soul is situates in this position. When the soul quits its abode 
the body will acquire the condition of death. 
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 Nature of the soul 
  Soul as the principle of consciousness radiates waves of consciousness around   it. The 
soul is not material but spiritual in nature. All the materials will be destroyed but the 
soul survives forever. And it is the all pervading reality8. A particle of matter has duel 
nature, the nature of particle and that of wave nature. The less is the matter in a fine 
particle; more is its wave nature. It is found that,a thing having   no matter at all, there 
will have only waves to comprise it. 

 Soul which is matter less is of the nature of wave. Waves that comprise a thing do 
not go out of the thing. They will be moving round like a whirl in the thing. So the 
waves in the soul are whirling waves. Yogacudamani Upanishad says that “so long as it 
has not attained the supreme truth, the soul whirls in the great chakra of twelve petals 
devoid of merit and demerit"9. 

Aitareya Upanishad of Rig Veda tells that “Prajnanam Brahma”10 the                                  
consciousness is Brahma. Brhadaranyaka Upanishad tells that11 “This Atman is 
Brahman”. So this whirling wave in the soul is the whirling waves of consciousness. 
That means the soul exists as a fine capsule of whirling waves of vital consciousness. 
The spreading waves that emanate from them also comprise consciousness. That means 
it radiates radiations of consciousness. When these waves reach organs, they will impart 
consciousness to that organ. 
Subtle Body 
   We, the human beings also have a subtle body as a covering of this soul and over that 
there is a physical body. Like the physical body the subtle body also has five subtle 
sense organs of knowledge, five organs of action, five pranas, mind and intellect 
saysSankaracharya in his Atmabodha12. This subtle body is also known as Lingasarira 
or sukshmasarira or   fine body or astral body or ethereal body and so and so. He also 
says in his Vivekacudamani that, the subtle body is the instrument of the soul’s 
experience consists of five organs of action such as speech, the five organs of 
knowledge such as ear, the groups of five pranas the five elements ending with the ether 
together with the buddhi and the mind13. 
 Departure of Soul from the body 
   Air we intake is divide mainly into five inside the body. They are 
PranaApanaUdanaSamana and Vyana. In this, Udana air maintains body heat 
throughout the body.  When the temperature at a particular spot rises than the rest of the 
body, the indication is that the vital air udana has accumulated there. When the 
temperature at the top of the heart centre rises, the udana air collect just above the soul 
in sushumna, there the udana air inside the lobe also gets heated. It rises upward in the 
capillary hole of sushumna, and goes out through the top plexsahasrara chakra, passing 
other plexus above. This pull creates a vacuum behind and through that pull, this 
vacuum which also pulls nearby things after it. Likewise the heated udana air pulls the 
soul after it. 

  When the soul passesout through the sahasrara chakra, udanaair merges into 
atmosphere. Soul along with the subtle body rises upward and prepares for the next life.  
Gita says that, “When man gets a new body or abandons an old one, the jiva moves 
carrying them, the mind and senses with him as the wind carries smells from their 
seats”14. 
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The unity of Atman with Brahman 
The Vedas, Upanishads and almost all the scriptures uphold this Soul or Atman or 
Brahmanas the supreme truth. Brahman is the all pervading omnipotent omnipresent 
and omniscient reality. Andit is the consciousness or Prajnanam. We can call Him God 
or Iswara or any other individual names. It is the Para Brahma, who has no caste creed 
colour or any other individual traits or attributes. When we realise the very true nature 
of Atman, after getting self- knowledge, then there appears the wonderful answer that 
who the God is and where he situates. After the life long search of God, once we can 
find out that the God situates inside us, in everywhere andineverything.Atman is the bit 
of God Head itself, like the spark of a fire ball. The fire ball itself is the Brahman and 
the spark emits from it is like the individual soul or Atman.Atman is same as Brahman. 
It is the real God and is the very true nature of every individual. One can never realise 
this truth until he get self-realisation through self-knowledge, after purification or 
removal of all kinds of ignorance. 
Karma 

Man always doing karmas by physically mentally orally intellectually etc. 
Eachactionhas with its own reaction, is the nature of karma.. The term karma literally 
means action, denotes both action in general and its fruit producing subtle impressions 
which remain with the doer. Present body is formed depending on the previous actions 
before birth of that being. Actions of man remain in a seed form at the time of death and 
it will develop in the next life. One can get different lives depending upon his actions. 
 The evolution of the soul as it progress from one life to another, through the influence 
of our karmas. We are our own destiny makers. When karma matters are annihilated 
through the knowledge of self, then the subtle body also gets vanished and the soul 
without subtle body merge into all pervading unending reality,  theBrahman or God . It 
doesn’t matter what our present state of life is. That is it may be sorrow or poor or any 
other form of life. All are predestined by our past actions. So we have to give more 
emphasis now only to present thoughts and actions. We can change our future with our 
wish.  The only remedy to change our life is to do good actions at the present time. 
Scriptures, good friends, sacred relations, good books, preceptors, virtuous actions, 
different sadhanas, belief in god etc are capable to lead one to realize the life and to 
realize the truth. When one realizes the truth there remains no more lives. And it is the 
final goal of life and is termed as Moksha. 
  In our present scenario the place of general education is meaningless and causes all the 
troubles in the society. So education based in the spiritual vision is needed.So some 
portions having spiritual touchmust be included in the syllabi from the starting time 
onwards.The Vedas make us aware that how a man can make his life happy and 
meaningful. There is only one kind of wealth as transferrable to rebirths and from prior 
births. And they are the instincts of our all kinds of actions. When one happened to 
realize his real true nature through Self knowledge, then he could get rid from all 
clutches of pains and can acquire the eternal state of peace and is called Moksha, the 
ultimate aim of education.  
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FOOT NOTES 
1. Brhadaranyaka Upanishad - (3.7.16-23) 
2.   Bhagavad Gita(II-23,20) 
3. Prasna Upanishad - (3.6) 
4. Katha Upanishad – (1.2.20) &Svetasvataropanishad – (3.20) 
5.SaudaryaLahari–(sloka - 10) 
6. Saudaryalahari - (sloka -14) 
7. Vivekacudamani – (sloka -134) 
8.इयंआ इदममृतं,इदं ,इदंसवBrhadaranyaka Upanishad - (2.5.13) 
9. Yoga Cudamani Upanishad – (verse 13) 
10. (3.3) 
11. (2.5.19) 
12. “प ाणमनोबु दशे यसम तम्अप जीकृतभुतो ंसू ा ोगसाधनम्”Atmabodha- 

(sloka15) 
13. “वागािदप वणािदप ाणािदप ा मुखािनप  
बु ा िव ािपचकामकमािणपुयु कंसू शरीरमा ”VivekaCudamani - (sloka 98) 
14. Bhagavad Gita - (15.8) 
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सं कृतसा ह येषनुायिधकार वषयेसामा जका दोलनम ्
ड. दलीपकुमारप डा 
सहयो य यापकः 
सं कृत वभागः 

घाटालरबी शतवा षक  महा व ालयः 
घाटालः , प ममे दनीपरुः 

प मव गः 
भारतबषः 

भूिमका 
केना यकेेनबहुजननेवासंघ टतंराजनैितको े ययु ं सामा जकघटनाके कंवासामा जका दोलनिम यिभ
धीयते।अननेा दोलननेक म न पसमयेसाफ़ यमाग छितयेनचक या पसामा जक ित ान यिस ा त
य पा तरंभ बतुमहित।ई शमा दोलननंकेवलमकेाथपर तुजनसमाजाथभबित।अथातअ्ननेयथाजन वा
थर तंभबिततथैवसमाजःरा ा प।पर तुअधनुा व सेमाजर ापे याराजनिैतक वाथिच तनमेवा यसा
मा जका दोलन यमु यािभ ायो यते।आ दोलनिमदंचतु कारकिमित१९६६खृ ीया देडेिभ अयावार म
हाभागै म।्त था –वकै पकम,् पौनरौ ा रकम,् सां का रकम,् 
 
वै ल वक चेित।क यिचदेक य चे या ु प रवतनाथसामा जका दोलनवंै ल वकिमितक यते।पौनरौ ा
रकंय पएक य चे यासघंटतेतथा य या दोलन यल तुबहृ रप रवतनम।्समाज यक यिच सं का
र यसं काराथमा दोलनमवेसां का रकम।्वै ल वका दोलननेरा यप रवतनयंथा यतेतथैवआ दोलन
िमदं ु थानषेुनसीमाियतम त, 
वहृ र े मवेा य वचरण थलम।्जन वाथकृत यसामा जका दोलन यएवसाफ़ यमायाितनतु वाथ।य
पइदानींराजनैितक य य गत यचो े यच रताथकरणाथ विभ नोपायनेसामा जका दोलनम ततथा
पई शा दोलनं ण थायी, प रणामेच दना तरे वपर तफ़लम पददाित। 

 
सं कृतसा ह येषईु शनायिधकार वषय यसामा जका दोलन यिच ा णिनव ािनस त।यतःसं कृतसा ह
यकाःत काल यसामा जककुसं कार या ध व ास यचजनमतै मलूीकरणाथतेषांलखे यासमाजसेृ

जनमकुव सामा जक व लवाः।यतःतेजान त, 
अ यापे याम याःश ःअिधकतरा।एतदथम याएवतेयौतुकर ितः , बधबा ववाहः, 
 
वारविनतानांसाम जक वीकृित दान चे या द वषयपेाठक या तरे थानलंभ ते।पर तुअ म शोधिनव
धवेेदादर यआधिुनकसं कृतसाहु येनायिधकार वषयके यिच सामा जका दोलन यिच ंिच ाियतम त
। 
सामा जका दोलनंनकेवलसंमाजव ैःसामा जकमानवैःसंघ टतम त, 
वै दकयुगेऋषीणावंासनाह ने दयसागरेअ पउ थताअभबदनैितककाय ित मागत ितवादलह रका।तदा
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नी तनकाले वधवानां ववाहअ पनसमाज वीकृतासीत।पर तु वधवानासंक ण वलापःैआ ऋ षिच ा सो
सा रतोभबित वधवा ववाह यसामा जक वीकृित वषयकःअयमं ः – 

 
“कुह व ोषाकुहव तोर नाकुहािभ प वकंरतःकुहोषतुः। 

कोबौशयु ा वधववेदेवरंमयनयोषाकृणुतेसध थआ ”॥इित। ( ऋ वदेः -१०/४०/२) 
ऋ वेद यदशमम डल यऋ षनागाह य वधवािभःसहतासादेंवराणां ववाह यया वीकृित द ाअथववेद
यऋ षणासार ितपनुः ित ताभबितएता यांम ा याम ्– 

“यापूवपितं व वाथा यं व दतेऽपरम।् 
प चौचतावजंददातोन वयोषतः॥”इित। ( अथववदेः -९/५/२७) 

“समानलोकोभवितपूनभूबापरःपितः। 
योजपं चौदनदं णा योितषंददाित॥” इित। ( अथववेदः -९/५/२८) 

नकेवलं वधवा ववाह वषय े
, ववाह व छ नानांनार णामव थादशनेअ पऋ षक ठःस योभबित। ववाह व छनानानंार णां मवध
मानाव थासामा जका थरतायाःकारणिमिततेअनभुवमकुवन।्एतदथअथवदेद यऋ षक ठातअ्नेनम े
ण विनतंभबितसमाजप रवतन या ान,ं 
य नार णांवहु ववाहअ प वीकृतोभबितसतीदाह य वरोिधतायाम पअथववेदे यतेअयंम ः – 

“ इयंनार पितलोकंवणृानािनप तेउप वाम य ेतम।् 
धमपुराणमनपुालय तीत यै जां वणंचहेधे ह ”॥इित। (अथववदेः -१८/३/१) 

नकेवलवंै दकऋषयः 
,नार णां विभ नािधकार वषयवेेदो रकािलकाःसं कृतसा ह यकाःअ पतेषांलखे यासामा जका दोलनसंंघ
टतव तः ,येषांिनदशनसंं कृतका येषु वधतृाःस त। 
खृ पूव तीयशतका ष शतक यम यवितिनसमयकेािलदासने वरिचतंआिभ ानशकु तलिम या यं व
व यातनाटकमकंेय शकु तला पेणनार च र ेणउ वलम त।अ म नाटकेक वनानायःअसीम वा

धीनताम वीकृतम।्यतःई शी वाधीनतसमाजायनशुभ कर ितक वना व ाता।तेनइदम प ातंयत,् 
माता प ोःअनमुितं वना णयःतदानी तनसामा जक याय पअपराधआसी था पप रणीताप ीकदा प
न य या।पर तुनपृेणो म ्– 
“भो तपोधनाः 
,िच तय न पनखलु वीकरणम भब याः मरािम।त कथिममािभ य स वलल णा या मानं े य
माश कमानः ितप य े” इित ( अिभ ानशकु तलम ्–प चमोऽ कः)। 
पु षशािसतसमाज यई शाचरणंक वनानसम यते।एतदथराजिनभूतेअ पतां ितयथाशा त वधानकृंतंत
ववा हताप याअ पसामा जक वीकृित वधानंक वनाकृतम।्ई शनायिधकार वषयेत यलखेनीन त धाभ

बित।सवसम े वव हतायाःप याःअ वीकारंत यैना याःक शमस मानकं वनातदपुल धम।्अनअ्योःका
ययोःनायःयथा व छेद पशा त ाि भबिततथैवपु ष या पकठोरमानिसक शा त ाि भबित।अतःक व
आकूशीलवाःई शा यायकाय वषये ितवादंकृ वासमार क ययथासशंोधनंकुव ततथवैनार णाम पस मा
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न ित ाकुंव त।अतःनाटकिमदंननार वाधीनतायाःमु वचरण े म,् 
पर तुनार व चनाका रपु षशािसतसमाजं ितसामा जकैकःकशाघातः। 
खृ ीय थमशतक-
ष शतकयोम यके म न पसमयेशू केनमृ छक टकिम या यंराजनैितकंनाटकमकंे वरिचतम।्य पअ
यनाटक यमौलोपजी यं ा णग णकयोः ेम, 
तथा पय साम जक विधिनषधेचंरमसं ामेनस ित तंकरोितत स यमवेगण व लवैकः।अ यनाटक य
नायकःद र ः ा णःचा द ःनाियकाचग णकावस तसेना।ल यणीयंयत,् 
अ क वनायथासमाज यसव च तर यमानवःनायक पेणःिनवािचतोभबिततथैवनाियका पेणिच ताभ
बितसमाज यघृ यतमाएकामानवी।ई श यच र य यमेलनंइदानी तनकालअे पघृ य पेणैव ववेिचतंभ
बित।पर तुक वःमलेनिममंसामा जक ित ाथनाटक यसवषचु र ेषसुजृनंकरोितआ दोलनमकंे 
,येनचसमाजसशंोधन पकंवे े यसंफ़लीकृतंभबित } नकेवलमेतत,् 
क वनाग णकाअ प ा ण यनपृ यस मानीयवधूपदमलकृंता।एतदथश वलकेनो म ् –
“आयवस तसनेेप रतो ोराजाभबतींवधशू देनानगुृ ाित ’इित ( मृ छक टकम ्–दशमोऽ कः )। 
अ क वः यो े यंस लीकतुराज व ोह अ पभबितय य व ोह यमौलसैिनकःएकःद र ा णः।स मिल
त चे यासामा जक र ितर पप रवितताभबतीिततेन दिशता।अतःसमाज यघृ यजी वकायांिनझु ायाःना
याःसामा ज ित ायाम पसं कृतसा ह य यभूिमकाअ ती य म वषयनेा तस देहः। 
वंशशता ाःसं कृतसा ह यकैः ीजीव यायतीथः वरिचतं ववाह वड वनिम या यं हसनमके य नाय
कःष व सर य व शािलवृ ःरितका तः। ी वयोगा परंतेनच लखेानामकाक याप रणीताअभबत।्त
याः पताःद नद र ःतदपु रचऋण तः।पर तुत णाःएत शकाय य व ाचरणंकुव त।अतःअ यते
यत,् वा य ववाह वषये यायतीथमहोदय यस मितनासी गणा दोलनेनचसत य व ाचरणम पकृतः। 
ववाहेशु क हण वषये१९७६खृ ीया देउ र देश यसं कृतलेखकेन ितवाद व पारिचताअभी मपुायनम ्
इित य यसम वताएकाना टकाय ना यकारः वमल पेनकेैन ितवा दच र ेणसमाज यसचेतनकंरोित
।त वमलःता य य ितिनिधःयःपा रवा रकिस ा त य व ाचरणंकृ वाशु क हणमकृ वा ववाहंकरो
ित। 
१९९७खृ ीया देह रद शमणा वरिचतंष सं यकदॄ यसम वतनाटकमकंेवधदूहनमइ्ित 
,य वधूदहन प यनार िनयातन य व ाचरण यिच ं यते।त मीलायाः शुरःरमापितः मुाताचता
रावती।पु य ववाहेनतौतेषांसामा जक ित ानानु पोवैवा ह शु कःअ ा यतौअवदताम ् –“वयंतुलु ठताः 
,व चताः’ इित।अनेनकारणेन मीलादहनमभबत।्त मा परंत यः पतुःिग रणाथ यआतनादःइ येवम ् –
“यु माससु सएुवपु ीममेा रता।यु मासुस सुपिुलसावदेनंनिल यते, उ कोचदाननंाव यित, 
घातकानद यते।पनु ववाहःअ पभ ब यित।भब तएवग वात क यादानकं र य त।इदमवेचिलतं,इदमे
वचलित,इदमवेचिल यित – थमकं यादानम ् ,प ा वधूदहनम,् थमंक यादान प ा क यादहनम,् 
पूववधू हणम,् ा वधदूहनम ्’इित।अतःएव कारेणवधदूहन य ितवादंकृतंलखेकेन। 
१९८८खॄ ीया देप डतेनिन यान द मिृततीथन वरिचतंअ कचतु यसम वतंकौली यप रर णिम या
यनंाटकमेकम,् य क वःकौिल य थायाः व ाचरणंकरोित।त क यादाय तः पताकृ णदासः 
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,स वष यायाःक यायाः ववाहदातंुनपारयती य म वषयेिच ततोभबितसमाजपितनाचवृ मदनःपा
पेणिनवािचतोभबित, 
य यप ीसं या शतािधका।पर तुकृ णदास यती ितवादेनअयंकुलीन ववाहः त धःअभब दितना य
वषयः।अतःअ म सा ह यअे पनार णासं मानर णंभबितसामा जका दोलनेन। 
एव कारेण वधवानायं णा वषये ितवादः यतेअिभराजराजे िम यभ नप जरे या यायाकंथायाम ्
, ीिनवासद त यअमतेृित व ध,े 
केशव दास यचआशाइ या दषरुचनासु।कृ णवणक यायाःमानािसक यातनािनवा रताभबिततारापदभ
टाचायण वरिचयातांशवैलीितकथायाम।्पण थायाः ितवादअ तवर व यम,् गु जा, यौतुकम,् 
छिलताधमणम,् सोम भबम,् याशु कमइ् या दषु वशंशता ाःरचनासु। 
सव प र१९३०खॄ ीया देइ नामकंसामा जकका हनीमवल यसव थममवेसं कृतभाषयाचल च मकंेिन
माणमभब य यिनदशकआसी ज-
भा।अ म च ेतेनिल गवषै य वषयके या नतान यक शिंनयातनभंबितत च ाियतम।्अ ७१वष
य़ःएकःवृ ःएवनायकःय यनामना वु द र।समाजके शिल गवैष यभंबिततेनचसमा जक अ थरताक
शीभबितसवमवेतेन दिशतम तअननेचल च ेण। 
उपसंहारः 
अतःसं कृतसा ह यनंकेवलआं दरसा मकं, 
त ा य तसमाजसं कार पा णसामा जकमुपकरणािन।सा ह यिमदंआ दोलनेनसमाजा कुसं कारं 
,अ ध व ासयंथादरू कतुसमथभबितत सवषासंा यािधकार वषयअे पअ यसा ह य यमह वपूणाभूिम
काअ तइ य म वषयनेा तस देहावसरः। 
 
सहायक थाः 
ऋ वेदसं हता –अ यापकःउमाशकंरऋ षः, चौख वासं कृत ित ान ्,वारानसी 
अथववदेसं हता - अ यापकःउमाशंकरऋ षः, चौख वासं कृत ित ान ्,वारानसी 
मृ छक टकम ्–देएवंिस ा तः –सं कृतपु तकभ डारः –किलकाता 
अिभ ानशकु तलम ्–अ यापकःस यर जन यानाज  
अिभ ानशकु तलम ्– अ यापकःअिनलच बसुः 
आधिुनकसं कृतसा ह य –(१९१० -२०१०) –अ या पकाऋताच टोपा याय- सं कृतपु तकभ डारः –
किलकाता 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The length-weight relationship of females and malesLepidocephalichthysirrorata were 
LogW = -2.625 + 3.233 LogL and LogW = -2.060 + 2.859 LogL respectively. The ‘b’ 
value of females was found to be generally higher than the males. The high value of 
correlation co-efficient (r) 0.991 for females and 0.995 for males showed a high positive 
correlation between the two parameters. The mean values of relative condition factor 
(Kn) observed in male was 1.009 and in female 1.007.The values suggest the well-being 
of the fish. 
 
Keywords: Length-Weight Relationship, Relative condition factor, 
Lepidocephalichthysirrorata etc. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

L. irrorata (local name: Nganapnakuppi) is an endemic loach and smallest 
member of the genus found in Manipur. This species belong to the Order – 
Cypriniformes; Family - Cobitidae.          

Due to extortion in the freshwater ecosystem the availability of this fish in 
natural habitat and consequently in the market is decreasing. It is placed under the 
vulnerable category of conservation of fauna (Ponniah & Sarkar, 2001). It has high 
nutritive value (Vishwanath &Sarojnalini, 1988). Some people dry it in big trays and 
then ground into powder, which is used as a condiment with vegetables. It is also 
considered as a good item for soup preparation. 
 This fish has been associated with the culture of the Meitei community in this state from 
immemorable time. The preparation of the fish is fed to the newly married couple on the 
wedding night. The belief is that it makes the couple inseparable in life. 
 No attempt has been made to study the length-weight relationship and relative condition 
factor of L. irrorata. The determination of a precise mathematical relationship between 
length-weight of a fish forms one of the important aspects in the study of biology of a 
fish.  

 Thus, an attempt has been made to study the length-weight relationship and 
relative condition factor to assess the general well-being and maturity of L. irrorata in 
natural habitat. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 Samples of live fishes were collected from the local fishermen. Length-Weight 
relationship was analysed separately for males and females from the data of 322 
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specimens having a length range 28mm to 56mm and weight range 0.113gm to 0.957gm. 
Total body length and weight were taken for the estimation of length-weight relationship 
and relative condition factor. The length-weight relationship has been estimated using the 
ideal equation, LogW = Log a + b LogL. The co-efficient of correlation (r) were also 
calculated for males and females. The relative condition factor of each size group was 
estimated by using the equation Kn = W/ W , Where, W= Observed weight and W = 
Calculated weight. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The graphical representation of relationship between LogW and LogL of 
females and males are expressed in Figs. 1 & 2 respectively. The results indicated a 
straight line relationship confirming the general equation of Le Cren (1951): W= aLn. 
The regression equations obtained for different sexes are as follows: 
 Male         LogW = -2.060 + 2.859 logL 
 Female     LogW = -2.625 + 3.233 logL 

Ideally, the growth co-efficient (b) of a fish species should be close to 3.0 
(Allen, 1938). According to Lagler (1952), generally the growth pattern follows the cube 
law. However, Hile (1936) and Martin (1949) reported that, the value of exponent ‘b’ 
usually ranged between 2.5 and 4.0. In the present study the calculated value of ‘b’ for 
males (2.859) and females (3.233) fall within the range as given by Hile and Martin. The 
results of calculated ‘b’ values in males and females species reveal that the fish obeyed 
the cube law. Hence, it can be further accepted that males &females species do not 
change its shape as they grows. Similar report was given by Karamchandaniet al. (1967). 
In the present study it is also observed that the mean ‘b’ value of females were found 
higher than the males indicating that the females have better condition and growth than 
the males. Similar observations were also made by Homiara (1992), Kosygin (1998), 
Juliana (2002), Das (2004), Biswas and Hatikakoty (2004), Linthoingambi (2005), 
Shendge (2007). The difference in the value of ‘b’ indicates that the females were 
heavier than the males of the same length and the growth of female fish was slightly 
affected due to weight of the ripe ovary. 

The calculated value of ‘r’ i.e. correlation co-efficient were 0.995 and 0.991 for 
males and females indicating a very high degree of correlation between the total length 
and weight of the fish i.e. with the increase in total length there is marked increase in 
weight. 

The calculation of ‘Kn’ value is suitable for the investigation of seasonal 
changes in condition and for maturation studies. The value of ‘Kn’ is related with 
physiological factors like maturity, spawning and environmental factors like availability 
of food (Brown, 1957). Its high value indicates well-being of fish. The mean ‘Kn’ values 
of each size group of both females and males are given in Figs. 3 & 4. The ‘Kn’ values of 
females and males were found to be fluctuating between 0.895 to 1.163 and 0.812 to 
1.158. In females the highest ‘Kn’ was found at the size of 44.5mm and in males it was 
fall at the size of 44.3. The higher value of ‘Kn’ at the size group 44 - 46mm in both the 
sexes may be attributed to the first sexual maturity and first spawning of this species. The 
relative condition one is also reported in other in Upeneussulphureus(Boraey and 
Soliman, 1987), in Cirrhinareba (Shendge, 2007). 
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Fig. 1: Relationship between Log L and Log W of L. irrorata(females).  
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Fig. 2: Relationship between Log L and Log W of L. irrorata(males).  
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Fig. 3: Relationship between total length and relative condition factor of L. irrorata 

(female). 
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Fig. 4: Relationship between total length and relative condition factor of L. irrorata 

(male). 
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Abstract 

In the last few decades Language Learning Strategies (LLSs) have received 
considerable importance in the field of second or foreign language (SL/FL) learning. 
The present paper investigates the impact of LLSs instruction on the writing proficiency 
of 450 undergraduate Assamese ESL learners. It is an intervention study conducted with 
a goal to examine if LLSs instruction enhances experimental groups’ ability in writing 
summary and essay in English. Though there was no significant difference between 
control and experimental groups in their performance in writing summary and essay in 
English before strategy instruction, it was found that there was an impact after the LLSs 
instruction which is evident from the independent samples t-test. The F values (20.212 
& 68.705) and the obtained T values (41.231 & 39.369) were found to be significant 
(p=.000; p<.05). This implies that the mean scores in summary and essay writing of the 
experimental and control groups differ statistically significantly after the LLSs 
treatment. Thus, it can be concluded that the experimental group outperformed the 
control group after receiving LLSs instruction. 
 
Key words: Language Learning Strategies, Assamese ESL Learners, LLS Instruction, 
Writing Proficiency, SBI 
 
Introduction 

English being the second or official language of the state of Assam, teaching and 
learning of this language is considered extremely important in educational institutions.  
Hence teaching and learning of English is introduced in the early stages of school 
education. Knowledge of English guarantees better economic and social status for an 
individual in life. English is therefore, also a compulsory subject in the educational 
curriculum of the state. Beside that the growth of a large number of English medium 
private schools during the last few decades also signifies its importance. Most parents 
prefer to send their wards to an English medium school. In spite of having a favourable 
teaching learning atmosphere, learning English is still considered to be a very difficult 
task by most learners. Even at the undergraduate level, having learnt English for about 
ten to twelve years, Assamese ESL learners exhibit competence and performance below 
expected level.  An important reason behind this can be excessive teacher centric 
pedagogical practice. Modern research in the SL/FL learning contexts indicates that the 
ESL and EFL classrooms are mostly teacher centric and suggests that they should be 
made more learner centric. It applies to Assam also. The present teaching learning 
situation in Assam such as curriculum development, text-book preparation, teaching and 
evaluation etc., concentrate primarily on what the teacher is expected to do in the class 
and how the learners are expected to perform in the examinations. Little or no attention 
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is paid on how the learners are expected to approach the learning task. On the contrary, 
modern research recommends that learners should be autonomous and teachers should 
merely be facilitators of learning. The educational system should prepare learners for 
autonomous learning because in this era of information explosion it is not possible for 
any educational system to teach learners everything. Therefore, the teacher’s primary 
role in the language classroom is to provide awareness and training of LLSs to his/her 
students. LLSs are ‘operations employed by the learner to aid the acquisition, storage, 
retrieval, and use of information…; specific actions taken by the learners to make 
learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self-directed, more effective, and more 
transferable to new situations.’ (Oxford, 1990:8) 
 
Review of literature 

The concept of Language Learning Strategies (LLS) is the outcome of the 
development of cognitivist theory in language learning during 1970s. LLS are good 
indicators of how learners approach tasks or problems encountered during the process of 
language learning. Moreover, “appropriate language learning strategies result in 
improved proficiency and greater self-confidence” (Oxford, 1990:1). LLS capture the 
process of learning a language. Therefore, LLS instruction helps learners understand 
their language learning process and exert some control over these processes. Learners 
become more responsible and autonomous in learning. The effectiveness of language 
learning can be enhanced if less effective learners are exposed to a repertoire of LLS.  

Writing is a difficult skill to master for the language learners. Beginners 
struggle to find appropriate words and advanced students find it difficult to link their 
ideas with coherence and to produce appropriate target language discourse. A number of 
studies have proved positive result of LLSs instruction for writing skill development. 
For example Sexton, Harris & Graham (1998), Wischgoll (2016), Cer (2019) etc. 

Sexton, Harris & Graham (1998) conducted a study where The Self-Regulated 
Strategy Development (SRSD) model was used to assist six students with learning 
disabilities (LD) develop a strategy for planning and writing essays, self-regulation of 
the strategy and the writing process, and positive attributions regarding effort and 
strategy use. The students received all services in a team-based inclusion setting; the 
process writing model was used in the team. Instructional effects were investigated 
using a multiple-baseline across-subjects design. Instruction had a positive effect on 
students' approach to writing, writing performance, and attributions for writing. Effects 
transferred across settings and teachers; maintenance data was mixed. It was found that 
collaborative practice of the composition and self-regulation strategies appears critical 
for students with LD. 

Wischgoll (2016) conducted a research in the high school setting that showed 
that the acquisition of writing skills could be supported by single-strategy training. It 
was examined if the development of academic writing skills could also be effectively 
supported by training single strategies or even combined strategies. The focus of the 
study was on the benefit of combined cognitive strategies with and without a 
metacognitive strategy. Sixty German-speaking psychology undergraduates participated 
in the study which lasted for three hours. All participants wrote an abstract of an 
empirical article. It was found that learners who received the additional self-monitoring 
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strategy intervention benefited significantly more in terms of acquisition of academic 
writing skills and the quality of their texts than learners who did not receive this 
intervention. 

Cer (2019) conducted a study to investigate the effect of metacognitive 
strategies of “knowledge of cognition” and “regulation of cognition,” for improving 
learners’ writing skills. The working group for the study included 44 pupils (21 control, 
23 experimental) at a private secondary school. The pupils in the experimental group 
were instructed in metacognitive strategy-based writing practices, whereas the pupils in 
the control group were instructed in traditional writing practices. The results revealed 
positive result of the LLSs instruction and it is concluded that it is necessary to 
effectively use the metacognitive strategy in learning and teaching to improve writing 
skills. 
 
Hypothesis and Research Questions 

In the backdrop of above discussion the present study was undertaken to 
investigate the impact of LLSs instruction on writing skill development of Assamese 
ESL learners. In this context following hypothesis and research questions were 
formulated. 
H0: There is no significant impact of the Language Learning Strategies (LLSs) 
instruction on the Assamese ESL learners’ performance in writing summary and essay 
in English. 
Research Questions: 
1. Is there any difference between control and experimental groups in their 

performance in writing summary and essay in English before strategy instruction? 
2. Is there any difference between control and experimental groups in their 

performance in writing summary and essay in English after strategy instruction? 
 
Methodology 

This Intervention Study adopted an experimental design known as ‘pre-test - post-
test control-group design’. The target population in the study was the first semester 
undergraduate Assamese ESL learners from the humanities and allied subjects of 
Dibrugarh University, Assam. They had 10 to 12 years of English learning experience at 
the time of the experiment. The average age of the participants was 19 to 20 years. A 
total of 450 participants took part in the study. The learners were pretested before LLSs 
treatment. They were then divided into control group (N=225) and experimental group 
(N=225). The control group did not receive any special teaching. They received 
traditional method of teaching. The experimental group received LLSs instruction for 
four weeks on different LLSs pertaining to writing skill development in English. After 
the treatment sessions, the groups were again post tested on the same writing activity 
questionnaire in order to identify the impact, if any, of the LLSs instruction on the 
experimental group. 

A writing activity questionnaire was designed as an instrument to test the 
participants’ writing proficiency in English. The questionnaire contained two summary 
writing activities and an essay writing activity. Out of the two passages, one was 
selected from previous undergraduate level question papers of the Dibrugarh University 
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and the other was selected from the TOEFL (2005).  In order to make the task 
challenging and to sustain learners’ interest, the passages having difficulty level of 
slightly above the learners’ usual proficiency level were selected. Topics for the essay 
writing activity were selected from TOEFL (2005). These included topics of general 
interest of learners which help in the assessment of learners’ ability for descriptive and 
argumentative writing. There were four options for the essay writing task. The 
questionnaire contained space in it for writing the summaries and the essay. The 
experiment lasted for four weeks comprising of three phases. The first phase was the 
pre-test, second phase was the LLSs instruction and the third phase was the post-test. 
 
Results and Findings 
Results for the first research question: 
1. Is there any difference between control and experimental groups in their performance 
in writing summary and essay in English before strategy instruction? 

 
An independent samples t-test is carried out to identify if there is any significant 

difference between the control and the experimental groups in their performance in 
writing summary and essay before LLSs instruction. Table 1 indicates that the 
difference in the score of the two groups in summary (experimental group M=3.74, 
SD=1.03 and control group M=3.75, SD=1.03) and essay writing (experimental group 
M=2.12, SD=.85 and control group M=2.14, SD=.86) is not very high. However, in 
order to know if the differences are statistically significant, it is necessary to look into 
the results presented in Table 2. The Leven’s test for equality of variances states that the 
F values (.052 & .205) are not significant (p=.820 & .651; p>.05). Therefore, there is not 
much variability in the mean scores of the two groups. The T values (.092 & .330) are 
not significant (p=.927 & .741; p>.05). It indicates that the difference in the mean scores 
of the two groups in writing summary and essay was not statistically significant before 
LLSs treatment. Thus, there are no differences between control and experimental groups 
in their performance in writing summary and essay in English before strategy 
instruction.  
 

Table 1: Mean Scores of the Summary and Essay Writing in Pre-test 
 

Group N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 
Std. Error 

Mean 
Summary Writing Experimental 

Group 
225 3.74 1.033 .069 

Control Group 225 3.75 1.027 .068 
Essay Writing  Experimental 

Group 
225 2.12 .853 .057 

Control Group 225 2.14 .859 .057 
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Table 2: T-test of Groups in Writing Summary and Essay in Pre-test 

  Levene's 
Test for 
Equality 

of 
Variances 

t-test for Equality of Means 

  

  

95% 
Confidence 
Interval of 

the 
Difference 

  

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 
(2-

taile
d) 

Mean 
Differen

ce 

Std. 
Error 

Differe
nce 

Low
er 

Uppe
r 

Summary 
Writing 

Equal 
variance
s 
assumed 

.052 .820 -
.092 

448 .927 -.009 .097 -.200 .182 

Equal 
variance
s not 
assumed 

  

-
.092 

447.9
82 

.927 -.009 .097 -.200 .182 

Essay 
Writing  

Equal 
variance
s 
assumed 

.205 .651 -
.330 

448 .741 -.027 .081 -.185 .132 

Equal 
variance
s not 
assumed 

  

-
.330 

447.9
75 

.741 -.027 .081 -.185 .132 

 
Results for the second research question: 
2. Is there any difference between control and experimental groups in their 
performance in writing summary and essay in English after strategy instruction? 
Contrary to the previous finding, it can be observed from Tables 3 and 4, that there is 
a significant impact of the LLSs instruction on the Assamese ESL learners’ 
performance in writing summary and essay in English. 
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As evident from Table 3, there is a considerable difference in the mean scores of 

the experimental group and control group in writing summary (experimental group 
M=7.35, SD=.72 and control group M=4.07, SD=.95) and essay (experimental group 
M=4.91, SD=.56 and control group M=2.37, SD=.79) in the post-test context. The 
Leven’s test for equality of variances in Table 4 states that the F values (20.212 & 
68.705) are significant (p=.000; p>.05). The obtained T values (41.231 & 39.369) are 
also significant (p=.000; p<.05). It implies that the mean scores in summary and essay 
writing of the experimental and control groups differ statistically significantly after the 
LLSs treatment. Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected. LLSs instruction does have an 
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impact on the Assamese ESL learners’ performance in writing summary and essay in 
English. 
 
Discussion 
The impact of LLSs instruction in writing skill development was significant. The data 
analysis revealed that the difference in the mean scores of the experimental and control 
groups in writing summary and essay was not statistically significant before LLSs 
treatment. However, the mean scores in summary and essay writing of the experimental 
and control groups differed statistically significantly after the LLSs treatment. This 
indicates that before LLSs intervention the two groups were homogenous in their ability 
in writing summary and essay, but after the LLSs intervention the experimental group 
outperformed the control group. This finding lends credibility of the LLSs instruction 
for writing skill development of the Assamese ESL learners which is in line with 
Sexton, Harris & Graham (1998), Wischgoll (2016), Cer (2019). 
 
Conclusion 
The findings of the present study proved that LLSs are teachable and after the LLSs 
instruction the members of the experimental group outperformed the control group in 
the proficiency level. The study recommends that LLSs instruction should be introduced 
in the Assamese ESL teaching learning situation to increase language proficiency. The 
findings further suggest that the curriculum planners and policy makers should integrate 
strategies-b 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 All investments are risky because the investor elements together along with his hard-
earned money. A green investor with the right training can reduce risk and maximize 
profits. Investors have plenty of funding avenues to park their saving. The risk and go 
back available from every one of those funding avenues vary from one avenue to 
another. The investors count on greater returns with a distinctly lesser risk. Many human 
beings aren't willing to take a risk for his or her funds, such a lot of favour to put money 
into financial institution deposits, put up workplace saving or gold etc. Many of the 
human beings aren't privy to a way to put money into shares, bonds, debentures etc. No 
ache no benefit is the golden precept of funding management. They have a look at 
specifically offers with the investors’ mindset toward investments withinside the 
Tirunelveli district. The study is carried out through dependent questionnaires, Primary 
records accrued from the one hundred fifty respondents’ withinside the Tirunelveli 
district. The convenient sampling method has been used for the study. The core goal of 
the study is to investigate the Socio-Economic profile of the investors, Factors 
influencing investors' decisions making and level of investors' attitude had been 
analyzed. A statistical evaluation like percentage, mean, skewness and correlations had 
been used for the evaluation. The study discloses that the maximum of the investors' 
selection making and risk evaluation based on the mindset of the investors. The effect at 
the investors' mindset toward investments has a nice mindset, and additionally, investors 
assume greater in protection and much less risk with better returns for his or her 
investments. 
 
Keywords: Investment Decisions, Risk Assessment, Investment, And Investor Attitude. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 In this modern world, cash performs an essential function in a single's life. To conquer 
the troubles in future humans need to make investments their cash in a single or 
different available avenue. Investment of hard-earned cash is a critical pastime of each 
human being. Investment is the dedication of funds that have been stored from cutting-
edge intake with the desire that a few blessings may be obtained withinside the destiny. 
Savings of the humans are invested in property relying on their hazard and predicted go 
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back from the funding, Safety of cash, Liquidity, the available avenues for funding, 
various monetary institutions, etc. 
 The area of funding is even extra dynamic than it changed into a decade ago. World 
activities are unexpectedly developing that adjust the values of a particular property. 
The traders have many properties to pick out from, and the quantity of records to be had 
to the traders is outstanding and constantly developing. The key to a hit monetary plan 
is to maintain aside an extra big quantity of financial savings and make investments it 
intelligently. These investments aren't secure from dangers, so one needs to attempt to 
recognize what form of risks are associated with them earlier than taking action. To 
understand the traits of every one of the distinct styles of investments. Investors need to 
have sufficient monetary knowledge. Savings shape a vital a part of the economic 
system of any nation, with the financial savings invested in diverse alternatives to be 
had to the humans, the cash acts because of the driving force for the increase of the 
country. The look at on the whole makes a speciality of the diverse funding avenues to 
be had to the investor, elements taken into consideration for funding. People in recent 
times aren't equipped to undergo the risk, however on the equal time, extra risk ends in 
extra profit. Investors cannot keep away from risk; however, they are able to decrease 
the risk with the aid of using making an investment their cash in diverse styles of 
investments for you to get a slight profit. The present study tries to make an Investors 
Attitude towards investments in the Tirunelveli District. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
 The majority of them still rely on the banking system to make investments 
their financial savings the usage of the excess quantity they've with themselves. Banks 
have regularly decreased the interest payable on deposits. There is a regular decline in 
interest rates presented by banks no matter the great cry raised by retired human beings 
and depositors. They aren't privy to different establishments which can be as secure as 
banks for his or her funding. Hence, it'd be a greater benefit to have a look at the 
numerous different alternatives to be had for buying higher returns on one's hard-earned 
financial savings from the prepared system. The investors' mindset in the direction of 
investments is low risk and greater returns on their investments. So, in the present study, 
an attempt has been made by the researcher to know, how a ways investors are aware of 
the various investment decisions and their attitude towards investments in Tirunelveli 
district. 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
1. To observe the Socio-Economic profile of the investors. 
2. To examine the ranking of the factors influencing the investors' decision making. 
3. To measure the level of investors attitude towards investments. 
4. To study the investors' attitude towards investments. 
5. To provide appropriate suggestions based on the findings of the study. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 
The researches have a look at is primarily based totally on each number one and 
secondary data. Primary data has been gathered through surveying a hundred and 
fifty respondents in Tirunelveli District. The Secondary data had 
been gathered from some journals, Internet, Published thesis etc., for the research a 
hundred and fifty investors in Tirunelveli District have been selected. Convenient 
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sampling technique was adopted and a Percentage analysis, Mean, Standard Deviation, 
Correlation and Skewness has been applied. 
 SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE OF THE INVESTORS: 
 The Investors attitude at any time is dependent on a complex and varying mixture of the 
socio-Economic background of the investors.  In the present study, the Socio-Economic 
profile of the selected investors' attitude towards the investments is discussed with the 
help of following variables such as gender, education status, occupation, experience, 
monthly income and monthly savings respectively.  

Table: 1 
Socio-Economic Profile of the Investors 

S. 
No. 

Status No. of 
Investors 

Per cent 

Gender 
1. 
2. 
3. 

Male  
Female 
Transgender 

80 
60 
10 

53 
40 
07 

Total 150 100 
Education 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Up to HSC 
Graduation 
Post-graduation 
Professional 

20 
75 
40 
15 

13 
50 
27 
10 

Total 150 100 
Occupation 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Govt. Employees 
Pvt. Employees 
Professionals 
Retired Personnel 

35 
80 
15 
20 

23 
53 
10 
14 

Total 150 100 
Experience 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Below 3 years 
3-5 years 
6-10 years 
Above 10 years 

45 
60 
30 
15 

30 
40 
20 
10 

Total 150 100 
Monthly Income 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Less than Rs.10,000 
Rs. 10,001 – Rs. 20,000 
Rs. 20,001-30,000 
More than Rs. 40,000 

30 
65 
40 
15 

20 
43 
27 
10 

Total 150 100 
Monthly Savings 

1. Less than Rs 5,000 95 63 
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2. 
3. 

Rs. 5,001 – Rs. 10,000 
More than Rs. 10,000 

40 
15 

27 
10 

Total 150 100 
Source: Primary Data 
 Table 1 reveals that Socio-Economic conditions of the investors state that 80(53%) of 
the investors belong to male and the rest of the investors belongs to female and 
transgender. 75(50%) of the investors educated at the graduate level, 80(53%) of the 
investors were Private. Employees, 60(40%) of the investors have 3-5 years of 
experience, 65(43%) of the investors monthly income between Rs. 10,001 – Rs.20, 000 
and 95(63%) of the investors have their monthly saving of less than Rs. 5,000. 
RANKING FOR THE FACTORS INFLUENCE INVESTMENT DECISION 
MAKING: 

In this study,many factors affect the Investment Decision makingconsist of 
twelve elements such as Less Risk, Large family income, Higher savings, Higher Rate 
of Return, Prestigious Issue, Speculation, Capital Growth, Safety / Security for the 
capital, Tax Benefits, Stability of Return, Purchasing Power Stability and Liquidity. 
Table: 2 show the ranking for the items comprising the various factors influence in 
Investment Decision making which constitutes 12 items. Objects were represented to a 5 
point Likert scale ranging from 'Very High' to 'Very Low'. The ranking has been done 
based on the mean values.  

Table 2 
Various factors influence the Investment Decision making 

Various factors influence in 
Investment Decision making Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis 

Less Risk 3.49 1.312 -.220 -1.368 

Large family income 3.43 1.227 -.091 -1.073 
Higher savings 3.35 1.078 -.031 -.729 
Higher Rate of Return 3.35 1.257 .084 -1.545 
Prestigious Issue 3.33 1.260 -.092 -1.296 
Speculation 3.29 1.286 .110 -1.404 
Capital Growth 3.28 1.234 -.024 -1.101 
Safety / Security for 
 the capital 3.27 1.412 -.329 -1.266 

Tax Benefits 3.23 1.330 -.153 -1.107 
Stability of Return 3.22 1.296 .301 -1.508 
Purchasing Power Stability 3.21 1.173 -.187 -.908 
Liquidity 3.20 1.302 .092 -1.414 
Source: Calculated Value 

The table 2 exhibits that "Less Risk" is the top-ranked various factors influence 
in the Investment Decisionmaking with a mean value of 3.49 and “Liquidity” is the 
twelfth ranked various factors influence in the Investment Decisions making with a 
mean value of 3.20.  Hence, it can be concluded by the Researcher that “Less Risk” is 
the top-ranked various factors influence in the Investment Decisionmaking. 
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RANKING FORPREFERENCE OF INVESTMENTS: 
In this study,Preference of Investmentsconsists of eight factors such as Fixed 

Deposits, Post Office Savings, Gold / Silver, Institutional Investments, Chit Funds, 
Pension Funds, Real Estate, and Insurance Policies. Table: 3 show the ranking for the 
items comprising the Preference of Investments which constitutes eight items. Objects 
were represented to a 5 point Likert scale ranging from ‘Highly agree’ to ‘highly 
disagree'. The ranking has been done based on the mean values.  

Table 3 
Preference for Investments 

Preference for Investments Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis 
Fixed Deposits 3.71 1.211 -.547 -.726 
Post Office Savings 3.38 1.393 -.327 -1.184 
Gold / Silver 3.31 1.213 -.121 -1.063 
Mutual Funds 3.25 1.281 -.112 -1.043 
Chit Funds 3.22 1.254 .211 -1.421 
Pension Funds 3.20 1.215 .000 -.837 
Real Estate 3.05 1.277 .181 -1.070 
Insurance Policies 3.01 1.260 .239 -1.159 
Source: Calculated Value 

The above table: 3 reveals that “Fixed Deposits” is the top-ranked Preference 
of Investments with a mean value of 3.71 and "Insurance Policies" is the eighth-ranked 
Preference of Investments with a mean value of 3.01.  Hence, it can be concluded by the 
Researcher that the majority of the investors are preferred in “Fixed Deposits” is the 
top-ranked Preference of Investments with a high mean value of 3.71. 
 LEVEL OF ATTITUDES TOWARDS INVESTMENTS: 

Levels of Attitudes towards investmentshave been classified into Low, 
Medium and High categories. Table 4 shows the level of Attitudes towards investment 
among the sample investors.  

Table 4 
Attitudes towards investments 

Source: Primary Data 

 The table 4 describes that 14(09 per cent) of investors have a low level of Attitudes 
towards investments, 67(45 per cent) of investors have a medium level of Attitudes 
towards investments and 69(46 per cent) of investors have a high level of Attitudes 
towards investments. Hence, it is concluded by the Researcher that the majority of 
69(46 per cent) of the investors have a high level of Attitudes towards investments. 

Level of Attitudes towards 
investments Frequency Per cent 

Low 14 09 
Medium 67 45 

High 69 46 

Total 150 100 
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RELATIONSHIP AMONG DIMENSIONS OF ATTITUDE TOWARDS 
INVESTMENTS: 

 In this studyAttitude towards Investments consists of four variables that 
measure Economic Aspect, Safety and Security Aspect, Enhanced and Supportive 
Aspect and Motivational Aspect. 

Table 5 
The relationship among dimensions of Attitude towards Investments 

Attitude 
towards  
Investments 

Economic 
Aspect 

Safety and 
Security 
Aspect 

Enhanced and 
Supportive 
Aspect 

Motivational 
Aspect 

Economic 
Aspect 1.000 0.258** 0.234** 0.141 

Safety and 
Security Aspect  1.000 0.474** 0.041** 

Enhanced and 
Supportive 
Aspect 

  1.000 0.326** 

Motivational 
Aspect    1.000** 

Source: Calculated Value 
** Correlation is significance at 0.01% level (2-tailed). 

Table 5 inferred that the correlation coefficient for Attitude towards 
Investments. The Researcher can conclude that the Economic Aspect has a positive and 
robust relation with Safety and Security Aspect (25.8%), Enhanced and Supportive 
Aspect (23.4%) and Motivational Aspect (14.1%). Safety and Security Aspect has a 
positive and robust relation with Enhanced and Supportive Aspect (47.4%) and 
Enhanced and Supportive Aspect (4.1%). Enhanced and Supportive Aspect has a 
positive and robust relationship with the Motivational Aspect (32.6%).     
 
FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION: 
FINDINGS: 
 It is found from table 1 stated that 80(53%) of the investors belong to a male, 

75(50%) of the investors' education at the graduate level, 80(53%) of the investors 
were Private. Employees, 60(40%) of the investors have 3-5 years of experience, 
65(43%) of the investors monthly income between Rs. 10,001 – Rs.20, 000 and 
95(63%) of the investors have their monthly saving of less than Rs. 5,000. 

 Table 2 found that “Less Risk” is the top-ranked various factors influence in the 
Investment Decision making. 

 Table 3 stated that the majority of the investors are preferred in “Fixed Deposits” is 
the top-ranked Preference of Investments with a high mean value of 3.71. 

 Table 4 reveals that the majority of 69(46 per cent) of the investors have a high 
level of Attitudes towards investments. 

 Table 5 found that the correlation coefficient for Attitude towards Investments. The 
Researcher can conclude that the Economic Aspect has a positive and robust 
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relation with Safety and Security Aspect (25.8%), Enhanced and Supportive Aspect 
(23.4%) and Motivational Aspect (14.1%). Safety and Security Aspect has a 
positive and robust relation with Enhanced and Supportive Aspect (47.4%) and 
Enhanced and Supportive Aspect (4.1%). Enhanced and Supportive Aspect has a 
positive and robust relationship with the Motivational Aspect (32.6%).   

 
SUGGESTIONS: 
 
Based on the study, the researcher offers a few suggestions and recommendations. They 
are:  
 Apart from the male & female, the transgender, in particular, have less knowledge 

of the investment avenues available. Hence, Programmes to be arranged either by 
the government or private authorized agencies to make people aware of the 
investment avenues available. 

 Educated people participate in the investment in large numbers, but the less 
educated people who have no knowledge, skills, and awareness towards it invest 
less.  Hence, it is the need of the hour to create awareness among the less educated 
people to invest in the future. 

 Private Employees are the major investors in investments avenues, the other 
segment, i.e. the government employees and others invest less.  Hence, the 
government employees, the students, homemakers, farmers, rural business people 
and others who have less knowledge in investment must be given adequately 
guided to invest.   

 Educated people participate in the investment in large numbers, but the less 
educated people who have no knowledge, skills, and awareness towards it invest 
less.  Hence, it is the need of the hour to create awareness among the less educated 
people to invest in the future. 

 The less income group (between Rs.10, 001 to Rs.20, 000) has a tendency to make 
investments less. Because of the lack of fund as well as lack of confidence in the 
investments. Once, they started to get reasonable returns from their investment; 
they will tend to invest more such avenues to be created more and more. 

 Investors are to choose the type of investments carefully based on their investment 
objectives and financial goals. 

 The period of investment should be extended. So, the investor can get more profits, 
Dividends and capital appreciation. 

 Investors in general, expect more safety for the funds invested by them.  But, it is 
seen that more the returns, more the risks involved.  The government should ensure 
maximum possible protection for the funds spent in the accredited institutions. 

 
CONCLUSIONS: 
 The study discloses that most of the investors' decision making and risk assessment 
based on the attitude of the investors. The impact on the investors' attitude towards 
investments has a positive attitude, and also investors expect less risk with higher 
returns for their investments.  
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Abstract 

Agriculture is considered one of the most important sectors in India. Paddy cultivation 
plays a vital role in agricultural field .But its growth is affected by various diseases. If 
the diseases are not identified in the early stage, production can be decreased. To avoid 
the losses in the quantity of agriculture products and in the yield, an important key is 
the recognition of plant diseases. For the sustainable agriculture, disease recognition 
and health monitoring on plants is very harmful. Rice is one of the major crops and so 
classification of its diseases is very important in order to prevent the losses in the 
yields and quantity. This paper proposes a rice disease detection system using various 
machine learning algorithms for detection of three rice diseases such as Bacterial Leaf  
Blight, Brown Spot and Leaf Smut. Historical data is used to train the machine 
learning models like, Logistic regression, Decision tree regressor and KNN. By using 
this approach one can detect the disease at an early stage and necessary steps could be 
taken to minimize the loss of production. 

Keywords: Decision Tree Algorithm, Jupyter Notebook, Machine Learning, Rice 
Plant Disease Detection, Python. 
 
Introduction 

Plant disease distorts and damages the plant's normal structure, growth and function. 
Disease reduces quality as well as quantity of the crops which in turn affects the 
economy of country. In many countries, for human beings one of the important 
sources of earning is agriculture. Based on the environmental conditions of land and 
need various food plants are harvested by the farmers. However, the farmers are 
facing several problems like natural disasters, shortage of water, plant diseases, etc. 
By providing some technical facilities most of the problems are reduced. Carrying 
out the on time prevention from the disease may enhance the productivity of food and 
hence the search for the experts is not necessary. 

In the agriculture domain one of the necessary research topics is the recognition of 
plant disease. Recently, recognition and classification of plant diseases is a 
demanding task. To avoid the losses in the quantity of agriculture products and in the 
yield, an important key is the recognition of plant diseases. 

The related studies of the recognition of plant diseases mean that the diseases are the 
visible patterns observed on the plants. Manually, the plant diseases are more difficult 
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for the monitoring process. For the manual process it needs more processing time, 
large amount of work and expertise in the diseases of plant. Since Rice is the major 
crop, classification of disease in paddy is very important as it prevents the losses in 
the yields and quantity. This machine learning model will contribute in country’s 
agricultural development by automatically identifying and classifying diseases from 
the images of rice leaves. 

We have focused on the identification of three rice leaf disease detection. 

Bacterial Leaf Blight- 

Elongated lesions appear near the leaf tips and margins, and turns white to yellow and 
then grey due     to fungal attack. It causes wilting of seedlings and yellowing and 
drying of leaves. 

 Brown Spot- 

Dark brown colored and round to oval shaped lesions on rice leaves. When infection 
occurs in the seed, unfilled grains or spotted or discolored seeds are formed. 

Leaf Smut-  

Small black linear lesions on leaf blades, leaf tips may turn grey and dry. The 
characteristic sign of rice with leaf smut is the presence of small black spots on the 
leaves. They are slightly raised and angular and give the leaves the appearance of 
having been sprinkled with ground pepper. Coverage by 1these spots is most 
complete on the oldest leaves. The tips of some leaves with the most infection may 
die. 

The dataset that we used here is converted into CSV format using Color Layout 
Image Filtering method implemented in WEKA. It consists of 33 attributes. Then we 
apply three different kinds of machine learning algorithms KNN, Logistic Regression 
and Decision Tree for detecting the disease. 

For deployment of the model, we use Flask python web application framework in 
which we enter input data and in return it shows us the result by detecting the kind of 
a disease the rice plant is having. 

Problem Statement 
Farmer’s bread and butter is earned through his farm. He puts in a great deal of hard 
work, resources,          time and hope when he starts sowing. Crop diseases are throw a 
long shadow on his income as they          detriment both quality and quantity of the 
crop to an extent that depends on their spread. Since the beginning, farmers have 
sought to manual methods for disease detection. These methods are tiresome and take 
long time. In order to improve efficiency, we need an alternate approach so we can 
shed the primitive one. The proposed solution is a software application for the same, 
that can self-execute and takes lesser time 

Solution 

We built a user interface with the help of Flask to make this model useful for end users 
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mainly farmers. Our main objective is to classify whether the rice plant is having 
Bacterial Leaf Blight, Brown Spot or Leaf Smut using various machine learning 
algorithms like Logistic Regression, Decision Tree and KNN. 

Literature Review 

The deep learning techniques have been used for six rice disease detection commonly 
seen in the paddy fields of Bangladesh. The pre-trained models of CNN such as 
MobileNet-v1 , Inception -v3 and Resnet50 have yielded gratifying outcome [1]. An 
extensive survey of different deep learning algorithms for plant disease prediction is 
provided  which will help in early detection of diseases and taking precautionary 
measures to maintain quality of crop, reduce losses which will in turn increase the 
yield of food crop[2]. 

Another study presents a prototype system for the identification of the diseases and 
classification of rice plants using plant images using machine learning. For achieving 
accuracy in the test data, techniques like K-means clustering and multiclass 
classification using SVM have been used [3]. 

This paper presents various machine learning techniques such as K-Nearest Neighbor 
(KNN), Naïve Bayes, Multinomial Logistic Regression, Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) and Random Forest to predict Mustard Crop yield by soil analysis. 
Performance analysis of these techniques based on accuracy, recall, precision, 
specificity and f-score have been done which showed that KNN and ANN predict most 
accurate results comparatively for mustard crop yield prediction.[4] 

A multilayer CNN is used for the classification of diseased plant leaf images of four 
different plants showing the higher classification accuracy of the proposed model [5]. 
Another paper comprises the identification and measures for preventing crop 
destruction by the various pests in the agriculture firsld by classifying them using a 
microprocessor along with infrared camera and normal camera which would be 
attached to a quadcopter that would fly over the field and identifying the pest [6] 

Pattern recognition techniqueshave been used for the detection of three cotton leaf 
diseases i.e. Bacterial Blight, Myrothecium and Alternaria. The data used for this work 
is obtained in form of images from the fields at Central Institute of Cotton Research 
Nagpur,Dr. PanjabraoDeshmukhKrishiVidyapeeth, Akola and the cotton fields in 
Buldana and Wardha district. Image segmentation is done using active contour model 
and Hus moments are used for the training of adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system. 
The accuracy of the model came out to be 85 percent [7] 

Another paper presented SVM-based Multiple Classifier System for Recognition of 
Wheat Leaf Diseases. The RGB image is converted into HSV image and then random 
forest algorithm is applied. Using Random Forest Classifier, the model was trained 
using 160 imagesof papaya leaves. The model could predict with an accuracy of 70% 
.Using Random forest classifier, the model was trained using 160 images of papaya 
leaves. The model could classify with approximate 70 percent accuracy.Using Random 
forest classifier, the model was trained using 160 images of papaya leaves. The model 
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could classify with approximate 70 percent accuracy [8]. 

An attempt was made to detect banana bacterial wilt (BBW) and banana black sigatoka 
(BBS) using various models were used but random forests gave the best results. A total 
of 623 image samples was used for this study and data was organized in three sets. 
These were obtained from different banana plantations in Bushenyi district (Western 
part of Uganda) where these diseases are common. This research was completed with a 
very high performance of 0.96, 0.91 and 0.99 accuracy for BBW, BBS and healthy 
classes respectively [9]. 

The technique of back propagation Neural network is implemented for classifying 
pomegranate diseases. It uses defected area, color and texture as the features. Neural 
networks were used for classification and 97.30% accuracy was obtained [10] 

Another study implemented deep learning techniques for Tomato Leaves Diseases 
Detection using a dataset of 9000 images of Tomato leaves for training a deep 
convolution neural network to identify 5 diseases. The accuracy of 99.84% was 
obtained on a held-out test set [11]. 

Methodology  

The deep learning of this work is to create a rice leaf disease detection model using 
machine learning algorithms that can be helpful for disease recognition. In this study, 
an efficient machine learning algorithm was chosen from some available algorithms in 
order to detect the disease that a rice plant is having. Then a GUI based on Rice disease 
detection system with the help of Flask Python web app framework has been proposed.  

The step by step design approaches of the proposed system and the workflow of the 
complete system have been mentioned in Fig 1 below: 

 
Fig.1 Flowchart for proposed methodology 
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Data Collection 

The dataset that we used here is in CSV format which was converted using 
ColorLayout Image Filtering method implemented in WEKA. Weka comprises of 
visualizationtools and algorithms which are used for data analysis and predictive 
modeling, combined with graphical user interfaces for easy access to these functions. 
Weka is  used to classify images. Color is considered to be the most basic quality of 
the visual contents, therefore we use colors to describe and represent an image. The 
MPEG-7 standard is considered to be the most efficient procedure to describe the color 
and has selected those that have provided more satisfactory results. WEKA mostly 
considers the data file to be in Attribute-Relation File Format (ARFF) file. Since 
.arff(Attribute-Relation File Format) file only contains data about the file names and 
classes of each instance, this data must be converted to some numerical format for the  
prediction algorithms to be applied. To handle this conversion, image filters are 
applied to datasets. Filtering is defined as transforming pixel intensity values to obtain 
some numeric data and this data reveals about the image characteristics. It extracts all 
features from image dataset and this data is written to the .arff file of the dataset. .arff 
file is converted into CSV format which is comprises of 33 numerical data attributes 
obtained by extracting features from image data, allowing classification algorithms to 
be applied on the data. On the basis of these attributes,we implemented a machine 
learning model to detect three types of diseases(i.e. Bacterial leaf blight, Brown spot 
and Leaf smut) in the rice plant. 

Data Preprocessing  

The dataset used here is in the CSV format. This dataset contains 33 input attributes. 
The independent variable that needs to be predicted, 'class', determines whether the 
disease is Bacterial Leaf Blight,Brown Spot or Leaf Smut.  

Building Model  

The model has been build using Jupyter Notebook, an interactive tool for data analysis 
and machine learning. It is an open- source application in which we can build Projects. 
It is used for data cleaning, transformation, numerical simulation, statistical modeling, 
data visualization, machine learning. The data used in the model is normalized for 
better accuracy of the model. Model Building is divided into two parts: 

1. Training the model 
 

Machine learning model is characterized with the property to learn. We make use of 
that attribute in an efficient way by providing good quality of training set. The model 
analyses the dataset, looks for patterns and discovers useful relationships, builds its 
understanding that will help it to make appropriate decisions and highly accurate 
predictions when need be, in future. The model will identify and label a test data that 
has been given based on the understanding of the information it has learned from the 
training data set. In this step we have used 80% of data for training model. There is 
random shuffling of the training data so that the model will establish relationship 
between entities and in turn increase its accuracy of labeling. 
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2. Testing the trained model 

Once our model has been trained and it has built its understanding, we need to test that 
the model is working effectively, and providing high accuracy predictions which was 
its first intent, thus testing plays a major role towards the end of the project. If an error 
is generated or the model does not give expected results and accuracy, then we have to 
rework on the Dataset or try another model.  In our case we have used 20% of data for 
testing the model. 

Various Techniques 

Decision Tree: A decision tree is a supervised machine learning algorithm which is used 
to predict a target by learning decision rules from features.  This model allows breaking 
down our data by making a decision on the basis of answers to a series of questions. A 
decision tree is basically constructed by recursive partitioning which means starting 
from the root node each node can be split into left and right child nodes. These nodes 
can then be further split and then they themselves become parent nodes of their resulting 
children nodes Decision Trees are a non-parametric supervised learning method used for 
both classification and regression tasks. It is one of the models used in statistics, data 
mining and machine learning. 

KNN: K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) is one of the simplest algorithms used in Machine 
Learning for regression and classification problem. KNN algorithms classify data based 
on similarity measures. A majority vote to its neighbors is considered here. The data is 
assigned to the class which has the nearest neighbors. As you increase the number of 
nearest neighbors, the value of k, accuracy might increase.The following two properties 
would define KNN well − 

1. Lazy learning algorithm − KNN is a lazy learning algorithm because it does not have 
a specialized training phase and uses all the data for training while classification. 
2. Non-parametric learning algorithm − KNN is also a non-parametric learning 
algorithm because it doesn’t assume anything about the underlying data. 

Logistic Regression: Logistic regression  models are used for classification problems 
with only two possible outcomes. It's basically an extension of the linear regression 
model for classification problems. Rather than outputting continuous number values, it 
outputs logistic sigmoid function to return two or more discrete classes. 

Results 

The score has been used to compare performance parameters of different machine 
learning models considered for the comparison of accuracy. 

TABLE I TRAIN AND TEST ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT MODELS 
 

Algorithm Accuracy Test Accuracy 
LOGISTIC REGRESSION 70.69% 60.42% 
DECISION TREE 100% 87.50% 
KNN 81.50% 66.66% 
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The model built by Logistic Regression has an accuracy of 60.4%, KNN has an 
accuracy of 66.66%  and Decision Tree has an accuracy of 87.50% 
Upon analysis of data, it is deduced that the simplest model of Decision tree algorithm 
fits the model very well and makes very good predictions and shows most accuracy than 
any other Machine learning Algorithm for the specified testing data set(about 87.50% 
accurate).and available training data set used in this study. It can be observed that the 
KNN model also performs very well as shown in Fig 2 and Fig 3. 

 
Fig. 2: Accuracy of different models on training dataset 

 
Fig. 3: Accuracy of different models in testing dataset 
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Conclusion 

The present paper reviews and summarizes the major machine learning algorithms 
used for disease detection of rice plant. Three machine learning algorithm techniques 
were applied namely Logistic Regression, Decision Tree and KNN Classifier. From 
results it has been seen that Decision Tree was able to identify accurately whether a 
rice plant is having Bacterial Leaf Blight or Leaf Smut or Brown Spot disease .It 
provides more accurate results as compared to others. 

The models can also be further enhanced by using IoT technology to comb fields and 
gather real-time inputs. These inputs can further be added to the existing datasets 
enhancing the prediction capabilities of the models. Moreover, the future scope of the 
project can be extension of focus on other crops’ diseases and their prediction. 
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Abstract  
 
In present times, we are facing corona virus pandemic. Literature has  faithfully 
portrayed plagues, epidemics, pandemics which have ravaged humanity in past. 
Pandemics are not subjects of medical science alone, but as they affect humanity, they 
come under the ambit of humanism also. Looking into past literature we can see some 
memorable works like that of Giovanni Bocaccio’s The Decameron, Daniel Defoe’s 
Journal of the Plague Year, Mary Shelley’s The Last Man. Albert Camus’s classic 
existentialism novel The Plague broods on the absurdity and existence of humans. In 
contemporary literature, we can find Stephen King’s The Stand uncannily timely. Other 
writers such as Dan Brown, Justin Cronin, Richard Matheson delve deep into the 
problems of epidemics and pandemics caused by viruses and microbes in their post 
apocalyptic fictions. Critics and theorists like Naom Chomsky, Judith Butler, Frank 
Snowden have been warning policy makers and governments of mending their ways 
before its too late. Chomsky points out that corona virus may not be the last. These kind 
of literature instill in us feeling of hope and resilience.  
 
Key Words- Pandemic, Epidemic, Literature, Corona Virus 
 
“Epidemic is cultural and linguistic as well as biological and biomedical…..[we need] a 
careful examination of language and culture to think carefully about ideas in the midst 
of a crises, to use our intelligence and critical faculties to consider theoretical problems, 
develop policy and develop long term social goals”.  

- Paula Treichler in How to Have Theory in an Epidemic  

The above quotation by world renowned gender theorist and critic Paula Treichler 
manifests deep relation between a pandemic and literature. Humanity has been ravaged 
by horrors of plagues, epidemics and pandemics from the dawn of civilization. 
Literature which is often called ‘mirror of society’has faithfully narrated the sufferings 
and horrendous situation of people which they had faced during pandemic.  
           Before we delve into the topic, we should know exactly what is a pandemic. 
“Pandemic is a disease outbreak that spreads across countries or continents. It affects 
more people and takes more lives than an epidemic. The World Health Organization 
(WHO) declared COVID-19 to be a pandemic when it became clear that the illness was 
severe and that it was spreading quickly over a wide area.”  In present times, we are 
facing the dreaded disease called Covid 19 or corona virus.    Corona virus is described 
by World Health Organization as , “ Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious 
disease caused by a newly discovered coronavirus. Most people infected with the 
COVID-19 virus will experience mild to moderate respiratory illness and recover 
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without requiring special treatment.  Older people, and those with underlying medical 
problems like cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, and cancer 
are more likely to develop serious illness. At this time, there are no specific vaccines or 
treatments for COVID-19. However, there are many ongoing clinical trials evaluating 
potential treatments.” 

             Epidemics and Pandemics are not subjects of medical science alone. These also 
come under the purview of investigation of humanities since they affect humanity. 
Literature helps in understanding the psyche of the people and sufferings endured by the 
people during a pandemic. Literature delves deep into the social aspect of an ongoing 
pandemic. From ancient times, humanity has been suffering from epidemics and 
pandemicwhich has been represented in literature by the writers. Some of the works 
which are renowned in this aspect are The Decameron (1353), Journal of the Plague 
Year ( 1772 ), The Last Man (1826),  The Plague (1947).The Decameron was written by 
Giovanni Bocaccio in the year 1353. This book contains many stories that shows 
resilience of people and society in the wake of Black Plague in Italy. Another 
remarkable piece of literature is by Daniel Defoe. His novel Journal of the Plague 
Yearwas published in the year 1772. Defoe narrates the story of a man who lived during 
the year 1662 when London faced bubonic plague and the outcome of this horrendous 
epidemic.Defoe writes “here I cannot but take notice that the strange temper of the 
people of London at that time contributed extremely to their own destruction. The 
plague began, as I have observed, at the other end of the town, namely, in Long Acre, 
Drury Lane, &c., and came on towards the city very gradually and slowly. It was felt at 
first in December, then again in February, then again in April, and always but a very 
little at a time; then it stopped till May, and even the last week in May there was but 
seventeen, and all at that end of the town; and all this while, even so long as till there 
died above 3000 a week”. 

Mary Shelley has also pondered over the problem of pandemic and epidemic. She has 
often toyed the idea of humans interfering with nature and facing repercussions in her 
literary works. Her post apocalyptic fiction The Last Man explains how a pandemic of 
unknown virus spreads across the world in future somewhat in late 21 century and 
humanity is ravaged by it.Botting points out “Shelley saw that the disaster of a 
pandemic would be driven by politics. This politics would be deeply personal yet 
international in scope. The spiraling health crisis would be caused by what people and 
their leaders had done and failed to do on the international stage — in trade, war and the 
interpersonal bargains, pacts and conflicts that precede them.” 

Albert Camus’s novel The Plague (1947) is a classic example of an existentialism. 
Camus deeply broods upon the absurdity and existence of humans. Before writing the 
novel, Camus delved deep into the history of plagues. Camus investigated into the Black 
Death that killed at leastmillion people in Europe in the 14th century, the Italian plague 
of 1630 that killed 280,000 across Lombardy and Veneto, the great plague of London of 
1665 as well as plaguesofChinaduring the 18th and 19th centuries.Camus finds out that 
nothing is certain and death is inevitable if people do not mend their ways. Humanity 
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can overcome epidemics and such calamities through love and resilience. In the end, 
Camus writes, “"If there is one thing one can always yearn for and sometimes attain, it 
is human love”. Further he emphasizes, “ What we learn in time of pestilence: that there 
are more things to admire in men than to despise.” 

            In contemporary times, as there is an advent of great technological advancement 
, literary writers have been contemplating what can be its ramification and edification 
for the humanity. There are some remarkable works by the writers like Stephen King’s 
The Stand (1994) narrates about the pandemic caused in the world by unknown 
influenza like virus which bears uncannily timely.MichaelCritchon’sAndromeda Strain 
(1964) and Jim Cronin’s The Passage (2010) are other novels which describes terror of 
unknown virus, microbes and zombies. Then there is famous novel of Richard  
Matheson’spost apocalyptic fiction I am Legend. Dan Brown’s novel Inferno published 
in 2013 is another famous work depicting how an unknown virus changes DNA 
structure of humans. Interestingly, there is also a prophetic novel by Max Brook named 
World War Z written in 2006 where the writer talks about an unknown deadly virus 
which comes out from a village in China. All these apocalyptic fiction novels have one 
thing in common and that is human resilience and their struggle for existence. In the 
end, the protagonists transcend these adverseconditions and come out victorious. 

Theorists and critics like Naom Chomsky, Judith Butler, Frank Snowden, Georgio 
Agamben h and many more have been voicing out their concern about the rapid spread 
of corona virus and its underlying causes. Naom Chomsky in his inimitable style, warns 
us that this virus is symbolic of man’s insatiable greed and unbridled capitalism. 
Chomsky points out that , “Another, probably more severely pandemic has been 
predicted. Scientists know how to prepare, but someone must act. If we choose not to 
learn the lessons that are right, before our eyes, the consequences will be dire”. Judith 
Butler, an American Philosopher and gender theorist rightly comments on ongoing 
corona virus pandemic, “After all, the virusdoes not discriminate. We could say that it 
treats us equally, puts us equally at the risk of falling ill, losing someone close, living in 
a world of imminent threat.” Butler emphasizes that its high time that people and 
government change their exploitive attitude towatds nature and stop fiddling with it. 

With Corona virus pandemic spread all around the world, people getting infected and 
dying an untimely death, humanity has come to a crossroads. It is crucial time to realize 
that unbridled development, looting of natural resources, killing of innocent animals, 
cannot go hand in hand with mankind’s sustainability and existence. Pandemic of 
corona virus can also be used as an opportunity to redeem ourselves and rectify our past 
mistakes. Then only we can create a safe, secure and better future for the mankind. It is 
often said that literature has two fold purpose of education and pleasure. In this time of 
crises, referring to past works of literature as well as contemporary literature we can 
instill in ourselves hope and resiliencethat we can overcome any type of calamity and 
corona virus pandemic is no exception.  
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Abstract: 
 

 Labour sector addresses mufti-dimensional social-economic aspects affecting 
labour welfare, productivity, living standards of labour force and social security. To 
raise living standards of the work force and achieve higher productivity, skill up 
gradation through suitable training is of utmost importance. Manpower development to 
provide adequate labour force of appropriate skills and quality to different sectors is 
essential for rapid socioeconomic development. Employment generation in all the 
productive sectors is one of the basic objectives. In this context, efforts are being made 
for providing the environment for self-employment both in urban and rural areas. 
During the Ninth Plan period, elimination of undesirable practices such as child labour, 
bonded labour, and aspects such as ensuring workers' safety and social security, looking 
after labour welfare and providing of the necessary support measures for sorting out 
problems relating to employment of both men and women workers in different sectors 
has received priority attention. In the current study the sample was obtained from 
various small and Medium Scale enterprises in and around Visakhapatnam city. Due to 
small workforce in some of the organization it was a difficult task for research to co 
relate and combine analysis, as far as study is concerned.  

A. Introduction: 

Welfare includes anything that is done for the comfort and improvement of 
employees and is provided over and above the wages. Welfare helps in keeping the 
morale and motivation of the employees high so as to retain the employees for longer 
duration. The welfare measures need not be in monetary terms only but in any 
kind/forms. Employee welfare includes monitoring of working conditions, creation of 
industrial harmony through infrastructure for health, industrial relations and insurance 
against disease, accident and unemployment for the workers and their families. Labor 
welfare entails all those activities of employer, which are directed towards providing the 
employees with certain facilities and services in addition to wages or salaries. 
According to India institute of personal management “During the last 2 decades these 
has been a tremendous spate of labour legislation and it is probably prove to say that 
more labour matters are now course by labour legislation in India than in any other 
country. The great speeding of in labour legislation since independence is accounted for 
by the urgency of industrial development and the determination of Government to 
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achieve in a few year what it had taken other countries decades to build up by normal of 
growth. 
 Just as the peace of industrialization had to speed up by expansion of the public sector 
industry, so the peace had to be forced in order to change the out look of management of 
labour matters in accordance with the govt's  policy of achieving a "Socialistic pattern of 
society ".It is noticeable that Indian labour legislation has been strongly influenced by 
the work of I.L.O and in fact India has been able to ratify a large number of the I.L.Q. 
conventions although it entered comparatively late into the industrial field.  
B. Objectives of the study: 
 To study about the welfare facilities provided bySelected Industries or Factories or 

organizations in and around Visakhapatnam City. 
 To study about various benefits provided by Selected Industries or Factories or 

organizations in and around Visakhapatnam City. 
 To study about safety methods that are being provided against accident.  
 To suggest statutory and non statutory welfare measures for Selected Industries or 

Factories or organizations in and around Visakhapatnam City. 
C. Review of Literature: 

In this Section an attempt is made to present the available literature in the area 
related to the present research problem to gain insight into research works already 
conducted. Such a review is important because it indicates the awareness of concept as 
well it helps in identifying gaps in the existing literature. Bokemeier, J. L. And Lacy, 
W. B. (1987),‘‘Job Values, Rewards, Welfare and Working Conditions as Factors In 
Job Satisfaction Among Men And Women” Enid Mumford, (1991)"Job Satisfaction: A 
Method of Analysis", The extremely nebulous concept of “job satisfaction” is 
examined. Attempts to define it are made, providing a method for establishing how 
good a fit there is between employees’ needs, expectations and welfare aspirations in 
work and their actual work experience. Jose R. Goris, (2007)"Effects of satisfaction 
with communication on the relationship between individual-job congruence and job 
performance/satisfaction", the purpose of this research is to examine the moderating 
influence of communication satisfaction on the association between individual-job 
congruence and both job performance and job satisfaction. Moderated regression 
analysis was used to assess data collected from 302 employees addressing the research 
variables of job scope, growth need strength, satisfaction with communication, job 
performance, and job satisfaction.Tandon J.K., Chawla Ashita (2012), “Job 
Satisfaction of LIC Employees”, It is widely believed that the customer satisfaction is a 
priority but it can be achieved or fulfilled if an employee is satisfied with his/her job 
conditions. Job satisfaction is regarded to one's feelings or state-of-mind regarding the 
nature of their work and welfare aspects. The main intention of this research study is to 
find out the satisfaction level of LIC employees and the relationship that exist between 
the superior and subordinates.Ayree, Srinivas, & Tan  (2005)  opined the changing 
social structures arising out of dual career couples, single parent families, an increasing 
number of parents with dependent care responsibilities for children, and ageing parents 
have all contributed to increasing research in the area of work–life balance. 
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D. Methodology: 
The fulfill objectives the mentioned data has been collected from both the primary 

and  secondary  sources. The Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English lays 
down the meaning of research as “a careful investigation or inquiry specially through 
search for new facts in any branch of knowledge. The systematic approach concerning 
generalization and the formulation of a theory is also research. As such the term 
‘research’ refers to the systematic method consisting of enunciating the problem, 
formulating a hypothesis, collecting the facts or data, analyzing the facts and reaching 
certain conclusions either in the form of solutions(s) towards the concerned problem or 
in certain generalizations for some theoretical formulation. Primary data was collected 
through survey method by distributing questionnaires to branch manager and other sales 
manager. The questionnaires were carefully designed by taking into account the 
parameters of my study. And secondary data   was collected from books, magazines, 
web sites, going through the records of the organization, etc. It is the data which has 
been collected by individual or someone else for the purpose of other than those of our 
particular research study. Or in other words we can say that secondary data is the data 
used previously for the analysis and the results are undertaken for the next process. 
Total sampling of the study was 600 respondents and stratified random sampling 
technique was used for the study. The sample covers all categories of employees from 
several departments of the company. As the study was intended to measure the 
employee welfare measures. It was decided not to restrict the study to particular 
department or section. Hence the sample covers the employees from various 
departments. 

E. Limitations of the Study: 
 
The following are the limitations, which are faced while carrying on the survey in regard 
to labour welfare facilities. 
 The ground level workers were very illiterate and they were unwilling to give the 

information due to fear. 
 Most of HR Managers were very busy during the survey, so that data collected as 

very limited optioned for the information. 
 Some workers a every basic information. 
 Due to limitations of the study only few workers are interviewed 
 There is lot of deference between one and other organization which makes 

dissimilarities between firms and outcomes may not applicable for all firms 
equally, which makes a difficult task for preparing a research study.  

 
F. Data analysis: 
 
Opinion of employees towards quality of foodstuff in canteen. 
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Uniform and others: 

 
Lunch Rooms: 
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Retirement Benefits: 

 
 

G. Findings and Suggestions: 
 It was a surprise that 40% of the workers are not aware of the welfare activities to 

be provided and provided by the companies. 
 71 % of the employees are satisfied with the existing welfare facilities. Some of the 

employees are not satisfied with the lunch subsidies and others provided by the 
companies. 

 Most of the employees are satisfied with the safety conditions being provided to 
them by the companies. 

 Education facilities provided for the children of the workers are just satisfactory but 
not up to the expectations and desires of the workforce itself.  

Suggestions: 
 Taking into account the workers opinions there are many suggestions, expectations, 

desires by workers to improve the welfare activities in the organizations. 
 The companies should create awareness among the employees regarding welfare 

programmes. 
 As the employees satisfaction is main for the smooth running of the company. A 

certain amount of lunch subsidy must be given to the employees. 
 The management should provide rest rooms and fully equipped lunchrooms to the 

employees to the organizations. 
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 The companies should provide higher education's learning facilities to the children 
of the employees. 

 In respect of recreation facilities they must be extended out door games must be 
improved and entertainment must be providing to them. 
 

H. Conclusion: 
The best functioning of industrial organization is possible only through at most 
utilization of available resources, under any circumstances, the resources of men, 
material, methods, missions and money should not be wasted for effective consideration 
of these every enterprise should prefer to give maximum responses to the persons who 
will be responsible for the growth and development of the enterprise.Thus it is the 
bonded responsibility to provide the welfare, working and safety provision to uplift the 
working conditions and welfare by enhancing the life style of workforce. 
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